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Premium System, or SoftCard lie. And introduce
your system to some of those thousands of new
programs.
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Apple Orchard is now a monthly publication. That's right,
monthly. In about 18 months, we have come from publishing
four times a year to 12 times, competing on considerably less
than equal financial terms with megabuck publishers, but
building a stable base of readers, advertisers, and friends. It's an
exciting achievement for our small staff and many friends, but it
brings with it a new responsibility.
For those of you who are subscribers at our old nine-time
rate, we're adding one issue to your subscription if it expires
before the end of 1983; two copies are being added if the old
expiration date was after the end of 1983. That roughly
compensates for the fact that our subscription rate is a bit lower
on a per-issue basis. Also, for the first time, we have an incentive
for a two-year subscription: it's$24 for one year, and $45 for two
years in the U_ S. Outside of the U. S., the rates are as shown
elsewhere in this issue, and we've added the air mail postage
categories for those international subscribers who requested
them.
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Entire contents Copyright " 1983
by International Apple Core, Inc.
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Contributing Editors:

Other changes include a new advertising representative
firm, headed by a human dynamo named Jay Eisenberg_ If
you're a prospective advertiser, call him at (213) 467-2266 ...
but then, he or one of his staff has probably called you already.
We have quite a story to tell. Jeff Ginsberg, who had been
handling that chore, will now be taking care of some special
projects for us.
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"Dr. Wo" - Pascal/Languages Editor
Neil D. Lipson, P. E.
AS. (Woody) Liswood
Morgan P. Caffrey
Barry D. Bayer
Jim Linhart - Miscellaneous Cartoonery

If you' re one of those who has been hearing about the pros
and cons of the Apple ///, we invite you to read "Coming Full
Circle" , by Kevin Fitzmaurice of Omaha. It's a classic tale of
love/ hate/ love, including a summary of features. Funny thing:
the rumor is that Apple is abandoning the Apple ///_ Well, there
are almost 100,000 / / / s out there, an installed base that many
companies would love to have_ The /// ranks fifth or sixth
among computers in terms of sales, but of course the II is so far
ahead that it causes a distorted perspective_Well, Apple people
claim that abandonment is not in their minds, and invite us to
watch what happens in the next couple of months_ We're
watching_

Dawn Brown - Circulation Manager
Karen Vanikiotis Zinsmeister - IAC Staff

Advertising Representative:
JE Publishers' Representative Company
6855 Santa Monica Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90038

(213) 467-2266
New York - (212) 724-7767
San Francisco - (415) 864-3252

Meanwhile, the largest installed base for the CP/ M operating
system is on Apple computers, and we' re seeking to devote
more space to this "old-timer"_ Beginning on Page 20, Woody
Liswood takes a look at WordStar, the best-selling word
processor for CP/ M (so far) . Also, he reviews Proof Reader,
which checks spelling. Next month, we'll feature a program
that converts text files from CP/ M to SOS on the Apple / / / .

Address for all subscriptions, correspondence,
advertising material, manuscripts, etc.:

Apple Orchard
908 George Street
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 727. 7652

The variety of articles in this Apple Orchard issue also
includes Part Two of John Uhley' s probing into the Disk II drive,
covering reading and writing to and from disks without DOS.
Joe and Chris Jasper provide a small program, actually a
subroutine, for calculating moving or running averages. Mike
Kramer shares his Apple /// BASIC Corrware program, and
John Matthews covers " Handcrafted Compiling" , tactics for
better use of Assembly language.

APPLE ORCHARD ( ISSN 0277 - 1950) is published monthly by the International Apple
Core, In c. 908 George St. Santa Clara, CA 95050. Second Class Postag e paid at
Santa Clara. CA and additional entry points.
Subscription Rates (U.S. funds): $24.00 for I yea r. $45.00 for 2 years in th e U.
S.. FPO [, APO: $30 .00-1 yr . $55.00-2 yr., in Canada; $36.00 (surface), $48.00
(a irmail) in Mexico. Central America, Caribbean Islands.' Phillippines, Samoa; $36.00
(surface), $60 .00 (airmail) in South A m eri ca. Europe, North Africa: $36.00 (su rface),
$72.00 (airmail) in Asia. Middle East South Africa, A ustralia.
APPLE ORCHARD is a publicaion of the Internation al Apple Core, a worldwide
federation of Apple computer User Groups. The opinions expressed herein are those
of the authors. and do not necessa rily represent the views of the Internationa l Apple
Core. While we appreciate the co-operati on of Apple Computer. Inc an d other
sponsorin g m embers. the IAC and APPLE ORCHARD do not necessa rily represent th e
views of any of th ese companies. Our. existence is derived from the thousands of
Apple users. and it is their interests which we seive.
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And speaking of sharing, that's what Apple Orchard is; a
means for sharing information_ Monthly or not, it is, and will be,
no better than the sum of its contributions. If yo u have even the
slightest thought of writing a long or short article about Apple
computers, their uses, innards, software, etc., for a magazine,
drop us a line and we'll send you a copy of our author
guidelines_ We look forward to hea ring from yo u_
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The typewriter was a wonder in its
time. Letter Perfecfis a wonder for
today. Lette1 Perfect from LJK
lets you use your computer to
write letters and create reports
and edit your work. Change
a word. Move a line.
Combine two paragraphs.
You can do it all

with Letter Perfect and more.
Much more.
When it comes to practical
software for Ataris and Apples,
Letter Perfect is simple to
learn. And hard to beat. Ask
your dealer for a demonstration, or write LJK
for more information.

LJK, INC. • 7852 Big Bend Blvd., St. Louis, MO 63119 • (314) 962-1855
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The .Management Converts
Today, the "progressive" manager is one who spearheads
the use of microcomputers as business tools in his or her
organization. More and more chests puff out proudly as boxes
beige and gray/ blue appear on desks. Most of these folks
would have you believe that it was always this way, but it ain't
necessarily so. The fact is that the acceptance of personal
computers in institutional settings did not come easily.
The machines were seen by some managers as "toys' ',
using " dormitory software" . The most common avoidance
approach was, and is, to say, " We' re studying it' ', as long as
possible. Reluctant managers may limit the scope of activities
in which the computer is to be used; or he may say that these
things are fine for menial work, but that managers have better
things to do than to play with keyboards.
That last one at least has a ring of plausibility to it There is,
after all, no real substitute for a human being when it comes to
dealing with other human beings, and that's what management is. Managers are continually being warned to combat the
instinct to do their subordinates· jobs for them, and to rely on
team members to know their jobs. But management involves
the use of information to plan, control and evaluate the
activities and performance of others. If we achieve blissful
ignorance, then how do we assess the decisions, judgment,
and promotability of those sLibordinatesJ And how do we get
the relevant information to make the decisions, in time to be
most effective?
Enter the computer, the best information-processing tool
yet devised to aid humans. In the personal area, the Apple
computer and its imitators have been even more effective than
the relatively unapproachable mainframe computers. The
"business-institutional" market segment is growing rapidly, as
managers describe the new small computers in glowing terms.
The funny part is that in a majority of organizations, large and
small, the microcomputer didn't arrive with fanfare at the front

door; rather, it was smuggled in through the servants· entrance
by employees who had become computer hobbyists (not
" hobbiests", please), and who had seen the value of this tool in
the performance of their work Unless the hobbyist also
happened to be the chief executive, what followed was a
process of system development, demonstration, proposal and
rejection, iterated until grudging approval was given. That
grudging approval turned to the appropriation of credit by
managers after the "toys" proved successful.
The idea that managers should concentrate on the humans
whom they manage is a good one in an era when computergenerated data substitutes for human judgment; having a pile
of printouts to point to builds " justifiability" and fends off much
criticism. That human-oriented sentiment all too often obscures
another reason why some managers are reluctant to use a
microcomputer: the folk wisdom is that managers don't use
keyboards. Keyboards are for secretaries, for clerks, for" girls" .
Another funny thing: the managers who have taken to
keyboards attached to Apples have scored innumerable
successes as a result of that interaction. That's a trend that
should continue: the computer-using manager will outdistance
his or her illiterate brethren by greater distances.
And in terms of ease of use, computers are coming to
everyone, even managers. Apple's Lisa is an example. The
manager doesn't have to be a programmer or a typist, yet he or
she can make use of the computer as a tool. Unfortunately, a
computer will not guarantee success. The key is in how, and
how well, it is used.

Coming FulFCircle
by Kevin Everett FitzMaurice

T

he time had finally come when I
could afford to upgrade my personal
computer system. Not that my Apple II
Plus had something wrong with it, but
rather I wanted a system that could do
more, and do it better. After reading
about all of the problems the Apple 111
was having, I decided that perhaps my
happy relationship with Apple was coming to an end.
I made quite an extensive search. My
bulging literature library is proof of that
Yet, I simply could not find one personal
unit that could meet all of my requirements. By this time I was beg inning to
hea r that Apple had been hard at work
remaking th e Apple I I/. I decided to give
Apple th e benefit of th e doubt, and take a
second look Lo and behold, here it was
right in front of me, the very computer I
had been searching for all along'
What I would like to do now, is to give
you a clear and simple list of the features
of the Apple I/I on a single page or two
(See Figure 1). You should then be able
to use this list as a yardstick for comparisons of different micros. Then, we' ll look
at a few of the important features of the
Apple 111.
The First RAM Machine
One of the most intriguing and unique

features of the Apple III is that it is the
first RAM based machine. While all the
other new personal computers have
greatly increased ROM, the I11 has almost
completely done away ·with it' Inside the
111 there is only4K of ROM which does a
diagnostic check of the III, and then
automatically boots whatever disk is in
the built-in system disk drive. What this
means is that you are not bound to any
language or operating system, nor do
you have to work around them to use
different ones, nor are you stuck with
outdated ROM! Any language or operating system is just loaded in on disk first
thing. You will never be caught with an
outdated machine because updating any
language or operating system is as easy
as loading a different disk With the II/' s
generous amount of RAM, there is no
reason not to take this more intelligent
path to updating your BASIC, UCSD
Pascal, DOS, SOS, or what have you.
There is quite a speed difference between a RAM based operating system,
and a DISK based operating system. If
you have worked with one of the popular
portables, and have had to wait for .. swapping", then you already know what I
mean.
Apple II Emulation Mode
When you use the new Apple II Emula-

tion diskette, none of the advanced features of the 111 are functional. Instead of
an Apple 111. it is as if you had an Apple II
Plus or an Apple II. Your II Plus has 48K,
DOS 3.3, Applesoft, Autostart ROM, a
disk controller in Slot 6 with 1 or 2 drives,
and either an Apple II serial card or an
Apple II communications card. The Universal Parallel Interface Card is also fully
supported under emulation. While emulating the Apple II, the only changes to the
·a bove are that now you are in Integer
BASlCwith Programmer's Aid # J, instead
of Applesoft with Autostart ROM.
Paddles and joysticks are not universally
useable under emulation; for example,
any program that uses the annunciators
at the same time that it reads the joysticks
will get erroneous joystick readings. Also,
any Apple II program that uses its own
routines for paddle-reading routines will
not run under the Emulator program.
All programs that require only the II or II
Plus as configured above, and which use
only keyboard input, will run without any
- problems on the I I/. Most Apple II programs require only the configuration the
Apple I 11 will emulate! However I would
like to see the next rewrite of Apple II
emulation to include options for a 16KRAM card (64K needed for Apple Logo),

80 column display, lower case, support of
the Profile, and an option for the Dvorak
American Simplified keyboard. Perhaps
the best deal would be for Apple to offer a
new Apple Ile emulation mode. To run
Apple II Pascal the emulation mode is not
needed, and you still have your super
Apple I I I with all its power.
Apple

11I

Software

Apple has been demonstrating its support of the I I I by supplying most of the
indispensible software packages a user
needs. With the Access I I I program and
a modem, the Apple 11I can communicate with large mainframes, exchange
files back and forth, and thus do remote
data-processing work for them. Access
I I I supports ANSI standard escape sequences, and emulation of the DEC
Vfl 00 and Vf52. Now you really can
work from home!
There are several utilities for the Pascal
System. One offers a whole library of
utilities, and is rightly called Apple I I I
Pascal Utility Library. Another is called
Script I I I, and is for formatting any text
written with the Apple 11I Pascal Editor.
The formatted text can then be printed to
the screen, saved on disk, or printed out
And for the serious Pascal programmer
there is Record Processing Services, which

provides sophisticated file management
for development work Considering all
the Pascal aids, and the fact that most of
Pascal can exist on the Pro File so that you
need only one Pascal diskette, the Apple
I I I is the best UCSD Pascal development
system around.
AppleWriter 111 is out and was used to
write this article. Among the many features of AppleWriter 111 are paragraph
and column tabulation, word wrap, split
screen operation, the ability to read VisiCalc I 11 files, global search, file insertion,
centering, four kinds of justification, search
and replace, printing to the screen,
automatic pagination, typeover, etc.
AppleWriter 111 even includes a Word
Processing Language (WPL) that makes
it easy to customize your own applications. Also included is a utility disk for the
transfer of files beteen Apple Writer 1.1 , 11,
111. Mail List Manager Files, and general
conversion between SOS and DOS text
files. The most enjoyable feature of Apple
Writer for me is the powerful, yet easy to
use text formatting menu. Compared to
any other word processor that I have
used, this is the only one that makes it
simple to format something as difficult as
a single envelope.
Business graphics are made easy with

a new program called, of course, Apple

I I I Business Graphics. It uses the DIF file
standard so it can communicate with
VisiCalc I I I as well as Business BASIC,
and Apple I I I Pascal.
Mail List Manager is yet another program released through Apple for the 111.
This one is for creating and maintaining
mailing label files. among other things.
Quick File I 11 is a inexpensive data base
(file maintenence) program from Apple.
And of course, there is a special version
of VisiCalc, the Apple program that took
business software to new heights, for the
Apple 111. But have you heard? There is a
new much improved VisiCalc called, VisiCalc Advanced Version, and so far it is
just for the Apple I I I !
Outside support of the I I I continues to
increase every day. More and more of the
tried and true programs for the Apple II
are being updated for the Apple I I I all the
time. And Apple has the Microsoft CPI M
board designed to work with SOS, out
and working. Apple has named it SoftCard 111. and in a move to support it, has
become the sole distributor. Quite unlike
CPI M-86, the CPI M-80 for the Apple 111
will allow fairly straightforward conversion of existing CPI M software. Many
CPI M programs will only require reformatting for the Apple I 11 disk drives,

which can also read Apple II CPI M disks.
SoftCard / / / includes the standard Mi·
crosoft BASIC. It also allows CP/ M and
SOS to exchange files, and the Profile is
fully supported. We have been waiting a
long time for this adapter, because Mi·
crosoft spent a lot of time interfacing
CP/ Mand SOS. This being accomplished,
the wait was well worth it SOS, however,
is such a real advancement over CP/ M
that, you may just want to stick with it
32-Bit, or 16-Bit, or 8-Bit?
The Apple I I I comes with the 8-bit
6502B, which is an improvement on the
6502A, which is an improvement on the
6502, which is an improvement on the
6800, which is an improvement on the
first 8-bit chip, the 8008. The 6502B
includes an address enhanced instruc·
tion set for the 6502. Now there are both
bank-switched and enhanced indirect
addressing allowing up to 512K RAM.
Also, there are separate execution envi·
ronments for user and SOS, including
private zero and stack pages. Even clock
speed has been increased to 2-MHz peak,
and 1.7-MHz average. This allows the 111
to run, on the average, about 40% faster
than the Apple II. This makes the6502Ba
dream come true for 6502 lovers (Micro
magazine take note)!
The speed at which a CPU (central
processing unit) computes is a highly
overrated comparison factor between
personal computers. Being such an easy
one to compare on paper, because of
being in the numerical values of clock
speed and bit-size, it is often used. But in
real life, the computational speed of a
CPU is like horsepower, a factor to consi·
der if you intend to pull heavy loads like
time sharing or your camper.
A substantial problem when compar·
ing just clock speed, is not knowing that
one CPU can compute faster than anoth·
er at the same speed. The 6502, for
example, averages four times faster than
the 8-bit Z-80 at the same clock speed.
Also, a fast processor running a slow
BASIC may appear to be slower than a
slow processor that is running a fast
BASIC. The demands on the CPU by the
operating system can vary a great deal.
Matters are further complicated by
memory access times, as an 8-bit chip
can have much faster access times than a
16-bit chip depending on the memory
chips used and other factors. Yet another
problem involves the number of bytes
used by instructions. A 16-bit chip often
requires more bytes than an 8-bit chip for
the same operation, and usually needs
more memory for the same program.
Even 8-bit chips don't use the same

amounts of memory. The 6502 is a more
efficient user of memory than the Z-80,
which can result in both memory savings
and speed improvement Internal representation of numbers varies from machine to machine, and language to Ian·
guage. The difference in the amount of
bytes needed to represent numbers can
be substantial in a large program, and
can account for some speed differences.
To simplify matters, and to test a
complete system's performance, we have
benchmark tests. The IEEE is in the
progress of developing a standard set of
benchmark programs. But, benchmark
testing can not take into consideration
the tricks or advanced features that a
machine may have to speed its process·
ing. For example the Apple 111 can run a
full 20% faster by merely pressing the
CONTROL key and the " 5" key on the

Figure 1:

numeric keypad at any time (this sus·
pends screen display).
Another problem with benchmark test·
ing is that the tests are usually very small
programs that can't begin to use the
advantages of features like Business
BASIC's invokable modules, which can
sharply reduce the amount of code needed
Frankly, I will never rely on benchmark
testing until it is done with very large
programs, and these would have to utilize
the features available to each machine.
Standard benchmark programs only test
a machine' s ability to do things in a very
cramped fashion, and if followed too
closely would discourage advanced features.
Features like Business BASIC's ability
to search for the line number of a GOTO,
starting either with its own line number or
at the beginning line number of the

Apple///

Keyboard Friendliness.
a) Arranged in a strictly traditional typewriter layout
b) Sculptured, stepped, and angled keys.
c) Numeric key pad. Recognized differently from main keyboard.
d) Software definable character set Can be used for graphics.
e) All characters used by programming languages.
f) Dedicated cursor or arrow keys.
g) Two-key method to boot a disk without powering on and off.
h) Alpha lock key. Shift locks alphabetical keys only.
i) The entire ASCII code.
j) Automatic repeat for all keys and the speed can be tripled.
k) Can print 224 distinct characters.
I) Little bumps on D, K, and 5 keys for finger positioning.
m) Numeric keypad can be redefined into 12 special function keys.
n) Dvorak American Simplified Keyboard available on file.
o) 128 byte type ahead buffer.
p) Many different fonts available on file.
q) Character set can be changed unc;ler program control at any time.
r) Up to 13 control keys.
s) Computer "ON" light
t) Two system keys. Closed and Open Apple keys redefine others.
u) 73 keys total.
Integrated Main Unit (built·in features).
a) 80 column display.
b) 143K Disk drive.
c) Interface for up to 4 disk drives.
d) RS-232·<;:. Can be made to serve 6 devices with T-switch ..
e) Color. All 16 colors with 192 lines of 280 dots per line.
f) Graphics. 16 shades of green with 192 lines of 560 dots per line.
g) Sound. 64 volume settings and over seven octaves.
h) Speaker. Of speech producing quality.
i). Monitor ports. RGB or any video device, NTSC, 80-column monochrome.
j) Real time clock (location for one on board at coordinates 3-B).
k) Two Joystick ports, A & B. Silentype printer can share port A.
I) Diagnostics in ROM.
m) Audio output SOS Audio Driver can be rewritten for your needs.
n) Built-in security mount to prevent the~
o) 256K RAM ability,512K potential without strain.
q) Four real expansion slots.

program, cannot become significant
time-wise in small programs. Most BASICs
always start at the very beginning line
number even if it is the next line they want
If a programmer wants to speed up a
program there are many techniques available. Perhaps a more important question than benchmark testing Is, does the
program in question use all the speed
advantages of your machine, or even
more to the point, does it run fast enough
for you?
Most applications for a personal computerjust don't require the ~orsepower of
a race car (time-sharing CPU) any more
than we require it with our passenger
cars. It took a long time for people in the
U.S. to realize that unnecessary horsepower was costing them a lot of money,
and yet was virtually unusable. Word

processing, for example, is handled 8 bits
at a time regardless of the CPU size. To
put it simply, eight bit machines have
their place and true sixteen bit machines
have theirs. Some may find it surprising
to learn that super refined 8 -bit chips like
the 6502B, the 6809, and the 6509 can
compute faster than early 16-bit chips.
A bench mark test in Byte, January
1982, Page 54, showed the pseudo8/ 16bit IBM-PC to compute only about 20%
faster than the 8-bit Apple II on the
average. This is consistent with the findings of the benchmark testing for arithmetic processing done by the Association of Computer Users, but they found
the Apple II about 50% faster on their
accounts receivable test The Apple / / /
runs about 40% faster than the Apple II on
the average. Most of this speed improvement is not noticeable, however, due to

Features
Expansion Products Supported.

a) Profile 5-MEG super quiet hard disk drive. Can fit under monitor.
b) Universal parallel port A T-switch could extend this.
c) Silentype inexpensive printer can plug in port A
d) Qume letter quality printer (plugs into RS-232-C).
e) Monitor ///, 16 shades of green and full graphics.
f) Modem eliminator cable comes with /// for use of RS-232-C with printers.
g) Cursor /// joysticks plug into ports A and B.
h) Prototyping board for development of new boards.
i) Apple CP/M adapter made by Microsoft including MBASIC.
j) Apple's new dot matrix and letter quality printers.
k) Unifile and Duofile disk drives providing up to 1.7 MEG.
REVOLUTIONARY OPERATING SYSTEM.
a) firstever written to be user friendly.
b) Data base capabilities. Hierarchical file-structure.
c) Manages ALL memory locations and 1/0.
d) One disk format for ALL allows file sharing and communication.
e) Easily updated without hurting existing compatibility.
f) Ability to rewrite software drivers instead of changing hardware.
g) Will locate which drive a file is in for you.
h) Error proof menu system.
.i) Any destruction of data requires confirmation.
j) Automatic date/ time stamping of every file.
k) Interrupt driven.
I) Device-independent 1/0.
m) Stores information using all empty space.
n) Programs tha(request printing could continue while the printing goes on.
o) Powerful drivers for graphics, console, audio, printer, and RS-232.
p) Programs can run 20% faster by pressing Control-5 (no video).
q) Uses all avail.able memory.
Apple Languages

1) Apple /// UCSD Pascal.
a). Works under SOS, thus it has a hierarchical file-structure.
b) Will run Apple II Pascal.
c) 6502 development system.
. ' d) ca'n communicate directly with sos.
e) 32-bit floating point arithmetic. IEEE proposed standard.
f) Enhanced instruction set

the fact that the 6502B must also run
SOS, which consists of a great deal more
code than DOS 3.3 or PC-DOS. With all
the extra work we get out of SOS, though,
this trade off is well worth it
When the 32-bit CPU is affordable for
the personal computer, there will by then
also be storage media that can make use
of the 32-bit CPU's capacity for TERAbyte
virtual memory (trillions of bytes). Pehaps
the read/ write video disk with a 32-bit
CPU like Intel's IAPX-432 or Motorola's
still in progress 120,000 transistor 32-bit
CPU, will be the real step into the future.
We can then have data bases (collections
of related information) and libraries for
everything and anything at our fingertips.
I have already heard promises of read/
write video disks with 100 GIGAbytes per
side (one hundred billion bytes). There
are several 32-bit chips already announced that can directly address 4-GIGAbytes
of main memory.
If we are going to access and search
through such vast amounts of data as
third generation storage will permit, then
the speed of our CPU will become a
crucial consideration. But present storage being floppy disks and Winchester
type hard disk drives, the eight bit machines with 256K programmable RAM are
challenge enough for a single person to
utilize fully. Increases in RAM, Disk storage, and CPU speed are just not significant enough for desk top (personal)
computers to have to go to second
generation (16-bit), systems. It is also
quite likely that 16-bit systems will not be
fast enough, or able to address enough
memory for efficient use of GIGAbyte
and TERAbyte appliances. However, time
sharing, advanced operating systems,
and scientific number crunching applications can use the power of the full 16-bit
systems now. With the introduction of
third generation memory, storage, and
speed, it will be time to update both 8-bit
and 16-bit systems. Everything, including
applications, will have increased geometrically with third generation capabilities.
Apple's Lisa is the first example of a
personal computer that does need the
power of a true 16· bit processor. There is
noway that a single8·bitchip or a pseudo
16· bit chip could run all the operating
code and graphics that are so necessary
to the Lisa. In fact the Lisa is Apple's first
departure from von Neumann architecture, as it has another three processors to
assist the main processor. Since the Lisa
includes in its $9,995.00 price the integrated six application programs I have
read so much about, the 5MEG Profile,
1.7 MEG of diskette storage, and 1MEG
of main memory, then only a fool would
call it overpriced!

Figure 1 (cont)
g) BASIC programs can be edited with the Pascal Editor.
h) Can be loaded to the Profile and takes up only 175 Kbytes.
i) Memory limited by size of RAM, not software.
j) Up to 48 units for any one program.
k) Can be used to develop UCSD Pascal for any p-code machine.
2) Business BASIC.
a) Apple' s third BASIC.
b) Up to 19 digit precision.
c) Console driver allows four direction scrolling.
d) Memory limitations are based on available memory.
e) Graphics subroutines are easily called.
t) Variables of current programs not destroyed by changes.
g) Code is fully 1/0 independent
h) Turnkey systems need only to use the file name "HELLO".
i) Arrays of several dimensions.
j) ' Integer variables available to speed up BASIC processing.
k) Can edit programs with AppleWriter ///.
I) Long Integers can be used for Financial Accounting.
m) REAL variables have significant digits after 6 rounded.
n) Floating-point Arithmetic is done with 32-bit precision.
Here are some of the advanced statements available:
a) PRINT USING and IMAGE statements with aids for output
b) IF THEN ELSE for structured programming.
c) CHAIN to link programs together.
d) INVOKE and PERFORM make Assembly language routines easy.
e) WINDOW statement for definition of screen size.
t) ON KBD statement looks for keyboard input
g) TYP statement controls type of data to be read.
h) INDENT and OUTDENT to make BASIC loops readable.
i) EXEC simu\ates keyboard input
j) DEF FN statement allows definition of added functions.
k) SWAP statement swaps values between variables.
I) FOR .. . NEXT has the STEP clause available.
m) POP removes the top pointer from the program stack
n) ON ERR is used to handle errors.
o) RESUME will start execution over at the beginning of the error.
Here are the built-in disk file statements:
a) REC statement returns current record number.
b) ON EOF statement controls end of file proc€'.dures.
c) CREATE is used to make directories.
d) CATALOG to list directories.
e) DELETE, LdCK, UNLOCK, RENAME, OPEN, and CLOSE for disk files.
t) OUTPUT#, PRINT#, and PRINT# USING for disk files.
g) READ#, WRITE# , all for use with files on floppy or Profile.
3) Apple /// COBOL
a) Rated High Intermediate Level by U.S. GSA.
b) Higher rating than many minicomputers.
c) Can run significant mainframe COBOL programs.
d) Makes use of SOS' s advanced features.
e) Animator ·provides full view of actual program execution.
t) FORMS·2 -interactively generates screens and source code.
g) Far more programs exist in COBOL than any other language.
h) Most English like language to date.
i) Supports structured programming with the PERFORM statement

Software Sources:
a) Apple II software library.
b) Apple Computer, Inc.
c) UCSD Pascal software library.
d) CP/ M software library with adapter.
e) International Apple Core
t) Apple / / / software from everyone.
g) COBOL software library.

Conclusion
Apple /// represents the apex of the
combination of von Neumann and 8-bit
architecture. The main improvement I
would make on the / / / is to build-in as
standard its Universal Parallel Interface,
rather than have it take up a slot But
where do you stop adding if you want to
keep the initial price within reach, and
maintain a small footprint? Some companies have stopped much too soon. The
success of the Apple II was and still is, in
my opinion, due primarily to its built-in
expansion chassis. We could also build in
to the Apple / / / an interface for the
Profile, another RS-232, four more ex·
pansion slots, a 6502B for 1/0 process·
ing, terminal interfaces, or we could just
buy a Lisa if we could afford it!
You will never be sorry you purchased
the ///, as the software end of it can be
updated more easily than any other com·
puter. And there are more programs for
Apple computers than any others. Also,
Apple has already built so much into i~
that you may never need anything else.
But if you do, there is plenty of room for
the future. Just as it is, the Apple /// is, in
my mind, THE state-of·the·art professional or networking micro system.
The / / / is fully supported by Apple,
meaning you can expect new software
and hardware releases from Apple all the
time. Apple said in Apple/// Dimensions
that their number one project for the
whole company in '82 was the re· release
of the Apple ///. We have recently seen
new ideas for the /// , such as the " Pro·
duct Training Paks" that help the novice
get started using Apple // / programs,
and the interactive program called the
"The Keyboard" to teach its use.
Quick File / / / is an example of Apple
continuing to release new software for
the ///. We should soon see the release
of the clock chip kit Even more manuals
have been and will be released on the
Apple ///. To end all complaints agi]inst
the low K of the built· in Apple II compati·
ble drive on the /// , Apple has anounced
the Duofile (2 drives) and Uni File ( 1
drive) drives. Each drive holds 850K! And
to provide easier back-up of the Profile,
Apple has developed and released Backup / / /. This new program makes backing up the Profile an easy chore, and
condenses files to take up less disk
space.
What is even more exciting is the new
Catalyst program from Quark Engineer·
ing. Using this program I can boot all my
software from the hard disk I have finally
gotten away from the old " floppy shuffle" !
Well, here I am; an Apple fan once
•
again!
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~6 DOUBLE·TAKEONLY
2-WAY-SCROLL I MULTIPLE UTILITY 34.95

-\.0-:f. PRONTO-DOS
HIGH-SPEED DISK UTILITY
~

BY TOM WEISHAAR

BY MARK SIMONSEN
-LISTINGS & CATALOGS SCROLL Up AND Down,
making file names and program lines much easier to
access. Arrow-keys control scroll direction. N- AppleIOll Ll9t Format lists each program statement on new
line for FAST program tracing and de-bugging.
Verlllble-Dl9play shows all of a program's strings and
variables with current values. Croee-Reference shows
line nos. on which each variable & string appears. Better
R-.mber/Append lets you merge programs (not just
connect end-to-end). Applesoft Auto-U,,..Number as
you type. Instant Hex/Dec Converter, Program Stats,
Cursor Eliminate/Redefine, Free Space-On-Disk...
With 2 Chert.: Peekl/Pok• end Tips a Trlcb

Put HIGH-SPEED DOS in your Apple's normal memory,
Language Card or Apple lie high-memoryFunction
Norm8I Pronto
BLOAD HI-RES IMAGE . . . . . .. . . . .. 10 sec. 3 sec.
LOAD ~ECTOR PROGRAM . ... . . 16 sec. 4 sec.
SAVE 60-SECT OR PROGRAM . . . . .. 24 sec. 9 sec.
BLOAD LANGUAGE CARD .... . ... 13 sec. 4 sec.
(TEXT FILES: No Change)
Boot the Pronto disk or your updated disks, created
with the normal INIT command. Compatible with 811
DOS comrMndl, G .P.L.E .~ and most of your programs.
Pronto-DOS will move DOS to your Language Card
or Apple Ila's standard high-memory, giving you 10,000
exv.eyi. of programmable memory!
ProntoDOS also frees-up 15-extr&-MCtorw per initialized disk, almost one full track of disk space!
PLUS: Auto Free-Disk-Space, New ''TYPE" Command displays Text File contents, and much more...
(Incl~ Peeks & Pok• Chert)
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Apple Mechanic's
Hi-Res type routines
are usable in your
programs WITHOUT
LICENSING FEE. Just
give Beagle Bros
credit on your disk
and documentation.

4315 Sierra Viste I San Diego, CelHomle 92103
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DOS BOSS

ONLY
29.50

APPLE MECHANIC
I
SHAPE-WRITER BYTE-ZAP UTILITY
BY BERT KERSEY

SHAPE EDITOR: Keyboard-draw shapes for animation in your programs. Create Proportlonelly-Spaced

!)'pef8!l99 with special characters. Six fonts included.
Llstable Applesoft demos show you how to animate
graphics and create professional Charts & Graphs.
BYTE-ZAP: Rewrite any byte on a disk for repair or
alteration. Load entire MCtorw on the__, for inspeotion. Hex/Dec/ Ascii displays and input. Educational
instructions include experiments for making trick file
names, restoring deleted files, changing DOS, etc.
MORE: Useful music, text and hi-res tricks for your
programs. Clear educational documentation.
(lnclu• Peeks a Pok• Chert end Tip Book #5)

APPLE MECHANIC

TYPEFACES

ONLY
20.00

BY BERT KERSEY

26 NEW FONTS for use with Apple Mechanic programs. Many sizes of fully~itable characters.
BEAGLE MENU: Display only the file names you want
from your disks (e.g. only Applesoft or only Locked files)
for fast one-key cursor selection.
(Incl~ Peekl a Pok• Ci-t end Beeg• Menu)
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A$="Ru.a' WLU RBOC YNTOO_B,,.C@O_B.. DC"·.

SPEED=180: VTAB 10: PRINT A$
20 FOR X=O TO LEN(A$)-1: S=SCRN(X,19):
COLOR=S+(S=12)-(S=13)-(SCRN(X,18))10):

PL~~9·~;;:;0~1~TY

:;;;

~

DRAW IN HI-RES, on both pages, using keyboard OR
paddles/joystick. View lines before plotting. Use mixedcolors and Reverse (background opposite) plotting.
Fast hi-res circles, boxes and ellipses; filled or outlined.
Compreg Hl-R• 11118ge8 to 1/3 D19k-Spec:e. Superimpose hi-res pages 1 and 2 or re-locate any rectangular
image area anywhere on either hi-res page.
Proportlonelly-Spaced Hl-R• Type with adjustable
character size and color. Upper and lower case with no
htab/vtab limits. Sideways typing for graphs too.
(Incl~ Peeks a Pok• Chert ilnd Tip Book #4)
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GOTO

your local ,,j'
Apple Software
/
Store for Beagle :
Bros products. /
If they don't
/J
have what you
want, tell them
to get on the \1
stick by call\
ing Beagle Bros ~
(619-296-6400)
\
or ANY Apple
~
~
Software Distributor. ~~~
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FLEX TEXT C:kcr
20/ 40/56/70-COLUMNS WITHOUT HARDWARE
BY MARK SIMONSEN
PRINT VARIABLE-WIDTH TEXT on both hi-res
screens with normal Appleloft C011111W1dl (including
Htab 1-70). Normal, expanded & compressed text with
no hardware. 70-Columns requires a monitor (not tv).
Add graphlc:8 to text or text to graphics. Run your
existing Applesoft programs under Flex Text control.
Easy to use and compatible with GPLE.~
DOS Tool K~ font compatibility, or use t he supplied

TIP DISK #1
100 TIP BOOK TIPS ON DISK

~~~~:~:.~~~~L:l:~dut~~:i~~n~~~~~~:o!~~
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ONLy
29.50

ONLY

21 UTILITIES ON ONE DISK
29.50
BY BERT KERSEY
LIST FORMATTER prints each program statement
on a new line. Loops indented with printer page breekL
A great Applesoft program de-bugger! Also...
Mum.Column Ceteloge for printouts, auto-post Runnumber & Date in programs, put invisible commands in
programs, create lnv191ble fl• nemet, alphabetize/ store
info on disk, convert dee to hex or Integer to FP, protect
and append programs, dump text to printer...
MORE TOO: 21 Programs Total, a best-seller!
(Ind~ Peeka a Pok• Chert end Tip Book #3)

blast, the price is right, the instructions are crystal clear,
AND the chk 19 Copyable. You can even change the
programs or list them to learn by seeing how they work.
Twelve Gamet from the Applesoft Ace, Bert KerseyTextTrain, Slippery Digits, Wowzo, Buzzword, Magic
Pack... A great variety that taps your Apple's flexibility.
Excellent review In January 83 Softelk (page 148).
BEAGLE MENU too: See ''Typefaces" disk.

(Incl~ ;~;k;.;:~;-
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ONLY
20.00

100 LISTABLE
Beagle Bros Tip
Books 1-4. Make your Apple do things it's never done!
All 100 programs are changeable for experimentation.
Includes our Apple Comnwid Chert featuring all Applesoft, Integer Basic and DOS Commands! ·
(lndu• Peeka,.1>ok• end ComllWld Cherta)

Custom text character editor included.
(lnclud• Peeks a Pok• Chert)
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i....,.-:r locked-up disk on the market today. All 12 games are a I
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Hl.ffES GRAPfilCS/TEXT UTILITY
BY BERT KERSEY a JACK CASSIDY - -

*"APPLE" is a registered trade mark of You-Know-Who.

,.._,.. COMPARE BEAGLE BAG with any one-game

::/// mr&J.10~

ALPHA PLOT ONLY
39.50

All Beagle Bros disks
are Unlocked, Copyable,
and Compatible with
Apple* II, II+ and lie.
Don't settle for 1-.

12-G~~:iR~SK~:J>~EDISK
.
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ONLY
24.00
DISK COMMAND EDITOR
BY BERT KERSEY A JACK CASSIDY
RENAME COMMANDS AND ERROR MESSAGES:
"Catalog" can be "Cat"; "Syntax Error" can be "Oops" or
anything you want. Protect your progrenw. An unauthorized save-attempt can produce a "Not Copyable" message, or any message you want. Also LIST-prevention
and one-key program-execution from catalog.
Cuetomlze DOS. Change the Disk Volume heading to
your message or title. Omit or alter catalog file codes.
Fascinating documentation, tips and experiments.
Hours of juicy Apple reading material.
Anyone U91ng your dl9k9 (booted or not) will be formatting DOS the way you designed it.
(lnclu• Peeks A Pok• Chert end Tip Book #2)
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RUSH the following
D Alpha Plot ... $39.50
D Ap.Mechanic . 29.50
D Beagle Bag ... 29.50
DD DDoousblBoe-Tssak·e... . 34
24_
.95
00

dl•k• by Flm Cl- M811D Pronto-DOS . $29.50
D Tip Disk #1 · · · 20.00
D Typefaces . . .. 20.00
D Utility City . . .. 29.50

D Flex Text .. . . . 29.50 D Add me to mailing list.
D Frame-Up ... . 29.50 D Already on mailing list.

AT YOUR APPLE DEALER NOW!
Or order directly from Beagle Bros
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HIGH-SPEED DISPLAY UTILITY
BY TOM WEISHAAR
MAKE PROFESSIONAL PRESENTATIONS of existing hi-res, lo-res & text frames. FAST hi-res loads in
2'h -seconds! Paddle or Keyboard-advance frames.
Unattended Showa ere optional with each picture
arranged and pre-programmed to display from 1 to 99
seconds. Text Sc:reM'1 Ecltor lets you create black-andwhite text "slides" and add type "live" from the keyboard
duririg shows. Mell cople9 of preeentetlorw on disk to
friends and associates (and home tci Mom!).
(I~ Peeka & Pok• Chert)
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Visa/MasterCard/COD, call TOLL-FREE

I
Nationwide: 1-800-854-2003 ext. 827
I
California: 'H00-522_1500 ext. 827
Alaska/Hawaii: 1-llOCMl54-2622 ext. 827
I -----------------OR mail U.S.Check, Money-Order or Visa/MC#
II
BEAGLE BROS
to
, 18th-Floor
I

4315 SIERRA VISTA, SAN DIEGO, CA 92103
Add $1.50 First Class Shipping, Any-Size Order.
Overseas add $4.00. COD add $3.00. Galifornia add 6%.
ALL ORDERS SHIPPED IMMEDIATELY.

Structured Programming
by Ronald L. Askew

When a member of a micro user group sits down to write an
article for his/ her club newsletter, he/ she does it for one of a
small set of reasons. Some do it to establish themselves as
experts on a particular subject Some will perform the chore
out of loyalty to the group and to insure the quality of the club's
information function. Others are content to invest their creative
writing talents in the hope that someone else might learn
something useful from it. I'm writing for none of those reasons.
My motivation springs from a groundswell of frustration in
trying to take advantage of one of the most important and most
highly advertised benefits of user club membership, i.e., access
to the club program library.
Whether you are a novice programmer or have been at it for
years, I am sure that you have had occasion to dig out one of
your old programs hoping to update it with a few embellishments for some particular and important application. Or
perhaps you spent hours copying a listing of some promising
contributed program from a magazine. It doesn't matter if the
program was a game, a print utility or a super file management
application, you probably spent too much time trying to figure
out how the old program worked before you could modify it at
all.
And how about the programs on your club' s program disks!
Of course, you got the programs for slightly more than the cost
of the diskettes, but how often should you be expected to have
to shell out your hard earned cash for a disk-full of frustration?
And if you think you can take many of those nifty little programs
and modify them for some special purpose, you might as well
resign yourself and dig in for the near certainty of having to
invest hours and hours of work just figuring out how the code
works.
This article is written as a plea to BASIC programmers to
change their evil ways. I am offering, herewith, some general
programming principles to help make your code in the BASIC
language easier to read, write, debug, and easier for the author
or anyone else to maintain and modify. It is common
knowledge that, generally, those who learn to program in
BASIC are infamous for their poor coding habits and even
poorer documentation techniques, and this includes yqurs
truly. C.:onsider for a moment that the software you spent
$150.00 for might have/ been written by some one-time
hobbyist who, though he/ she might be a genius, chose to set
the price of the software based on the amount of code and time
spent in writing and debugging it Now consider how unreliable
and bug-infested this software might be. This is a serious
problem for the whole micro industry. If the problem is not
addressed by the hobbyist/ user, we might find what some
suspect to be already the case, that although micros are
convenient and useful tools for home and business, the

majority of software available is unreliable and unecessarily
overpriced.
The principles that follow are borrowed from a number of
sources and do not pretend to be an exhaustive approach to
structured programming. The general approach is an abbreviated and simplified hybrid of the "Top Down" and "Step Wise
Refinement" methods of software development.
Examples are written in Apple / / / BUSINESS BASIC because of obviously superior built-in software devices that
contribute and encourage structured programming. Most of
the principles can be generalized and applied to any extended
BASIC (including Apple II Integer and Applesoft) and all apply,
ultimately, to most languages that are not self-documenting
and that do not demand structure.

Structure Outline
When you sit down to write, the first thing you should do is to
outline the major functional parts of the program. Identify a
range of linen umbers for the code and mark them with REM
statements. Make sure you have allowed room for short utility
routines that might be called often by the other modules.
Principles that should be kept in mind are as follows:
• Short subroutines that are accessed often should be
placed at or near the beginning of the program. This
enhances execution speed because GOSUBs and
GOTOs, in interpretive BASICs, tend to search from the
beginning of the code for the destination linenumber.
Speed is also enhanced because the program is shorter
due to the non-redundance of frequently executed code.
Each subroutine should list the parameters it must
receive. The major advantage of this approach, even in
cases where speed and brevity are not considered important, is that your subroutines are all labeled and in one
place so they can be easily found when you want to debug
or modify them.
• Try to anticipate what subroutines you might require.
Certain common routines should be in a library somewhere so that you can renumber them and EXEC them
into the project at hand. Common routines might be for
text centering, numeric input routines with string to
numeric conversion, generalized menus, graphics initialization, 'hit any key to continue', output formatting, etc ..
• Longer routines, especially if not accessed very often,
should be positioned at the end of the program.
• Modules should be generalized, that is, if you have one
routine that accepts numeric input and another that has a
numeric entry routine incorporated in it, you have been

redundant It would be better to write one generalized
routine than to have several versions of it
•The initialization section is usually executed only once and
should be located at the very end of the program. This
includes all DATA, DIM, DEF FN and IMAGE statements,
and control character and other variable constant initializations. Should your program involve chaining or EXEC
overlays, divide your initialization module into two or more
submodules. By doing this, you can CLEAR unneeded
overhead and only the necessary variable baggage is
availabl~ to the chained program.

of logic errors that are most difficult to find. Often you will
have to initialize, from the keyboard, some dummy data
that the module needs before GOSUBing.
• As the coding progresses and new ideas impose on the
structure and/ or the scope of the project, it is often
necessary to reevaluate the existing structure. This activity
is much simplified when the above principles have been
adopted.

Readability

Listing 1 is an example of a skeleton structure.
Control Logic
Now you can actually write the code for your" main control
logic" . If the program is complex then you might want to
perform Step 1 to subdivide and outline the major modules of
your main control logic section. The main control logic may be
organized by menu options and their branches. There may
also be internally controlled options and branches dictated by
calculations, the value of key variables, or any other program
branching criteria.
Listing 2 is an example of a simple main control logic
module. Note how the program fills in as you cjetermine what
,constant, variable, and subroutines are needed. The dummy
PRINT statement for the 'add' routine demonstrates how the
menu module can be tested even though the subroutine it calls
is not yet written.
Subroutines
You should incorporate subroutines into the program on an
'as needed basis', testing each from immediate execution
mode with GOSUBs to ensure the operating integrity of your
software.
• The special and temporary variables should be given
names that will not conflict with the other program
variables and that can be used by other subroutines that it
neither call or that call it Suggested variable names are:
TMP$(TMP.INDEX),
STRG$(TMP.INDEX),
TMP.STRG$(TMP.INDEX),etc.
• Always qualify FOR . . NEXT loops in subroutines that
may be called from within another FOR .. NEXT loop. A
qualified FOR .. NEXT loop has the control variable
identified in the NEXT part of the construct For Example:

100 NEXT J
100 NEXT

is qualified,
is not qualified.

Write Code
Now you can write and hook each major functional module
using Steps 1 to 3,. in turn, until the program is complete. First
outlining, then writing the code and adding subroutines. The
subsequent exampleS proVide se"i:iuencea snapshot views of
the development of the program following these principles.
• Each module should be tested before moving on to the
next one. If the module has been designed as has been
suggested, this can be done from the keyboard in
immediate mode by typing GOSUB (linenµmber). This
approach reduces the complexity of debugging a large
hunk of code at one time and it serves to isolate the type

Your programs will be fairly readable just through the
application of the structuring techniques described above.
Here are some additional tricks to make it even more readable.
• Offset your REM statement from the other program lines
by embedding control characters. There are exotic ways of
doing this but here is the simplest technique (the character in brackets is a control character):
·
100

REM[JJ***turn on thermostat***[J]

This will cause the line to be separated from the lines above
and below it and might look like this:
90
95
100

IF temperature {= freezing THEN 200
RETURN
REM
***turn on thermostat***

105
110

GOSUB 60000: GOSUB 61000
ON ERR GOTO 62000

• Variable names should give the reader a good idea what
the value of a variable is. To this end, it is a good idea to
adopt certain naming conventions. Temporary variables
should be named as we discussed above. Control characters should be given names like a$, b$ or ctr! .a$, ctrl .b$;
and these should be declared in an intialization section.
Other variable names should be descriptive as follows:

6300 freezing = 32: boiling = 120: screenlength% = 24:
first name$= " Sam" : last name$= " Jones" : intmax% =

32767
If, for the sake of speed, it is necessary to shorten variable
names or to eliminate REM statements, it is best to publish the
slow documented version with the advice to users that they
should use appropriate REM removal and text editor utility
programs for that purpose.
Flow of Control Constructs
I have also included a listing of skeleton routines that may be
of assistance to BASIC programmers adapting routines from
an algorithmic language or from other languages that incorporate some of the more common "flow of control" constructs.
They may be used to help in direct translations from such a
language or by the ambitious BASIC programmer who wishes
to simplify program logic and branching techniques. It is
assumed that readers need not be briefed on the use of the
FOR .. NEXT, GOTO, GOSUB .. RE)URN, and IF .. THEN ..
ELSE constructs.

1. WHILE
This construct will evaluate a logical expression prior to the
execution of the following block of code. This means that it will

GOSUB 62600 GOSUB 62700
REM short

'i

subroutines

38 REM setup protected field
39 REM fld.len% : = length of field,

- coordinates

horz% , vert~

58 REM input integer
59 REM parameters not yet determined

2998 REM add z numbers
2999 REM oprand1% . - 1 s t operand , oprand2¥o

.

-

Zd operand

3 9 9 8 REM subtract 2 numbers
1 st operand,
3'i 99 REM c•prand1% .

.

-

2d operand

-

5 9 9 9 9 REM menu

,,62599

-

oprand2'l/o

********************************* **
* Program to perform calculations *
of integers
* on pairs
*
Copyright ( c) 1982
63930 REM *
6 3 911 0 REM *
by Ronald L. Askew
l 6 3 9 4 1 REM ******** **************** ********* **
63901 REM
6 3 9 1 0 REM
63910 REM

control module

REM constant initialization

62699 REM variable initialization

L'1stmg
.
only execute the block that follows if the logical expression is
true or since BASIC does not have a Boolean data type, if the
numerical value of the expression is not zero. If.the expression
evaluates as false (or zero), the block of code will be ignored.

3. CASE
The CASE construct is most useful as an alternative to a long
list of IF statements testing for some specific condition. An
expression is compared to a list of selectors of the same data
type. Each selector is associated with a statement or block of
statements to be executed. The first matching selector deter·
mines the code to be executed. If none of the selectors
matches the expression, no st?~ements are selected or executed.

Applications of this construct are common to many pro·
gramming problems. Suppose you want to continue to allow
user input and processing only if the user responds with
alphanumeric characters, as in an input routine. Or suppose
you want to continue processing all values but you only want to
print results while they are non· negative. Finally, suppose you
want to read from a file " while" the file still has data in it

One special application may provide the best example: a
menu where the legal options are selected by the entry of a
letter from " A" to " G" (in upper or lower case) or the control
characters produced by pressing the «RETURNn,and the
«ESCAPE» keys.

2. REPEAT
This construct is the functional opposite of WHILE. Th~
block of code will execute at least once and repeat only if a
condition evaluates as true or non·zero. As with the WHILE
· construct, if the expression is always true, an infinite loop
results.

In Conclusion:
It would be encouraging if user groups imposed some
standards upon the software they accept into their libraries. I
am sure that most, if not all, disk librarians and newsletter
editors are down-in· the-mouth about the problems of having to
respond to members who have, in tum, responded negatively
to the quality of important organizational software materials. If
a computer club is not willing to impose standards, it becomes
the responsibility of the contributors to make the best contribution they can or we're all in trouble.

Applications include the reading of a random file that is
known to exist and has as its first record data describing the
number of pointers to subsequent records (linked lists). If
the condition tested was whether or not the next record in the
list has a null pointer, execution will continue until a record is
read that has such a pointer, but it will read at least one record
(the header record) before the loop terminates.

GOSUE 62600 GDSUB 62700
?

REM she· r t

subro1Jt ines

REM setuc crctected field
3'? P.EH fld len 'ia · =length o f
38

field,

horz%.vert•r,

cc•ordina.tes

58 REM input integer
50 REM parameter n ot determined

REM add : numbers
REM 09 rand1%
= !st operand,

oorand2%

Zd op erand

REM subtract 2 numb ers
3999 REM oprandi% = 1st operand.

opra ndZ %

- 2d operand

2996
2999
3998

5 99 'i9
6 G0 0 0

REM menu - control modu le

TEXT . HOME VPOS=4 PRINT USING 63600.

6 0 0 Q 1 REM
6 0 0 0 l REM
6 c 0 c 3 REM
HOO '1 REM

t i t

le$

-----··· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Addition
2

Subraction

Listing 2

(Listing 2 cont)
60006 REM
_________ _____
60005
REM
60007

N

_____

_

Enter Seiect1on
to 24 . 80 REM set v1ewport for options
PRI NT sc!een olf. · INDENT= 0 LIST 60001 TO 60009
w'lNDO\J 1 . 8 TO 2'?.Z 4
HOME : PRINT s cr een o ns , REM erase 11nenurobers
GET responds
if NOT INSTR t roenu octsS .resoondSl THEN 60040
ON 1NS~R ( menu octsS.respondS l GOS0B 30 00.~00 0 GOTO 60000
REM

60010 WINDOW 20 . 8

60020
6003G

60040
60050

62599 REM
:3 6 0 0
62610

6

~onstant

i MAGE

in1tializati0n

78c

t !lles:'· Progr2.ro. to perf ·:irm ca lculat1 -:· ns ".

sr,reenoffS=chr~ (1 4 )

s ::: reen

on ·S:: c hr'$

: 1~ )

6 i; 6 9 ·1 REM

63000 menu

*
*
*
'*

63 ~ 0 !
6 39l 0

6391G
6 3 92 0
6 39 q 0
6 39q1

100
1 03
10 5

v a. r

1 .~. b i

e

i n

op t s $ = 1 2
;i

l

t

1

a l i za t

1

on

11

REM *************** *******~** **•••* * ***
REM* ?ro g r a m to perform c alculat ion s *
REM * o n pairs of integers
*
REM *
Cocv riaht ( Cl 1~82
*
REM •
tv kon~ld L Askew
*
REM •****t•i••************•*********** *

130
14 0

REM ****************•*************************************************
REM **
**
REM **
Structured Business Basic **
REM **
A set of Subroutine Skeletons
**
REM **
by
**
REM **
**
REM**
Ronald L . Askew
**
REM "*
**
REM***********************••************************************.****

200
z0 5
206
20 7
208

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

21 0
220
23 0
240
245
25 0

IF condition%=testvalue% THEN operationl=executed: : ELSE GOTO 250
operation2=executed
operation3=executed
etc . . =execute!l
GOTO 210
REM continue sequential processing

300
30 5
306

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

1 10
1.' , J~
120
1 0L .J~

30 7
308

30 9

31Q
31 5
320
33 0
340
34 5

350
360
400
405
406
40 7

408
40 9

4 10
<I 2 0
430
450

******************************************************************
**
**
**
Emulation of the ~hile Statement
**
**
**
******* ** *********************************************************

******************************************************************
**
**
**
Emulation of the Repeat Statement
**
**
**
************************************************~*****************

true=l : false=O
FOR test=false TO true
operationl=executed
ooerationZ=executed
o?eration3=executed
etc . . =executed
test=<condition%=testvalue%)
NEXT test
REM continue sequential processing
REM ******************************************************************
REM **
**
REM**
Emulation of the Case Statement
**
REM **
**
REM ******************************************************************
escapekeyS:CHRSl27) returnkeyS:CHRS(13)
acceptable .c harsS="ABCDEFGabcdefo"+esckevS+returnkevS
GET ~espond charS:IF NOT INSTRla~ceptabl~ charsS ,re~pond . charSI THEN 420
ON INSTR<acceptable .c harsS,respond char$) GOSUB 500 . 510 , 520,530,540,550,
560,500 , 510 , 520 , 530 ,5 40,550.560,600 , 610
REM continue sequential processing
Listing 3

ti
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Operation
Want a quick opinion? WordStar is the best word processor
available for the Apple. That is if you don't need real proportional printing. If you do, then you should check out SpellBinder. But SpellBinder is not a what-you-see-is-what-you-get
screen image like WordStar. So, you should really think about
what you want, and then try out both of those programs. I
personally like WordStar for my own use.
There is one problem though: WordStar is a CP/ M based
program. Therefore, you need to purchase a CP/ M card of
some sort as well as an 80-column card. If you do lots of writing,
you'll be glad you did.
WordStar is a what-you-see-is-what-you-get word processor.
The screen shows you exactly what will appear on your paper.
To me, that's what word processing is all about
WordStar is not the easiest program you will ever have to
learn. Since the program can do so much, and offers you so
much flexibility, you have to learn how to use all of the features.

Documentation
The documentation which comes with WordStar is so
complete it gets in the way. It is designed to document the
program, not to teach you how to use it I have used WordStar
for a long time now, and I still discover new things it can do
when I page through the manual. What happens is that I get a
need, look in the documentation, then discover that it not only
does what I want, it does a few more things as well.
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The operation is quite simple, or quite complicated. It all
depends on your point-of-view. I go for the simple. The
program is controlled by Control key sequences. To me they
make sense.
Cursor movement is all with the left hand; Control-S moves
to the left; Control-D moves to the right; Control-E moves up
and Control-X moves down. So far, so good. Control-A moves
left one word; Control-F moves right one word. Now some
complications; Control-QS moves to the left end of the line;
Control-QD moves to the right side of the line; Control-QE
moves to the top of the screen; Control-QX moves to the
bottom of the screen; Control-QR moves to the start of the file
and Control-QC moves to the end of the file; Control-Q plus a
number will move to those marks if you have set them_
Control-Y deletes the line the cursor is on; Control-T deletes
the word to the right; Control-G deletes the character the cursor
is on; Control-QY deletes to the right side of the line; ControlQ(left arrow) deletes to the left side of line. A left arrow deletes a
character it goes over.
I have heard some criticism of WordStar because of these
one and two control character sequences. I have also heard
criticism that WordStar, on the Apple, doesn't have the special
function keys that are available on other CP/ M based machines. Rubbish. Having all those keys available under your left
hand means you can do all your text manipulation and cursor
movement without moving your hand from the keyboard or

without having to take your eyes away from to screen to figure
out what to do. That makes the program very easy to use. I've
tried the function keys and personally feel that they get in the
way. Actually, if function keys were available I would use them
for strings of commands (macro's if you will), not for single
movement commands. I would have one key save the current
file and return the cursor back to the current location. Oh well,
maybe some day.

WordStar also works with two types of files. You can edit
normal word processing files. These files will contain lots of
special characters which the program uses for it's formatting.
You can also edit a normal CP/M text file and have no special
formatting characters put into the file.
Main Menu

If you have selected a help level of 3, then all of the help
menu's will appear when requested. First to appear is the MAIN
MENU. This menu shows you the control sequences which
move the cursor around and cause the screen to scroll. You
don't have to memorize all those things I was talking about
They are displayed atthe top of the screen for you to read. Also
displayed are some Miscellaneous commands for tabbing,
reforming paragraphs, turning insert on and off, the find and
replace and how to stop a command once you have given it

Screens

WordStar contains a series of help screens. These screens
contain many of the control command sequences which you
can use to cause things to happen. After you gain some
familiarity with the program, you can turn the screens off. A
very nice feature.

For example, Control-B reforms a paragraph. WordStar,
while you are entering data, automatically word wraps and right
and left justifies the text However, you will probably want to go
back and add or subtract characters. When you do that the
right justification is lost When you are finished with the editing,
you move the cursor back to the line where you started your
editing and press a Control-B. The paragraph then is justified
and things can continue. That's how easy it is. Oh, yes, you can
turn off the justification feature if you wish.

No-File
The first screen which appears is the NO-FILE menu. It is
called "no file" because you do not have a file in memory to be
worked upon. From this menu you can change the logged
drive, allow your file directory to be displayed or not, and set
your help level. This determines the amount, if any, of
information that the help screens will show.
From here you can also print a file, rename a file, copy a file
from one name to another or from one disk to another, and you
can delete a file.

WordStar allows you to insert or write over your file. It is your
choice. I always leave the insert on.

Also available are an exit back to CP/M or a Run a program
option, which would return you to WordStar when it ends.
There is also a command to run MaiIMerge or Spellstar.

The other thing shown on the menu is the control sequences
to get to the other menus. Remember that there are many two
character control sequences. Each of the first character's has
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TransModem 1200

How to Save Money with the SSM TransModem 1200:M
Cut down your phone time. The TransModem 1200
cuts long distance costs by sending and receiving electronic information faster.
The TransModem 1200 runs at the most widely used
baud rates-110, 300, or 1200-so you can easily communicate with any computer, including other personal computers, public information services, and timeshare
systems.
You don't even have to set the data transfer speed. The
TransModem 1200 automatically adjusts the baud rate to
match the speed of any modem on the other end of the
line.
You can't find a better equipped modem for the

money. The TransModem 1200 completes calls where
other modems cannot get through. It dials and answers
high speed Touch Tone or Pulse dial telephones automatically. It stores telephone numbers of up to 32 digits,
enabling you to dial MCI Advantage™ or Sprint® automatically. And Transend software is available, so you don't
have to do any programming.
Put it to work today. The TransModem 1200 works
with any computer, including the IBM PC. Cable and serial
interfaces are available for the Apple II/Ile® and Apple III®.
Ask your local SSM dealer for the TransModem 1200.
Delivery is immediate so you can start saving money now.
Satisfaction is guaranteed or your money back.
TM

TM

;FS11J

Microcomputer Products, Inc.
2190 Paragon Drive, Sanjose, CA95131

408/946-7400

TransModem 1200 and Transend are trademarks of SSM Microcomputer Products, Inc. Touch-Tone is a trademark of AT&T. MCI Advantage is a trademark of MCI. Sprint is a registered trademark of Southern Pacific Communications Co., a Southern Pacific subsidiary. Apple II/Ile and Apple III are registered trademarks of Apple Computer Corporation.

their own screen to show you what the second character is and
what that character does. Control J gives you a Help menu.
Control Q shows you what is called a Quick menu. Control 0
controls the Onscreen menu. Control K is the Block menu, and
Control P shows you special characters which will affect your
printing.
Help
The Help menu gives you text information about the help
levels, how the reform command works, what the special
symbols mean that are shown at the right side of the screen,
and what each of the "dot" commands do. In addition, it has
text information about the status line, the ruler line, how to set
margins and tabs, how to place markers and how to move text.
Quick
The Quick menu shows you many of the commands that are
accessed -by first typing a Control-Q; Control-QS moves the
cursor to the left end of the line; Control-QF starts a string or
character find sequence; L finds a misspelled word marked
with SpellStar; and Q plus something else repeats that
indefinitely or until the end of the file is reached.
Block
The Block menu is reached by first typing a Control-K. This
shows you the characters for setting, moving, and working with
blocks of information. After a Control-K, S saves the file onto
the disk and let's you continue working. D saves the file and
places you at the no-file menu; X saves the file and places you in
CP/ M; Q abandons the work; 1 to 9 places those markers; B
marks the beginning of a block of text for a block move; K
marks the end of a block for a block move; and H hides or
displays a marked block That deserves an explanation.
If you use a Videx board with an Inverse chip, then the menus
and special functions are all shown in inverse characters. When
you mark a block of text, all of that text turns into inverse
characters. This feature makes it very easy to see what you are
doing. Well, whe n you are done, you would use the H to turn off
the inverse characters so that you can see the text normally. C
lets you copy blocks of text; V lets you move blocks of text; Y
deletes text; W writes the text elsewhere; and N sets column
mode on or off. Also, R allows you to read a file on the disk and
place it in your document 0 copies a file on to the disk; J
deletes from the disk; P prints and an E renarqes.
As you can see, you can do your disk file operations and start
printing some other file all while you are editing a current file.
That is a very handy feature.
Yes, WordStar allows print spooling. You can be editing one
file while you are printing another.
I

I

I

Onscreen
The Onscreen menu controls much of the visible activities of
WordStar. It is reached with a Control-0. After the Control-0, L
sets the left margin; R sets the right margins, X releases the
margins; I sets and N clears tabs. G sets paragraph tabs and F
sets the ruler to the cursor position. C centers the text and S sets
the line spacing mode. In WordStar, if you want double spacing
and you cannot set that on your printer, you must have Clouble
spacing on the screen.
There are also a number of toggles at this menu. W toggles
word wrap; T turns on or off the ruler line; J is for justification ; V
is for variable tabs; His for hyphen help; Eis for a soft hyphen; D
is for the printer display, and P is for page breaks. Now to
explain.
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Word wrap only lets full words exist at the e nd of a line.
Incomplete words, are wrapped down to the next line. If you
don't want spacing between words, you would toggle the word
wrap off and let WordStar act like a typewriter page. There is a
ruler line normally displayed at the top of the screen. It shows
where the tabs are and what the margins are set at If you want
to display an additional line of text and don't feel you need to
see those things, you can set it off.
Hyphen help is a useful WordStar feature. If you leave
hyphen help on, then when you form paragraphs, rather than
wrap longer words found at the end of the line down to the next
line, WordStar will stop at the word and allow you to insert a soft
hyphen in it That way, your printed material will look better with
less spaces between words on any given line. Soft hyphen, you
ask? WordStar has hard and soft hyphens. Hard hyphens
always print Soft hyphens only print when they are found at the
end of a line. If you toggle soft hyphen on, then all your hyphens
will be soft Sound Confusing? It really isn't The Word Plus, a
spelling program, actually will go through a WordStar document and insert soft hyphens in all words of a certain character
length or longer. Page breaks are dotted lines which show on
screen where the page will break when printed. This allows you
to visualize how the material will look before you take the time
to print it I use that display all the time. When a page will break
where I don't want it to, I use a dot co mand to force a page
break where I would like it to appear. The printer toggle hides
special printer control characters so that your screen will show,
exactly, what will appear on paper. If it is off, special printer
control characters will appear where you inserted them. I leave
it off so that I will know what is going on.
Print
The Print menu is reached with a Control-P. This menu
allows you to insert printer control characters in the text. B turns
on bold face; D turns on double strike; S underlines; X strikes
out the text; V subscripts; T superscripts; H overprints the
characters; A changes to an alternate pitch, N returns to
standard pitch, Callows for a pause during printing, Y changes
ribbon color, and there are four user defined characters, Q WE
R, which will do what ever you set up during your WordStar
installation. Of course, your printer must be able to support all
these features.

DOT Commands
Dot commands are commands which are preceded by a
period "." with the period located on the far left end of a line.
They are used by many word processors. With these commands, you can override the WordStar defaults. The following
are some of the commands: LH sets line height; CW sets
c haracter width; PL sets paper length; PO sets the page offset
from the left edge of your paper; MT sets the top margin; HE
sets a heading; MB sets the bottom margin; FM sets the footing
margin; FO sets the footing; PC sets the pagenumber column;
PA starts a new page; CP starts a new page ifthere is a specified
number of lines left to be printed; OP omits page numbers; PN
starts page numbering; IG or two dots allows you to insert
nonprinting comments, and VJ toggles justification.
Summary
As you can see, WordStar can do almost anything you want it
to do. Many people call it the Cadillac of word processors. I
agree. If you do lots of writing, you need WordStar. Don't settle
for second best

Mail merge

Mai!Merge is WordStar' s option for form letter development
It allows you to produce form letters, to insert variable data into
a document during printing, to insert other complete files
during printing, to print multiple copies of a single document,
and to build command files for automating complicated
processing operations.
Mai!Merge is accessed from the WordStar no-file menu by
keying M.
That, however, is not the way it's used. You must first create,
with WordStar, a file which contains special dot commands
and other special commands which, when processed by
MailMerge, allow all those special things to happen.
Fallowing is the first section of a letter which I use. It shows
just how one feature of Mai!Merge works.

.. Source product review notification letter
.OP
.CS
.AV "
TODAY'S DATE?",DATE
.AV "
COMPANY NAME?" ,COMPANY
.AV "
ADDRESS?",ADDRl
.AV "
CITY STATE ZIP?" ,ADDR2
.AV "
SOFTWARE NAME?",NAME
.AV "
CONTACT NAME?",CNAME
WOODY LISWOOD
110 Upland Drive
San Francisco, CA 94127
(415) 585-6375

&DATE&
&COMPANY&
&ADDRl&
&ADDR2&
Dear &CNAME&:

Thank you for participating in our review program. This review
may appear in a variety of separate media. We plan on
publishing this review in the Cider Press, the nation-wide
magazine of the San Francisco Apple Core. Also, I now publish
a software and hardware review magazine on both The Source
and CompuServe. As space permits, I will be publishing
selected reviews on The Source and on CompuServe. Addi·
tionally, certain reviews will also appear in The Apple Orchard,
a 30,000+ publication of the International Apple Core.
I have enclosed a copy of the article about &name& that is
written to go on· line. If you wish to reply, I will be happy to add
yom reply as a comment section to the review. In addition, we
plan to publish this article in the next scheduled issue of the
Cider Press. The article for the Cider Press may be slightly
different since we will add illustrations and other graphics that
we cannot utilize on The Source.
The .AV Stell Mai!Merge to ask me for those variable names.
Then, when it sees a &name& within the text, it places the
appropriate variable name within the text, and justifies it
accordingly. It looks like an originally typed letter. How about
that

MailMerge works with CP/ M data files also. It works the same
way with some small exceptions. Instead of .av's, you first tell
MailMerge the names, in sequence, which will be found
between carriage returns in the data file. Then you use those
' names within the & ..... & 's. MailMerge will go through and place
the appropriate data into the letter.
You can create the data files with WordStar using the Non·
Document mode, or if you can use DataStar, MicroPro' s data
entry and retrieval program, to create the files.
There is a ".DM" command for use also. This displays a
message on the screen while MailMerge is going about it's
work You can say, now put the letter head stationary in the
printer and press " P" . Then display a request to now put the
envelope in the printer . ..
A very powerful and flexible program.
Another Dot command of great use is the ". Fl". This stands
for insert a file. Whenever MailMerge reads this command and
the file name next to it, it will then add that file to the text which is
being printed. This way you can create a large boiler plate
document by only keying in a series of command s. If you need
paragraphs a, b, d, g, aa, zz, c, then qq. You would set up the
MailMerge file with a series of " .Fl A, .Fl B" . etc.
You can also span multiple disks using the ". Fl" commands.
You would set up the same way, but follow the " .Fl B" with a
" CHANGE" . This tells the operator to change disks and will
cause MailMerge to warm-boot the new disk without causing a
BDOS error in CP/ M. Why, you ask, would a document or
documents to be printed as one printing be so large as to be
spread over more than one disk? Perhaps each disk contains
one chapter of a book The MailMerge file would basically say
print chapter one, change disk, print chapter two, change disk,
and so forth. A useful feature for writers.
Another feature is the repeat printing feature. This tells the
file to be repeated until a specified action has ended, a data file
is used up, or a selected number of documents have been
printed.
You can see that it is possible to build a command file with
just dot commands, which would invoke a series of MailMerge
documents, each of which might use a separate data file for
processing. With continuous feed paper, you can come in,
select one command file, and hope your ribbon holds out

Summary
Mailmerge is a necessary and useful addition to the Micro Pro
· WordStar product line. If you do word processing, you really
need the features found in MailMerge. lt does much more than
just Form Letters. Once you have become used to the
command file structure and learned the extra dot commands
used for MailMerge, you will find many uses for it

Spellstar
SpellStar is the MicroPro spelling program which works only
with WordStar. It is run by keying in a S from the WordStar No·
File menu.
SpellStar comes with a basic dictionary of about 20,000
words. On the Apple, which was the version which I tested, that
takes most of one disk
The program works very well. I have used it with many files
without problems. Over the past few months I have used, and
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reviewed a number of spelling check programs. Each has its
good points and its bad points.
The best feature of SpellStar is that it is designed to run
within WordStar. Here's how.
After you select the SpellStar menu option within WordStar,
you are asked the name of the file you want to check or to add
to the dictionary. If you are doing a spelling check on the file you
just worked on with WordStar, you key a Control· Rand a return.
Otherwise, you must type in the name of the file.
Next, you come to an operations menu. You choose C to
check spelling, M to go to dictionary maintenance, or X to
return to the no-file menu.
Spelling Check
You are then given the option to change the spelling check
controls. lf you use a hard·disk, this is usually unnecessary. If
you are using 5 1/ 4 inch floppies, then you will need to tell
SpellStar which drive contains the file to be checked and which
drive has the dictionary. You can, at this point, indicate which
drive contains the main dictionary, or change the default name
of the main dictionary to the dictionary name to be used. You
may also add a supplemental dictionary name to be used. And,
you can designate a work drive to hold the subsidiary files
which SpellStar generates while it processes your textfile.
What you have to worry about with small disks is that the
dictionary takes about 1OOk SpellStar generates work files that
are equal in size to your text file. If you are checking large files, it
is possible for you to run out of space. When that happens with
CP/ M, you bomb.
The Spelling Check
While the spelling check is going on, SpellStar displays a
screen which tells you where it is and what it is doing.
First, you are told how many words are in your document
Then, the number of different words are displayed.
Next is the number of words in your main dictionary along
with the number of words in the supplemental dictionary.
Then, WordStar keeps track of where it is in the main
dictionary and updates the number of dictionary words
checked. This is a nice feature for it tells you what is happening.
You don't just sit there staring at the screen waiting for a cursor
to return and wondering if things have bombed and you should
reset out and start over again . .
When this is done, Spellstar gives you the number of
misspelled words and the total number of occurrences of
those misspelled words.
At this point you can display the misspelled words on the
screen, start over, return to the WordStar menu, or mark the
words as misspelled in the file and continue with the program.
Correcting Your Spelling Errors
SpellStar uses WordStar to fix the errors. Each of the words
is marked with a special charai::ter. You use a Control·L to go
from word to word. You must make the decisions yourself.
There is actually a menu of items that you can choose from.
When the cursor stops at a potential misspelling, F lets you fix
the word; B allows you to bypass the word leaving it marked; an
I ignores the word; D says the word is correct and will place it
into an ADD file to be added to the dictionary during a
maintenance operation, and S adds it to the supplemental
·
dictionary rather than the main dictionary.
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SpellStar has a small buffer of about a 20 word capacity. If
you instruct the program to ignore a word or say that a word is
correctly spelled, it will automatically remove the spelling
marks and pass over future occurrences of that word. That's a
nice feature.
Works smoothly. No problems. However, this is the one area
where I feel the program should be improved. SpellStar has no
feature to check the dictionary for suggested correct spelling
and to read a correctly spelled word out of the dictionary and
correct the file. Modern technology for spelling programs
should have that feature.
Dictionary Maintenance
After you complete your spelling checking, and have
indicated that there were correctly spelled words in the file, you
have the option to add those words to either a supplemental
dictionary or to the main dictionary. WordStar has placed those
words in a file with the extension .ADD. You would go back to
the SpellStar prompt and this time choose the dictionary
·
maintenance option.
The dictionary maintenance menu presents itself in a similar
way as the spelling checking menu. You have the opportunity
to indicate what drive contains what file. The main dictionary is
lOOk long. You will need a blank, formatted disk to hold the
new dictionary since both will not fit on the same disk
You also have menu items to create a new dictionary, add
words, delete words, list dictionary words, combine add/ delete
functions or to only use the "S" words from the .ADD file.
When you combine add/ delete this is what happens. Words
which are in the ADD file but not in the dictionary are added to
the dictionary. Words which are in the add file and in the
dictionary are deleted from the dictionary. Actually SpellStar
stops at each of the words to be deleted and informs you that
this word is already in the dictionary and asks that you confirm
that you really want to delete that word. Neat That's how you
get a misspelling out of the dictionary.
Dictionary maintenance takes a few moments, but not
excessively so. It works well. Other spelling programs have the
maintenance program as an automatic function after checking
spelling. I kind of like this way. It gives me lots of control over the
process and allows me enough options to set up things the way
I want
Summary
This a well organized and constructed spelling checking
program and dictionary maintenance operation. It is designed,
specifically, to work with WordStar and takes advantage of the
WordStar editing features for spelling correction. It works, is
relatively easy to use, and like all Micro Pro programs appears to
have been designed as a solution to a problem rather than as
an afterthought to a separate program.
However, in my opinion, there are now better spelling
programs on the market You owe it to yourself to look at " THE
WORD PLUS" before you make a decision about Spellstar.
The difference is that " THE WORD PLUS" in addition to the
spelling checking, gives you suggested spellings for words that
it doesn't recognize, then will place those words in the file for
you when it is done. That way you do not have to mark a word as
misspelled and come back to it with a text editor and try to
remember how to fix it
If you get SpellStar as part of a package, then I think that you
probably will use it and be very happy with it If you must
purchase a program, I think that you would like some other
programs better.
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Reversal
Review by Eugene M. Paymar

Published by:
HAYDEN PUBLISHING CO.
50 Essex St
Rochelle Park, NJ 07662
Available through B. Dalton Bookstores
Price: $34.95 (approximately)

All right! I have to confess. I love playing strategy games
against the computer, but I hate sitting around waiting for the
computer to make its move. At 15 seconds I start to get antsy;
at 45 seconds I begin to think of rubbing my feet on the carpet
and hurling bolts of static lightning into the guts of my poor
Apple. Of course, /'m allowed all the time that/ need, but that's
a different story.
Under the above restraints, I have always had a difficult time
· finding a good quality game to play. Sargon fl came closest; I
could always beat it, but only by paying very close attention.
The game known variously as Othello/Reversi/Reversal has
always been a particular source of disappointment to me. I
learned the game in Nikko, Japan one memorable evening
four years ago, and have been enthused about it ever since.
However, finding a good computer opponent is something like
pursuing the Holy Grail. I've played two versions on the Heath
H-8, at least two more on the Apple, and the Atari game
computer version. Frankly, the only real challenge lay in trying
to zero the poor computers.
Then a friend invited me over to see the new " great"
Reversal game that he had just bought I noted with interest
that the authors were Dan and Kathe Spracklen, the authors of
Sargon II. However, with my previous experience in mind I set
the top level of play, A9(Advanced Strategy, level 9). The
program's curser blinked interminably. At 40 seconds my
friend hastily saved both his computer and our friendship by
restarting the program at level A3 which produced a computer
response a few seconds after each of my moves.
Now, one does not have to play this type of game long to
realize that you are relatively safest on the sides and permanently safe in the corners. Thus it seems reasonable to strive to
achieve positions on the sides of the board and later spread
into the corners; and conversely, try to keep your opponent
from doing likewise. Much to my astonishment, after only a few
moves the computer freely offered a jump onto the side of the
board. Muttering a few choice scathing comments about both
the program's capability and my friend's judgment, I gleefully
accepted this and several future "gifts". Approaching the end
of the game, I had a forty point lead. Then I discovered that I was
forced to give the computer a corner ... and then another one!
When the dust cleared I had lost by forty points!

I asked to borrow ·the game for future study. My friend
graciously granted my request (after all, I'm a heck of a
guy . .. also, I have spent 15 years in the martial arts). Several
evenings and a number of heartbreaking last-move losses
later, I had finally found enough patterns to play the machine
even at A3 and win some at A4. Folks, this program is tough!
And not merely tough. The Spracklens have done their usual
fine job of human interfacing. Not surprisingly, they have used
Sargon II as a model with very similar menu and control
features. The main menu has four options: play the computer;
play a human opponent; board " editor"; and exit

If you wish to play the computer, screen prompts let you
choose the computer's strategy (beginner, intermediate, advanced) and level ( 1-9) as well as select your own color. Once
the game begins, the «ESCAPE» key lets you toggle back and
forth between a text screen which records the moves and a
delightful Hi-Res display of the board. All of the pieces have
faces which appropriately change expression as the tide of
battle ebbs to and fro. When the computer makes its move it
puts its flashing piece on the screen, but in another nice touch,
it does not change over the pieces until you hit «RETURN». This
allows you ample time to analyze its move. When it's your turn,
you may move a flashing cursor from one legal move to the
next via a key stroke from the keyboard, finally pushing
«RETURN» to enter the move.
If you choose to play a fellow human, the computer simply
acts as the umpire. It will only allow legal moves, and it takes
care of changing the captured pieces.
The edit mode is another nice feature. You can get there
either from the initial menu or from the middle of a game by
typing Control-R (Warning: Be sure to toggle back to the text
screen first, or you will likely be lost in never-never land.) This
mode is useful in setting up problems or in recovering from
accidentally hitting «RETURN» during a game and thus making
the wrong move (of course, you would never cheat and try to
recover from an inferior move). The"+" and"?" keys move the
cursor up and down the board, respectively while the left and
right arrows do their own things, also. Typing " W' or " B'' atthe
cursor location will place the appropriately colored piece, there.
The space bar erases whatever is at that location. Finally,
«RETURN» terminates the edit mode and brings back the main
menu from which you can re-enter one of the game modes and
continue with the now modified position.
The exit mode leaves you in the System Monitor. It would
have been a little nicer to be back in DOS, but typing " 3DOG"
gets you back to what acts like a freshly booted DOS.
In summary, Reversal is an excellent program, good for
many hours of challenging intellectual play. I may not have
found the Grail yet, but this program is a real treasure.

ti
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Satisfying Over
With Innovation

Cirappl,,.!f_t
The Original Apple® graphics printer interface.
Since its introduction three years ago, the
Grappler has been imitated by many, but never
matched. Now with Dual Hi-Res Graphics for side
by side reproductions and Mixed
Mode screen dumping, the Grappler+
remains the most
intelligent interface
available. Over two
dozen commands
give Apple users full control over any graphics or
text on the Apple Screen, including a new 80
column text dump. Performance, reliability and
support have made the Grappler+ the #1 selling
intelligent Apple interface.

For.Apples and Printers
The economical way to add printer buffering. The
Bufferboard easily adds memory to your current
Apple interface system, freeing your computer for
additional input. Easily upgradable from 16K, the
Bufferboard can store up to 20 pages of text. It
fits neatly inside your Apple, "Docking" onto your
existing printer interface.* No clumsy boxes or
cables, no external power supplies ... just convenience and
economy. With
the Bufferboard,
you might never
wait for your
printer again.
*Versions for standard Grappler+, Epson APL and Apple
Parallel Interfaces.

75,000 Apple® Owners
And Excellence.

The most sophisticated buffered Apple printer
interface available. The New Buffered Grappler+
combines the industry leading features of the
Grappler+ with the time saving economies of the
Bufferboard. • •

Over 75,000 Apple computers are using Orange
Micro products. Innovation and excellence have
made us the #1 manufacturer of intelligent printer
interfaces. The top selling Grappler+ has
become an industry standard, recommended by
more software houses and Apple dealers. To
meet the users' latest needs, Orange Micro is
working to develop new products, like the color
Grappler+ for IDS color printers and the new
Buffered Grappler+ . There is an Orange Micro
productdesigned for your application.
For a complete demonstration, see your Apple
dealer today.

With this much interface power, you'll never need
anything else. And the price will surprise you, too.

aorange micro

Ciiappler +

•*Not available for IDS printers.
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computers, Inc.

~

·

-

inc.

1400 N. Lakeview Ave., Anaheim, CA 92807 U.S.A.
(714) 779-2772 TELEX: 183511 CSMA
© Orange Micro, Inc., 1983

A Moving Average Program
for Business and Home
by Joe and Chris Jasper

H

ave you ever wondered if your efforts to reduce your home
gas and electric consumption-and the ever-rising
cost-are really doing any good? Are you spending more or
less money, on groceries, home repairs, automobile upkeep? If
you're in a production, retailing, or business environment, you
know some months are better than others, but are your
product flow, efficiency, and profit, improving or declining?
In these and many other situations, it would be very useful to
take a series of values representing daily output, for example,
and determine a trend which can be used in planning the best
course of action for the future_
Here is a simple program which can show that trend by
taking the individual short-term entries, by month, day, value,
volume, or whatever; and average them over a specific longer
period so the trend can be seen. As each new entry is added to
the chosen averaging period, the oldest entry is dropped and
the new average is determined.
This type of averaging is called a moving average, or
running average, as it includes a specific number of entries
which are re-averaged as new entries take the place of the
oldest entries. (A similar effect can be seen in the scrolling of
program listings, as the higher numbered lines "push up" the
earlier lines until they disappear off the top of the monitor
screen.)
What This Program Can Do
This program establishes a running average "basket" of a
given number of months (2 - 24) into which values for each
month are placed. When the basket is filled, each new entry
displaces the oldest entry. NOTE: The legend "months", as
well as the total number of entries, can be easily changed with
the procedure given later in this article.
For example, in a four-month running average, entries for
January, February, March, and April are: 400, 200, 100, and
300 respectively. The Entry Value total is 1000 for an average of
250. For the next monthly running average, let's assume that a
May value of 600 is added, and the January entry is dropped.
The new total is 1200 and the average is 300. For the third
monthly average, February is dropped as a June value of 1000
is added, for a new total of 2000 and an average of 500.
Obviously the trend is up: 250 to 300 to 500. However,
suppose the entry for June was 500. Would the trend still be up,
or would it be heading down? Well, the average would be 375,
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higher than May's average of 300 but with a trend line that is not
rising as fast If you plot the monthly averages on graph paper,
the trend line immediately becomes apparent, and the usefulness of this type of averaging will prove its value to you.
Now, an average of only four months is rather short; a period
of twelve or more months would be better, to " smooth" the
individual entries. If possible, the average should cover at least
two cycles of high-low periods. For example, when determining
the trend line for home heating fuel consumption, use a 24
month average. That way, the effects of the cold winter months
will be balanced by the summer months, and the effects of an
unusually cold (or warm) winter or summer will be averaged
with a more normal one. (You are assuming, of course, that
there is still such a thing as a "normal" winter, anywhere. PCW)
Taking this cyclic averaging one step further, a production
manager or retailer may want a weekly running average, and a
monthlYaverage, and a two-year average as well. All of these
are easily obtainable by using the shorter period averages as
the entries for the longer periods.
Program Operation
Lines 200-290: Setthe total number of" months" used in the
average (M), assign a number to the month (Z), and accept the
entry value for that month (A).
Lines 300-400: Total the Entry Values (EN) for the number
of months in the average (M) and displays the total; divides EN
by M to obtain the Entry Average (EA), and displays EA NOTE:
Line 400 can turn on a printer to print out the value of EA with
each new average, and then turn off the printer.
Lines 501-523: The "register stack" where the initial entry
values are shifted up by one entry location; the oldest entry is
dropped to make room for the newest
Lines 600-608: Display all values in the register stack (except
the oldest entry) which will be used in the next average.
Lines 700-720: Request a new entry to complete the number
of entries in the average (actual entry is made at Line 270).
Program Notes

1. The label" months" in Lines 210 and 260 can be changed
to suit the intended use.

2.The number of individual entries in the average can be
increased to 88, however this could be unwieldy since
there is no provision in this program for changing a
specific entry. A better procedure would use successive averages: daily to weekly or monthly (or fourweek), then monthly to bi-annually (or 26-week), for
example, with a separate version of this program
(suitably labeled) for each period.
3.To increase the number of entries:
a.The numeral "24" in Lines 210 and 230 should be
changed to show the maximum number of
entries in the average.
b.Add lines beginning with Line 524 in the same style
as Lines 501 ·523, to increase the size of the
register stack
c.Lines 601 ·608 display the entries on the monitor
screen. Adding more than three lines to this
section will cause first the "Prior Entry Value
Total'', and with additional lines the "Entry
Average", to be scrolled off the top of the
screen. The last PRINT statement in Lines 260,
320, 600, and 710 can be deleted as necessary
to gain more room on the screen. In any event, a
printer will still allow the Entry Average to be
recorded. Important: The highest A(#) in the
average (A (24) in this program) should not be
displayed, as its value has not only been shifted,
but will be changed by the nextentry(Lines 710
and 720).
4.lf your printer interface card is in a slot other than #4,
change Line 400 accordingly. PR#O turns the printer
off after recording the Entry Average. If you do not
have a printer, or the printer is turned off, the printer
commands are ignored.
5.ln the interest of simplicity, no blanking of the unused
entry positions is made (zeros show instead). This
should present no problem, as the line just above the
entry display indicates how many entries are being
used in the average. Also, there is no provision in this
program for saving the entries for use at a later date.
To do so involves the use of text files, whose required
storage and retrieval procedures add an undue
amount of complexity to the program.
6.lf you make a mistake in entering a value, there are two
ways to make a correction:
a.If there are a dozen or more entries in the average,
and the error is small in comparison to the
other entries, just add or subtract the difference
on the next entry.
b.lf there are only a few entries in the average, or the
incorrect entry is substantial, there is nothing
else to do but re-enter the correct values. Write
down all the entries to be used in the next
average with corrections as necessary, restart
the program, enter the written-down values,
and continue where you left off.
7. This program, which is actually adapted from a subroutine
in a larger program, occupies six sectors of a 16·
sector formatted disk (DOS 3.3), but can be compressed by putting several statements (separated by .
colons), on each program line.

*************************
*
*

100 REM
102 REM
RUNNING AVERAGE
103 REM
FOR 2 - 24 MONTHS
104 REM
BY
105 " REM
JOE & CHRIS JASPER
106 REM
COPYRIGHT 1983
107 REM
108 REM
109 REM
200 HOME : VTAB 10
2 10 PRINT "HOW MANY MONTHS IN THE
AVERAGE? (2-24):": PRINT
220
INPUT M
230
IF M > 24 THEN GOTO 210
240 Z = 0: DIM A<88)

**

**

*
*
***********************

250

z

260

PRINT : PRINT "ENTER VALUE FD
R MONTH ";Z: PRINT
INPUT A<Z>
IF Z = M THEN GOTO 300
GOTO 250
EN= A(1): FOR X
2 TO M:EN =
EN+ A<X>: NEXT X
HOME : VTAB 3
PRINT : PRINT "PRIOR II; M; II EN
TRY VALUE TOTAL
";EN: PRINT

270
280
290
300
310
320

==

z

+

1

330 EA = EN I

400
501
502
503
504
505

506
507
508
509
510
511
512
513

514
515
516
517
518
519
520

521
522
523
600
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
700
710
720
799

M

PRINT : PR# 4: PRINT "ENTRY A
VERAGE = ";EA: PR# 0
A<l>
A<2>
A(3)
A<2>
A(3)
A<4>
A(5)
A<4>
A<5>
A<6>
A(6)
A<7>
A <7>
A<8>
A(9)
A<8>
A<9>
A< 10>
A< 10) = A <11 >
A<l 1>
A< 12>
A ( 12> = A ( 13>
A ( 13)
A< 14>
A ( 14>
A< 15>
A ( 15)
A<16)
A< 17)
A< 16>
A ( 17>
AC 18)
A ( 18)
A< 19)
A<19> = A<20)
A(20)
A<21>
A <21)
AC22>
A C22>
A C23)
A<24>
AC23>
PRINT : PRINT : PRINT "FIRST
";M - 1;" ENTRIES FOR NEXT SE
T: II: PRINT
PR I NT A ( 1 ) , A ( 9) , A C1 7 >
PRINT AC2>,A<10>,A<18>
PR I NT A ( 3) , A ( 11 > , A ( 1 9)
PRINT A<4>,A<12),AC20)
PRINT A(5),A(13>,A<21>
PRINT A<6>,A<14>,A<22>
PRINT A<7>,AC15>,A<23)
PRINT A (8), A ( 16)
PRINT : PRINT
PRINT "NEXT ENTRY FOR tjEW AVE
RAGE:": PRINT
GOTO 270
END
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Format-II, Enhanced Version. $150!
No other word
processing program
can compare in
power, ease of use
and value. Our new
Enhanced Version
retains all the
features of the
original Format-D

and adds more:
Copies of reviews available upon request.
Note: Format II-Enhanced Version supports Apple I l e ,
Apple II+ , and Franklin Computers. All popular 80 column
cards aie supported including Apple Computer's 2 new 80
column text display cards, Videx, Smarterm, Vision 80 and
Sup'R'Term, Full View 80, Magnum 80.

Flexibility. Format-II, Enhanced

Editor. Format-II, Enhanced Version

Version recognizes and supports all
features of Apple I le, Apple II+ and
Franklin computers. All popular 80
column cards are supported.

retains the same single keystroke editor
No other editor is as fast or easy to learn.

Increased storage. Up to 50 pages
of text can be stored on each disk.
Standard Files. Text files are
standard DOS 3.3 and can be used
with most popular spelling and
communications programs.

Hard Disks. Format-II, Enhanced
Version is one of the few leading word
processors that can be placed onto hard
disk drives.
Format II and Format II- Enhanced Version are trademarks of
Kensington Microware Ltd. Apple and the Apple logo are
registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Franklin/
Franklin Computer. Videx/ Videx Inc, Smarterm/ Advanced

Logic Systems, Vision SO/Vista Computer. Full View 80/ Bit 3
Corp., Magnum 80/ Microtek.

What you see is what you get. Text
is displayed on the screen exactly as it
will print 04t-paragraphs, underlining,
justification, page breaks.
All printers are supported (including
proportional space justification).

Mailing List/Database is built in; is
fast and extensive.
See your local dealer or order direct from
Kensington Microware, Ltd.
919 Third Avenue, New York City 10022.
(212) 486-7707 telex. 236200 KEN UR.
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For Line Surge Suppression
The SYSTEM SAVER provides essential protection to hardware and
data from dangerous power surges
and spikes .

130

-1----,f-------''<-- Volts
RMS

SYSTEM SAVER _ /

T

I

For Cooling
As soon as you add 80 columns or
more memory to your Apple II you
need SYSTEM SAVER
Today's advanced peripheral
cards generate more heat. In addition, the cards block any natural air
flow through the Apple II creating
high temperature conditions that
substantially reduce the life of the
cards and the computer itself

For Operating Efficiency
SYSTEM SAVER cont ains two
switched power outlets. As shown
in the dia gram , the SYSTEM
SAVER efficiently organizes your
system so that one convenient,
front mounted
power switch
controls SYSTEM
SAVER, Apple II,
monitor and printer. L......:.-...=;;;;;1-if.1

APPLE II

Available in 220/240 Volt. 50 Hz

By connecting the Apple II
power input through the SYSTEM
SAVER, power is controlled in two
ways : 1) Dangerous voltage spikes
are clipped off at a safe 130 Volts
RMS/175 Volts de level. 2) High frequency noise is smoothed out before reaching the Apple Il A PI type
filter attenuates common mode
noise signals by a minimum of
30 dB from 600 khz to 20 mhz, with
a maximum attenuation of 50 dB.

SYSTEM SAVER provides correct cooling. An efficient , quiet fan
draws fresh air across the mother
board, over the power supply and
out the side ventilation slots .

Easy Installation

Compatible with Apple Stand

Just clips on.
No mounting or
hardware required.
~
Color matched
~ I
to Apple IT.~

@LISTED

t;;;;;;~
PATENT PENDING

The h eavy duty switch has a
pilot light to alert when system is
on.You'll never use the Apple power
switch again I

$89.95 at your local dealer or order direct
by phone or mail.
For phone or mail orders include $2. 50 for
handling. New York State residents add sales
tax. VISA and MASTERCARD accepted .
Dealer inquiries invited.

Kensington Microware Ltd .
919 Third Avenue, New York NY 10022
(212) 486-7707 Telex: 236200 KEN UH

WA1t' KENSINGTON
I~

MICROWARE

Use Of
The Disk II Interface Card
Through Your Own Software
by John Uhley
Part II
Reading and Writing

T

his is the second in a series of three articles which will
discuss several techniques used in accessing the Disk II
without the use of Apple DOS or Apple RWTS. This article will
introduce the programmer to the processes of reading and
writing nibbles to a diskette through the Disk II Interface Card.
Before proceeding with this article, it is essential that both the
basic method of accessing the Disk II Interface Card and a
method of positioning the Disk II' s magnetic head from
software be thoroughly understood. These topics were dis·
cussed in detail in the first part of this series and will only be
reviewed in the following paragraphs. If you are not familiar with
these topics it is important that you read part one of this series.
Each of the eight slots in back of the Apple computer is
allocated 16 memory locations for I/ 0 control. These memory
locations, called softswitches, reside on page $CO of memory
and occur in 16 byte groups.
SLOT

SOFTSWITCHES

0

$C080-$C08F
$C090-$C09F
$COAO-$COAF
$COBO-$COBF
$COCO-$COCF

1

2
3
4
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5
6
7

$CODO-$CODF
$COEO-$COEF
$COFO-$COFF

Each of the sixteen softswitches will perform a different
function depending on the card actually placed in a given slot
The functions of the sixteen softswitches of a Disk II Interface
Card placed in slot six are listed below.
FUNCTION
MEMORY LOCATION
Phase 0 off (positioning)
$COEO
Phase 0 on (positioning)
$COE1
Phase 1 off (positioning)
$COE2
Phase 1 on (positioning)
$COE3
$COE4
Phase 2 off (positioning)
Phase 2 on (positioning)
$COE5
Phase 3 off (positioning)
$COE6
Phase 3 on (positioning)
$COE7
Power down (drive off)
$COE8
Power up (drive on)
$COE9
Select 1 (select drive 1)
$COEA
Select 2 (select drive 2)
$COEB
Readswitch (1/0 wormhole)
$COEC
Writeswitch (1/0 wormhole)
$COED
Clearswitch (1/0 wormhole)
$COEE
Shiftswitch (1/0 wormhole)
$COEF

One common method of accessing softswitches through
software is to use the Apple' s indexed addressing mode. By
adding various values to the address of a slot zero softswitch it
is possible to c hange the addressed slot by altering the index
register alone. For example, if a program is to access the
softswitches of the card in slot three the following method
could be used:
#$30
$C0891 X

LD X
LDA
RTS

7 01D :
70 1F :

702 1:
7 0 2:;: :

7026 :

#$60

; CS..: 1 e ct s l o t 6)
;(And u s e th 2 abo ve r·outin e
;to turn on the dri v e )

The process of reading nibbles from a diskette is surprisingly
simple. The Disk II is brought up to speed and the magnetic
head is positioned above the track where the desired data is
situated. Then the simple routine shown below can be used to
deposit the current nibble into the accumulator:
READ II~

' LDX
LDA
BPL

Rr::

46
47
A6 01
4:3
8D ::.:c CO 4 9
10 FB
50

1 ISaloc t S lot 3 1
; Cturn on the disk drive i n slot 3)

Using this technique the same routine can access any slot's
softswitches by simply changing the value in the X ·register:
TURNON

41
42
4 :::
44

45

702:3 :

LDX
._IMP

E6 03
DO f '3

IhlC
B~lE

******************************

**

LD X
RE ADL OOP LDA
BPL

54

-*

7028:

A6 01

7 02[1:
7 0:30:

BD ::.:::.: CO 6 :~:
60
64

**
*

******************************

**

60
61
62

REAU IN NIBBLE FROM D I SK

*

51
._•...:;.
5 ::::

55
20 DA FD 5 6
57
58

l<A I T+l
MWA ITA

:::L OT
READSW,X
READU JOP

******************************
**
PRI NT NIBBLE ON SCREEN
******************************
PR INTHEX

******************************

**

ALL DONE •• • QUIT

*-

**
*

******************************

ALLDONE

LDX
LDA
RT:3

:::LOT
D!Sf'.:l)F F,X

- -- END ASSEMBLY
TOT AL ERRORS:

00

4 'i' BYTES OF 08._IECT CODE
\.JERE GENERAT ED TH I S A:::'.o:EMBL Y.

#$ 60

$C08C, X

READIN

; <Re ad the nibbl e >
;(ir1to memorv)
; C'3.nd r·<.? t ur·r1)

It is important to note that this process deposits nibbles into
the accumulator. It does NOT deposit bytes. All data written to
the diskette by Apple DOS is encoded into nibbles. Thus, any
data read into memory from the diskette using the routines in
this article will NOT resemble the bytes actually written on the
diskette by DOS.
The routine in Figure 1 turns on the disk drive, reads a single
nibble from the diskette, and prints that nibble on the screen.

Another important thing to remember when reading more
than one nibble from a diskette is that the disk drive' s magnetic
head is speeding past the nibbles which your program is trying
to read. For this reason it is ABSOLUTELY necessary that all
nibble reading routines read the next nibble from the diskette
no more than 20 cycles after the last nibble read.
The routine in Figure 2 reads 256 nibbles from the diskette
and prints them on the screen. This type of routine will be found
at the heart of most nibble reading programs.

Figure 2.
******************************

Figure 1.
2
4
5
6
7

10
11

*

*
*

ROUTINE TO READ ' A NIBBLE
FRUM THE CURRENT TRACK ~'
FR I NT I I~ ciN THE :::CREEN

13

D l ~; KOFF

14

DR I VEA
READ:::w

7000 :
7002 :

7 004:
7006 :
7009 :
700C :
/OOE :
"70 10 :

7 01 2 :
7014:
7016:
·10 17:
70 19 :
7 0ll:l:

A9 60
::;: ~,

01

20
21
22
2 :3
24
25
26
27

Pt!:.·
BD
BD
A9

01
29
89 CO :~: O
:::A CO 3 1
EF
:;:2
::::~~ 02
3 :~:
A'o' D:;:
34

85 03

J~i

. AO 1 2

36

::::::
DO FD
E/:.. 0 2
DO F 7

:::7
:.?.:?.
39
itO

~·RINTHE X

*

******************************

SLOT

EQU

WAIT

EOU

$ 0001
$ 0002

CURTRK
DESTRK
DISKON

EOU
EQU
EQU

$ 0004
$ 0005
$ C08 9

EQU
EC!U
EC•U
EC!U
EOU
E@_I

SC088
$CO:::A
$-C08C
$FDDA
i -FDED

$COt:::.:

EOU
EOU
EOU

$C0:'.3A

1 :::

DI S*OFF
DR I VE A
READ:::W
F'RI NTHEX
PR INT A:::c
BUFFER

$CO::::c
, $FDDF•

19

** ****** ***~**** ***** *** ** ****

$1~:0:::: ·)

S ET SLOT EQUAL TO SLOT 6

20
21
22

**
*

LDA
:::TA

7 000 :
7 (102 :

A·~

60
:: :::. 0 1

# $E~

:=:: LOT

TURN UN DRIVE A AND WA I T

*

******************************
LD X
LDA
LDA
LDA
:::TA
L DA
:::T A
L DY
DEY
BNE
INC
BNE

:::LOT
DI Sn :1N , X
DR IVEA,X
ll$EF
WA I T
#$D:::
l.JAIT+l
#$12
M\.IAITB
WAIT
MW\!H\

7004 :
7006 :
7 009 :
/ OOC :

/OOE :
7 0 10 :
7 0 12 :
7 0 14 :

/ 01 (:. :
70 17 :
7 01 9 :
70 18:

70 1[1:
701F :

*

SET S~OT EQUAL TU SLOT 6

*

•

*
*

READN !B

26

***************************** •

27

**
*

*

$ 2000

23
24
25

******************************

MWAITA
Ml.JAITB

*

*
*
*

1 '"'
1 :::
14
15
16
17

******************************

**

*
*

ROU TINE TO RE AD A PAGE OF
NIBBL ES FROM THE DI SKET TE
AND FRINT THEM OUT

$ 0 001
$0002
$00 0 4
$00()5

*

RE ADN IB

*

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EC!U

******************************
*

4

10
11

*

L2

15
16
17
1:::
1 ·~1

*

*
*
*

******************************

SLOT
WAIT
CURT RK
DESTRK

*
*

5
6
7

******************************

**

2

29
30
:;:1

AE. 01
BD ::::-;;i CO :32
BD 8 A CO ~::?.
A'-" EF
:;:4
A9 D::.:

36

:::: . 0 3
AO 12

:37
::::3

[ H) FD
u. 0 2
DO F 7
E6 o:::
DO F3

40

41
42
4 :':
44

******************************

**

LDA
STA

#$ 60
:::L OT

T URN ON DRI VE A AN D \.IA IT

*

*

*

*

******************************

M\.lAITA
MWA J:TB

LDX

t:LOT

L[l!'."1

DI St<ON, X

LDA
LDA
:::TA
LD A
S:TA
LD Y
DE Y
BME
INC
BNE
INC
BNE

DR I VEA,X
ll$EF
l·IA IT
# $ [ 1:3
l; AIT+ l

#$ 12
MWA IT B
l.JAI T
MWA ITA
l.JAIT+l
Ml-IAITA

August 1983
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45
46

702 1

*

50
51

LDX
LDY
READLOOP LDA
8F'L
::;TA
!NY
BNE

702:3

7025

BD SC CO 52

702f:

10 FB
:;3
9 ·;.i 00 20 54
CE:
55
DO F5
56

702[1

702E

70 :~: ::;::

89'
A':SI

7038:

c::::

70:3C:

[1(1

70

71
7040:
7043:
-- -

E ND

A6 01
8D 8 :?.

co

72
73

**
*

ON SCREEN

**
*

~l~;R

!MY
BNE

F'RINTLOOP

C!UIT

*

*

*

******************************
ALLDONE

7 ~;

LDX
LDA
RT::;

SLOT
DI SKIJFF, X

A~3EN8LY

TOTAL ERRORS:

Writing to Disks
A routine which writes nibbles to a diskette must skip exactly
32 cycles between each nibble written. This delay allows the
Disk II Interface Card to shift 8 bits of data onto the diskette at
the rate of 4 cycles per bit Any discrepancy in this timing will
result in the writirig of' half· bits" or partial nibbles. Such nibbles
cannot be read back in with any accuracy.
Large amounts of important data (such as a sector) must be
preceded by SYNC. Sync is a data nibble (usually $FF) written
with a 36 cycle timing delay. The extra 4 cycles write out a ninth
bit which serves to electronically align the disk drive' s magnetic
head as the sync is read back in. During the read process the
ninth bit is lost, causing sync to appear as a data nibble.
The table below illustrates the four softswitches used in the
write process. SLOT refers to the index value needed to access
the softswitches of a given slot

MEMORY LOCATION

FUNCTION

$C08C +SLOT

Readswitch: Used to read in
data and to help in shifting
nibbles onto the diskette.
Writeswitch: Used to set up the
write process and to define the
nibble to be written.
Clearswitch: Clears the shift·
switch mode and checks for
write protected diskettes.
Shiftswitch: Sets the data shift
so that data may be shifted out
to the diskette.

$C08D +SLOT

$COSE+ SLOT

$C08F +SLOT

The process of writing nibbles to a diskette can be ·divided
into four sections. The following paragraphs illustrate how
several nibbles ($DF AA 9D) can be written to a diskette. Before
trying to execute this routine. insert a blank diskette into the
disk driue. The diskette will be crashed until it is re- initialized.
( 1) The first step in writing nibbles to a diskette is to prepare
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11

I

; ( :~: i:-112 ct s l i:• t t.. >
; ( R •:. IJ t i r1 e t r::i t •Jr· r 1 )
; ( on di s k dr· i v c )
; ( F'r· ~~Par· -2 Di s k I I )
; ( for· wr· itin9 )

; ( I f •:ar·r·y s e t )
; ( 1jiskett..: i s)

; ( write Prot e cted )

These instructions set up the write mode without actually
writing anything to the diskette. They also check to see if the
diskette is write protected. If the carry is set after the instruction
"CMP $C08E,X' for more than 30 attempts the diskette is write
protected.
(2) The next step is to shift the first nibble onto the diskette.
This first nibble is always written using the " shiftswitch"
wormhole ($C08F + SLOT). This serves to enable the
"physical" write mode. The following instructions will signal the
writing of the first nibble to the diskette.
LDA
::;TA
CMP

; <Get first nibb l e >
S~1ift )

$C08F, X

; CS i9r1al

$ C0:3C, X

; <t•:o disk.,tt2 )

Following these instructions it is absolutely necessary to
wait 32 cycles before the next nibble is sent to the diskette. This
delay allows the Disk II Interface Card to physically shift the
riibble onto the diskette. The delay starts with the 4 cycle
instruction "CMP $C08C,X' and will terminate with the 5 cycle
instruction "STA $C08D,X'.

00

6 :3 BY-fES OF OB.J E1.::T U :!DE
l<Er;E CiENERATED THIS A:oSEMBL Y .

1·

$C08E,X

READ LOOP

BUFFER,Y
F'RINTHEX
#$fi0
F'R I NTA~;C

eiLL DONE .••

$C(l:J[I, X

vll~F· ROT

******************************

74

(:. 0

#$60
IKTIVl\TE
LDA
Cl1F'

******************************

PRINTLOOP LDA
._i::;R
LDA

.~.(:.

(:.9

7 0:3E:

::;LOT
#$00
READ:3W, X
READLOCIF'
BUFFER , Y

*
*PRINT . NIBBLES
*

67
;,.:::

the Disk II Interface Card. This is done by addressing the
following softswitches.

******************************

******************************

0 0 2 0 62

F2

*
*

*

57

20 DA FD 6:3
AO
64
20 ED FD 65

70J6:
70:;:::::

READ HI NI88LE:o; FROM DJ::;J<

5:3

60
bl
70J(l:

*
*

47
4:3
49
A(:. 01
AO 0 0

70 2 A

******************************

(so, from before we have:)
LDA
::;T A
CM F'

#$DF
$CO:::F, X

$C08C,X

(followed by the rest of the delay:)
$00

; C5

•:Ycl es)

~00

; \ ~:::.
; (5

c .,..,: 1 es )
ctcl<.?s)

I NC:
DEC
INC
BIT
BIT
LDA

$00
$00
$00
# ·$ AA

::;TA

'$ CO:::D ,

x

C MP

$C0:3C,

x

; c:3 1: Y•: l es )
; (3

•: Y •:l E•S)

; (2

•:Y•: 1 es-· 9 e t )

; tne x t nibbl e rea d y)
; ( final 5 cvcl e s >
; (and wr· ite it ou t)
; ( finish writ e a n d )
; <start ne x t del a y )
; <with this inst r·. )

(3) All writing subsequent to that of the initial nibble is
accomplished using the " writeswitch" wormhole ($C08D +
SLOT). This was illustrated in the previous paragraph's
machine language routine. Before writing the next nibble 32
cycles must be skipped to enable the writing of $AA to the
diskette.
(so, from before we have:)
LDA
::;TA
Cl·1P

#$AA
$C0:3D, X
$C08C, X

(and the rest of the delay)
INC
DEC
lbl C
BIT

~ 00

; <:i

c ·... cl es.>

·;t,O(J

; (5

C°(Cl :? S)

$._00

; (5

Ci'Cl..:· s)

-~o o

; (J

BIT
L Dr4

$00

c ·,..cle s)
; ( :~: 1:Yc l e s)

#$ 9 [1

; ( :2 c-,,:..,: 1-=s -

; ( ne x t

9 e t th .: )
nibbl e r ea d v)

:o;T A

$ ( .u:::D,

x

; <final 5

CM:-=·

$ C08C,

x

; ( finish writ e

c ·~ cl e s >

; Car11j wr· i t e

; ( s tart n e x t

i:••Jt )

~- >

d ~ l ay)

(4) The fourth and final step of the write process is that of
clearing the write mode. If this is not done a track of the diskette
will be destroyed (until the diskette is re-initialized). Before
clearing the write mode, the routine must wait exactly 32 cycles
to allow the last nibble ($9D) to be shifted out onto the diskette.

Just Released

Font Downloader

(So, from before we have:)
Lili'\

l!!l>9D

3TA

$CO:::D, X

CMP

$C:Ot :C, X

Expand the capacity of your printer hundreds of times

Load custom fonts into your Apple ® Matrix Printer, /LI:]
Prowrite r® 8510A, OKI ® Microline 92, 93* and /
Epson ® FX* and use them with virtually every /
word processor to turn your printer into a
/ ~+-

(and the rest of the delay:)
INC
DE::C
INC
BIT
BIT

$(H)

$00
$00

NUF'

LD!4
CMF'
RT:::

; ( 5 ·= ·..-1: 1 es )
; (5 c ·r o:l es )
; (5 ·: ·...- .: 1 es )
; (3 1: Y•:l ~5 )
; (3 C Y •: 1 es )
; <:2 Co' o: l \?S )

~; (lt)

$00

$CO::::E,
>j;C08C,

x

8

final 5 i: ··,.-1: 1 es +)
o:l <2•'3.f· wr·i t,2 llLQd2 )
; <Al 1 d 1:.rie ' )

;

(

The following source listing illustrates the processes discussed in the last paragraphs. The routine can be entered and
assembled at memory location $7000. Before executing this
routine, insert a blank diskette into the disk driue. The diskette

will be destroyed until it is re- initialized
Figure 3.
2

4
6
7

******************************

**
*
*
*
*
*

R~JTINE TO WRITE 3 NIBBLES
OUT TO THE DI SKETTE.
rHE
DISKETTE WILL BE CRAS~ED
SO USE A BLANK DI3KETTE::
WHEN EXECUTING THIS FILE

**
*
*
*

*
******************************
l(J

11
12
1:,:

l '?

CURlTW
DESTRK
DJS:KON
[IJ:::KOFF
DR I VEA
READ:3W
WRITE:::W

2(1

CLEAR::: ~J

14
15
16
1l

18

7002:

·=·--·

$0C~O

EOU
EOU

$0002

EOU

$-0004
$000~i

EOU
EOU
EC!U

$CU:: :::?.
$CO:=:A

21

:::HJFTSI~

PRIMTHEX

E@_I

28

;[IUMMY

$0001

EOU
EOU

22

26
27
A';-, 60

EQU

EOU
EOU
EOU

:24

7000:

ZERO
s:LOT

~JAIT

700/.:..:
7009 :
700C :

700E :
70 10:

7012:
7014:
7016:
7017:
7019:

70 18:
701.[I :
701F :

A/:..
BD
BD
A';>

$C0::::·~1

01

:::A
EF

sco:::F
SFDDA

#$60
:::u:ir

41
42

12

:::::::

4.:,:
44

DO FD
E6 02
[10

u.

f'7

o :;:
DO F:':

DRIVE A AND vUi!T

*

*

rnJAITA
Ml"AITB

LDX
LDA
LDA
LDA
:::TA
LDA
:":TA
LDY
DEY

DI:3KON, X
DRIVE!\, X
#$EF
WAIT
#SD:::
l"AIT +l
#$12

B;'~E

~IVJAITB

INC

IJAI l
tlvJA! -fl\
1'111 ·r+1
Ml·JA!"lli

45
46

Bi'JE

47
•1:0:

INC
BNE

:::U~IT

*** **** ************ * ******** *~

*

PREPARE FOR WRITE
(Y OU COULD CHEU<. r1)1.::: A .l

* (WPTC HERE WITH A BCS>

54
702 :~::

702(:. :

*

702B
702E
7031

9 [1

DF
:::F

59

******************************

[l[I SC
El:.. (II)

63

co
co

*
*

******************************
LDX

S LOl

LDA

WRITE:: ~M .X

** WRITE OUT FIRST NIBBLE
A9

*

55

A/:.. 01
56
BD :::[I (:(J 57
[l[I :::E co

702 '~1

.

49

*

64
65

*
*
*

******************************~
LDA
STA
CMF'
INC:

l\WllrEP

#SDF
SHIFTSW, X
READ:::vJ, X
ZE:RO

100% APPLE COMPATIBLE

BOSS DRIVE

$199

FOURTH DIMENSION
VISTA SOLO
VISTA DUET

$235
$245
$330

VISTA QUARTET

$650

SINGLE D/S
THIN W/CONTROLLER

51

~

702 1 :

**

******************************

·=··-'
AO

m1cra

lJ%S~DLJ~T
lJ%SH lJR%1JES

**

:34

:;:9
40

(I:~:

'

$CO:=:D

** TURN

co
co

\

.$ 100 REWARD

*

OM

(
0 R... \

~

$C0:3E

*

LDA
s:TA

W

Submit the best or most unique font using the above
software and we will make you $100 richer. Other
prizes for the first 25 runners up.

******************************

READNIB

4 0 Ill-

\ ~
'

1342 B Rt. 23, Butler, NJ 07405
201-838-9027

32

::::5 02
A9 [1:3

I

$CO::::c

SET SLOT EQUAL TO SLOT 6

01

89

I

.

foreign language letters,
math and electronics
symbols to load into your
printer. *Available in 30 days
Disk Software only
.................................. $39.00

Dealer and Distributor
Inquiries Invited Designed by RAK-Were

********************~*********

7004 :

f:. ti
P. lT x.2 y2 ,/'

******************************

**

m

.JT ><

; (

x

custom typese~er. After the fonts are
,/~
loaded, they will stay in your
_,,•
printer until it's turned off. A
,.--·''' ~
font editor is also provided
/.+
to allow you to create
,'
:
your own graphics, text,
~
~

1

DUEL D/S
THIN W/CONTROLLER

V1000 DUAL 8"

$1249

V1000 DUAL D/S 8"

$1512

V1000 DUAL D/S 8

$1839

W/CONTROLLER

W/CONTROLLER

THIN W/CONT.

V1200 6 MEG CART. $1203
W/CONTROLLER

-VISA

1•

UJJ-lDLEI:ifllE SlJPPLU:flS
408-373-0320

70:.3:3:
70:35:

Cl:. 00
E6 (H)

(:,9

70:37:
70:;:9:

24

(11)

70

24 00

71
72

68

7'.3.:
74
75

76
77

1:

70:38 :
703[1:
7041):

A9 AA
78
9D :::D CO 79

704~::

E6 00

81

[l[I

:::c co

7045:

cc.

00

:32

E6 00

:=:::::

7049:

24 00
24 oo

84

ZERO
ZERO
ZERO
ZERO

Figure 4

FINISH 32 CYCLES WAIT
WRITE SEC~~D NIBBLE

~

6

**
*
*

~:TA

CMP
INC
DEC
INC
BIT
BIT

es
:=:·~

90
·~11

704D:
70 4F:

7052:
7055:

A'? 9D

'?2

C6 00

96

7059:
705B:

Et. 00
24 0(1
24 00

97

•;1:=:
S°''?
100
101

102
10~:

705F:
7060:
706:3:

7061;..:

EA
BD E:E

CO

104
105
106
107

2C DA FD 109
11 (I
111
113
114
At,_. 01
115
BD :3:3 CO 116
60
117

**
*
*

LDA
,=,-rA
Ci~IP

INC
DEC
INC
BIT
BIT

11$9[1
WRITE'.o:l, , x
READ'.3~J, X
ZERO
ZER1:1
ZERC1
ZEf'O
ZEF<O

FINI SH 32 CYCLE ~JAIT AND
TURN OFF WRITE SWITCHES

*

ALL DONE ••• OUIT

*

**
*

dummy

SLOT
DrnKOFF, X

00

Although the above routine demonstrates the method of
writing nibbles to a diskette it is not very practical. A better
example of the write process would be a routine which writes
256 bytes (a sector) to the diskette.
One important thing to note about such a routine is that the
actual 256 bytes of data must be encoded into valid nibbles
before they are written. Depending on the encoding routine
used the amount of data actually written is expanded. For the
sake of simplicity the encryption routine used for the following
write routine will double the amount of data actually written
(thus 512 nibbles will be written). A 'm ore practial encryption
routine, like the one used by Apple DOS, only expands the data
by about 40%.
The routine in Figure 4 will write the contents of page $20
onto the current track of the diskette. BEFORE EXECUTING
THIS ROUTINE IT IS ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY THAT YOU
INSERT A BLANK DISKETTE INTO THE DISK DRIVE. THE
DISKETTE WILL BE CRASHED UNTIL IT IS RE-INITIALIZED.
Also, make sure that you know which track you are writing the
data onto so that you will be able to move back to the same
track to read the data back into memory. Both the write routine
below and the read routine which follows assume that the
sector will be written on track zero. If you wish to use a different
track add another ' JSR POSITION' with the new track stored in
memory location 'DESTRK'.
Apple Orchard

$.l(H)I)

$1100

$2000
$C080

EQU

EOU

25

$C0:39
$CO:::A
$CO:=.:c
$C0:3D
$CO:o:E
$CO:':::F
$FCA:::

26

*******•***************Z******

*

EC!U
EC~U

EC!U
EG!l.J
EOU

'::ET UP ALL DEF AUL T '.o:

7004:
7006:
700E::

*

85 01

:32

85 04
2·~ 00

:34

AND

0·-1

**

******************************

60

BEGIN

~:TA
~;TA

05

11$60
SLOT
CURTRK
11$00
DEST RF:

******************************

700A:
700[1:

40
20 IC 70 41
20 :3A 70 42
43

44

**

111 BYTES OF IJB,JECT CODE
l•ERE GENERATED THI~: ASSEMBLY.

36

EC!U

LDA
STA

A'~

45
46
47
7010:

20 62 70 48

701~::

20 79 70 49
50
51
52

--- END A88EMBLY
TOTAL ERRORS:

$0004
$0005

*
70(10:
7002:

*

LDX
LDA
RTS

$0002

EOU
E1;iU
EG!.U
E1)U
EOU

•

******************************
ALLDONE

EC!U

CUR TRK
DE '.o:TRr'.
BUFF ERA
BUFF ERB
HEX PAGE
PH,:aJFF
F'H'.o:ON
DJ'.3KOFF
DR I VEA
READ,::1•
WR! TE'.::W
CLEAR,::w
SH I F' TS~J
MC1Nl<A I T

24

******************************

**

WAIT

DI~:KON

*

CLEARSW,X
READSW,X
PRINTHEX ;

$0000
$0001

$C081

******************************
NOP
LDA
CMP
BIT

EGiU
ECiU

$C0::.:8

27

************************~*~***

**
*

ZERO
'o:LOT

EC!U

19
20
21
:.22

******************************

DD , 8C CO 10:3

112
7069:
706B:
706E:

FINISH 32 CYCLES WAIT i
WRITE THIRD NIBBLE

9D ::;:[I CO 93
"' DD :?.C CO '?4
E6 00
9~i

7057:

705[1:

**
*
*

**
*
*
*

EOU

18

******************************

A " RUlL" F'ROGRAM l·JH I CH
WILL WRITE PAGE $20 TO
DISKETTE

*

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

ll$Af4
·wRITH:W, X
REA[l'.3lJ, X
ZERO
ZERO
ZERC1
ZERO
ZERO

**
*
*

******************************

7

******************************
LDA

******************************

2

:;:
4

******************************

**
*
*

::10

7047:
704B:

DEC
INC
BIT
BIT

70 16:
701:0::
7 01B:

A6 01
8[1 :38
60

co

54
,,._,
56
57

**
*

ACTIVATE THE DISK DRIVE

**
*

******************************
.Je:R
·-''o:R

ACTI VATE
POSIT I ON

******************************

**
*

DRIVER ROUTINE TO WRITE IT

** .
*

******************************
.J:o;R
,le:R

NI BBALI ZE
WR I TETRAct(

******************************

**
*

TURN OFF DRIVE AND OU IT

**

*

******************************
LDX
LDA
RT'=:

SLOT
DI :o:KOFF, X

******************************
59

60

**

61

*

62

TURN ON DRIVE 1< •IA! T

**
*

******************************

70:35:

EC. 02
DO F7
Ef:, 03

73
74
75

70:37:
70:;:9:

DO F:3
60

76
77

ACTIVATE LDX
LDA
LDA
LDA
S TA
LDA
:::TA
ACT!VATEA LDY
ACTIVATEB DEY
BNE
INC
BNE
INC
BNE
RTS

7:3

******************************

701C:
701E:
7021:
7024:

7026:
7028:

A6 01

63

BD 89 CO 64
BD BA CO /::..!::i
A'~

EF
85 02
D:3

66
/::.. 7
68

A·~

702A:

85 o::::

!,:..";!

702C:
702E:

AO 12

70
l1

702F:
70:,:t :
7033:

88
DO FD

l2

7•-:-1

:30
81

82
703A:

A5 04

10:3c:

C5 05

8:3
:34

70~:E:

FO 04
90 0:3

85
:36

BO 06
60
E6 04

:0:7
88
e:9

7040:
7042 :
7044:
7(14 5 :
7047:
704A:
7 04C :
704E:

7050:

4C 4C 70 90

cc. 04

91

A5 04
29 o:::
OA

92
93
94

705:3:

05 01
A:3

7054:

89 81

7057:

A·.;,,

7051:

~ii;.

co

95
96

97
9:3

t :Lo1·
DI :3K ON, X
DRIVEA ,X
ll$EF
WAIT
11$[1:3
WAIT+!
11$12

ACTIWHEB
WAIT
ACTI VATEA
l<'lI T +l
ACTIVATEA

** POS ITION TO DE'.o;JRED T RAC¥ **
*
*
******************************

POt: JTION LDA
CMP
BECi
BCC
BCt:
POSITIONA RT:3
POSITIONB INC
._1~1P

F'OS IT I ONC DEC
POS ITIOND LDA
AND
ASL
ORA
TAY
LDA
LDA

CUR TR f':
DESTRK
PO~: IT I ONA
POSITIONB
PO~: I Tl ONC
CURTRF:
P0'.3 IT I OND
CURTRK
CURTRK
#$(i:':

SLOT
PHSON, Y
11$51;.

7059 :
705(::
705F:

70/:..2:
7064•
7067:
7068:
70~.A:

706D:
7070•
7072:
7075:
7076:
7078:

70·19:
707B:
707D:
7080:
7083:
7085:
7088•
708B•
708D:
708E:

7090:
7092:
7094:
7096:
7097:
"/098:
709A:
7(19[1:
70AO:
70AI:

20 A8 FC 99

B9 80 co 100
4C 3A 70 101
102
103
104
105
106
AO 00
107
B'? 00 20 108
6A
109
09 AA
110

99 00 10 111
B'? 00 20 112
09 AA
113
00 II 114
C0
115
DO EC
116
60
117
118
119
120
121
122
A6 01
123
AO 20
124
BD 8D CO 125

·n

DD 8E CO 126
A9 FF
"::iD 8F

·co

127
128

DD E:C CO 129
130
131

24 00
EA
E6 0(1

132
1:33
00
134
00
1:35
1:36
137
FF
1:,::3
8[1 co 13·;:1
:;:c CO 140
141
EB
142

' (:(:, (H)

24
24
EA
EA
A'~

9[1

DD

:;:8
DO

14~:

144
145
146
147
148
14 9
150
151
152
15 :~:

7 0A:3 :
70A5:
70A7:
70AA:
70AC:
70AE:
7081:
7084:
70B~i:

7086•
7 087•

70B9:
7088:

70BC:
70BF:
70C1:
70C2:
7 0 (:5:
7 (1(::;3 :

70CA:
70CB:
70CC:

AO 0 2
24 00

s·;,

E6
C6
9(1
DD
EA
EA
:38
10

AO
EA
B9
E.6
EA
9 [1
DD
24
EA

IA 71
00
00

154
155
156
157

158
159
:3[1 co 160
:::c CO 161
162

EA

89

00

16 6
167
168
169
170
171

2 4 (l(l
24 00
EA

9D :3[1

DD :=:c
24 f)(l
24 00

co

co

******************************

NIBBALIZE LDY
NIBBALIZEA LDA
ROR
ORA
STA
LDA
ORA
STA
INV
BNE
RTS

#$00
HEXPAGE,Y

#$AA
BUFFERA,Y
HEXPAGE , Y
#$AA
BUFFERB,Y

I c'l
1·;:1 4
195

199

70E4:
70E6:
70E9:
70EB:
70EC:
70EF :
70F2:
70F3:
70F4:
70F5:

200
201
202
AO 01
203
B'? ID 71 204
E6 00
205
EA
206
9 [1 8[1 co 207
DD 8(: co 20:3

209
210

4E:

68
88
10 EF

211
212
21~:

215

******************z***********

*

*

216
217
21'3

*
*

l·JRITE OUT $20 ,;:YNC NIBBLES *

*

21 9
220
221
222
223
224

******************************

WRITETRACt< LDX
SLOT
LDY
11$20
LDA
l~R ITESl~, X
CMP
CLEARSW,X
LDA
#$FF
STA
SHIFTSW,X
CMP
READSW.X
BIT
ZERO
NOP
WRITETRAO~ A IMC
ZERO
DEC
ZERO
BIT
ZERO
BIT
ZERO
NOP
; ADD 4 CYCLE,3
;FOR SYNC
NOP
#$FF
LDA
\,JRJTE2:W, X
STA
CMP
READSW,X
DEY
BNE
WRITETRACKA

70F7:
70F9:
70FB:
70FD:
70FF:
7100•
7103:
7106:
710r:::
7109:
710A:
7108:

WRITE OUT THE OPEN DATA
MARKS ($D5 AA AF>

THE,3E "CONSTANT··· s" ARE
* PLACED ON THE DISKETTE TO
* ALLOW A READ ROUT! NE TO
* F.IND THE BEGINNING OF THE
*ACTUAL DATA WRITTEN .

*

**
*

**

*

#!1>02
ZERO
DATAMARKS, Y
ZERO
ZERO
WRITESW,X
READ2:W, X

226

l.JRITE OUT CLOSE DA TA

*

LDY
l·JRITECDM LDA
INC
NOP
STA
CMF'
F'HA
F'LA
DEY
BPL

DO EC

2:34

#$0 1
CL0,3EDATA , Y
ZERO

l.JRITE,o:l.J, X
READ:o:vJ ' x

t·JRITECDM

******************************

*

** ·
*
*

* WRITE OUT 5 MORE S YN C NIBB
* NOTE: 36 CYCLES I S ~3 ED
*
BUT I T MAY L.Cll}f.:: L I KE *
'.l5.
THE GHANGE 1'3
BECAUSE OF T HE BNE
*
OVER A PAGE BOUNDRY
*

*
*
*
*

*

******************************
\,JRITEND

DD 8C CO 2 29
24 00
232

**

******************************

EA
227
'>D 8D CO

EA
EA

M AR~:S

LDY
LDA
INC
DEC
NOF'
STA
CMF'
BIT

#$ 05
#$FF
ZERO
ZERO
; CYCLE,;:
\,JRITE'o;W, X
READ,::w , X
ZERO

NO~·

MOP
DEY
BNE

vJRITEMD

710D•
7 10F:
7111:
711:3:
7116:
7119:

E t:. 00

C(:.

( H)

E6 00
BD :;:E CO

2 40
2 41
242

*

!~JC

AF AA D5 251

BF D5

252

ZERO
ZERO
ZERO
CLE!\RSl·J., X
READS\,J , X

DEC
IMC
LDA
CMP
RTS

2 4~:

245
246
247
24:3

**

******************************

DD 8C CO 2'14

c.o

249
250
71 lA:
7 11[1:

TURN OFF l.JR I TE AND RETURN

z*****************************

*
*
*

T ABLE vJITH DATA CON,3TANTS

**
*

******************************

DATAMARK~: HEX
CL08 EDATA HEX

AFAAD5
BFD5

TOTAL ERROR,3:

00

2B7 BYTE2; OF OBclECT CODE
WERE GENERATED THIS A'3SEMBLY,

l~RITEODM

*

\,JR! TE OUT HALF OF THE DATA *

*

*

******************************

**
*

C6 00

**
*

--- END A8SEMBLY

******************************

**

225

*
*
*
*

******************************
LDY
BIT
WRITEODt1- LDA
INC
DEC
'3TA
CMP
NOP

A9 FF
Et:. 00

l•mITE DAT AB

******************************

**
*

******************************

**
*
*
*

AO 05

!MY
Bl.JE

******************************

#$00

******************************

192
19:3

19(:.
197
19 :3

DO EB

214

182

1:::::3
189
190

C8

NI BBALI ZEA

1:31
1:34
1:35
186
1r,:7
11

**
*

LDY
l·JRITEDATAA ~J1JP
LDA
INC
NOP
8TA
CMP
BIT
NOP
!NY
BNE

172

t)(I

·*

l~OP

18 :~:

70CE:

NIBBALIZE DATA AT PAGE $20

DEY
BPL

00 10 I 7:':
00
174
175
::30 co 176
::::c CO 177
(JI)
178
17S''
C8
1:30

70CF:
70D2 :
70D4:
70D6:
70[17:
70DA:
70DD:
70DF:

**

16~:

16~'

70El:
70E2:

MONWA IT
PHS OFF,Y
PO~: IT I ON

******************************

164

EE

DO ED

J~:R

LDA
clMP

BUFFERA.Y
ZERO
WF< ITE,3W, X
READS l~. X
ZERO

The following routine will read the data written by the above
routine back into memory. The data will be stored on page $21
of memory to allow you to compare it with the data written from
page $20 of memory (YES! It actually works!) Before executing
this routine be sure that the disk drive's magnetic head is
positioned above the same track that the data was written to. If it
is not above the same track this routine will NOT be able to read
anything into memory.

Figure 5

\,JRITE OUT THE RE,o:T OF DATA

**
*

******************************

**

*

READ IN THE WRITTEN SECTOR *

******************************

4
5

WRITEDATAB LDA
BIT
BIT
NOP
'''TA
CMP
BIT
BIT

6

SLOT

EC!U

$000 1

7

WA IT
CURTRK
DESTRK
TEMP
BUFFERA
BUFFERS
BUFFER

E 1~~ U

E1J.U
("1JU
EOU
E@J
Eriu
EQU

$0002
$00 04
$000 5
$0006
$1 0 0 0
$I I 00
$ 2 100

···NOP

BUFFERB,Y
ZERO
ZERO

9
\,JRITE,=:i,J, X
READ,;:i,J , X
ZERO
ZERO

10
11
12
13

*

*

******************************

August 1983

37

14
15
16
17
1:3
19

20
21

22
24

25

7000:

A9 60

26
21
28
29
::30
31

7002:

·=•--1 01

:32

7004:
7006:
7008:

85 04
A9 00
85 05

33
34
35
36

I'.

:37

J1)QA:
7 00D:

7 010:
7013:

**
*

DEFINE DISK II CTRL CARD

**
*

******************************

f'HSOFF
f'HSON
DISKOFF
DISKON
DR I VEA
READSW
MONHA IT

EG!U

E1~U

$CO:::o
$C0:?.1

EG~U

$COE:~:

EW_I
EC!U
E•]U
El7lU

$C08'i'

701.:-:3:
706A:
706C:
706F:
7071:
7074:
7076:
7077:

$CO:::A
$C08C
$FCA~:

******************************

**
*

PREPARE FOR READIMJ DATA

**
*

******************************
LDA
STA

11$60
SLOT

;:;TA
LDA
STA

CURTRb'.
11$00
DE;3TRK

.

**

TURN ON DRIVE AND POSITION

*

4 :3
44
•l5
46
47

******************************

52

54
A6 01
BD ::::s CO

~i5

(:,(l

57

,_1;3R
._1;::;R

**
*

ACTIVATE
PO;c;ITION

DRIVER ROUTINE FOR READING

**
*

,_1;:;R
,_1;:;R

60
62
A6 01

/OH: :
7021:

BD :::A CO 65

702 4:
70 2 6:
7028:
1o::u~=

I

I
·1

~

I

64

61:..
67

A9

[18

~;.:;::

::::s

o ~.::

69
70
71

~~o

703::;:
/(>:,:/:

::::::
DO
E6
DO
E6
DO

/ (l::;:·.: I:

60

/03A:
703C:
703F:

co

A'i' EF
85 0 2

7 02C:

10 :=::~::

I

8[1 8 9

702[:
"/02F:
7031:

I.

6:~:

7 U1C:

l 2
FD
02

F7
U3
F3

**
*

TURN OFF DRIVE AND QUIT

**
*

******************************
LDX
LDA
RTS

**
*

;:;LOT
DI ;::;KOFF, X

ACTIVATE THE DI;::* DRIVE

73
74

Bl~E

~:~.

:37

INC

7044:

FO 04

93

7046:
704::::
704A:
704B:
704D:
7050:

BO 03

·~14

70~)4:

7056:
7057:
7059:
705A:
705[1:
705F:
7062:
7(1(:.5:

38

90 06
95
60
·~Jf:.,
C6 04
·;.17
4C ~·2 7 O ~1:.::
E6
A5
2'?
OA
05
A:O:
B'i'
A''i1
20
89

04
04
03

9•;;
100
101
102
103

01
104
:31 CO 105
~56
106
A:O: FC 107
:::o CO 1 OE:
4C 40 70 109

Apple Orchard

10 131
1:~:2
1:~: :3

134
1:35
1J6
137

t:c::::
70:36:
7089:

70·:1E:

BD :3C CO 13·::1
10 FB
140
99 00 11 141
CB
14:2
DO F5
143
144
145
14t.
147
14:::
149
AO 01
150
BD SC CO 151
10 FB
1~52
D':J B9 70 15:3
DO CB
154
:3:3
155
10 F::::
l~i.~.

70AO:

(:,(l

1'67

AO 00

159
160
161
162
163
1(:.4-

::38

lr~.5

70:3B:
708E:
70:?.F:

7091:

7093:
10 ·~1(:.:

709::::
7098:
70'i1 D:

1~;:::

INC
Bl~E

70Al:

70A:3:
70A4:
70A7:
70A:O::
70AA:
70AD:
70AF:

ACTIVATEB
WAIT
ACTIVATEA
WAIT+!
ACTIVATfa1

70B6:

AF AA

7089:

BF D5

181

70B:3:
7085:

2A

·=··-·

06
89 (JO
2~·

(lf.:.

99 (H)
CE:
DO EE
60

*****************************~

**
*

DEAC~IVATE

THE DIE* DRIVE

**
*

******************************

DEACTIVATE LDX
;:;Lor
LDA
DI ;:;KOFF, X
R"f;:;

******************************

---

**

TOTAL ERROR;:;:

p~311 · Ic~

ro DE S IRED 1RACK

**

BEO
BC::;
BCC
POS I Tl ONA R·1;:;
p1:r;::1Tio~m DE1::
._IMP
po;:;ITIONC INC
po;:; IT I CIN[I LDA
AMD
A;:;L
ORA
TAY
LDA
LDA
._1;2;R
LDA
,_IMP

CURTRK
DE;:;Tm::
P0 '.3 IT I Ul'IA
~·o;:; IT! UNB

PC1 '.::; IT I ONC
CUR TRI<
po;:; JTIOl·m
CURT Rt<
CURT RI<

#$0:3

F'HSON, Y
#$~;6

l'ION\.JAIT
F'H;:;OFF, Y
F'1J;:;ITIUN

******************************

**
*

FIND THE OPEN DATA MARKS

**
*

******************************

READTRACI< LDX
READTRACKA LDY
READTRACl<B LDA
BPL
CMF'
BNE
DEY
BPL

SLOT
#$02
READ;:;w, X
READTRACl<B
OPENDATA,Y
READTRACf<A
READTRACl:: B

******************************

**
** GET HALF OF THE DATA
*
*
******************************
11$(><)
LDY
READTRACKC LDA
READ'.SvJ, X
BPL
READTF~ACKC
STA
BUFFERA,Y
INY
BNE
READTRACl<C

******************************

**
*

GET OTHER HALF OF DATA

**
*

******************************

READTRACKD LDA

READSW,X

B~'L

READTF~AC:t<D

;:;TA
!NY
BNE

REAlHRAC¥D

BUFFERB,Y

******************************

**
*
*

CHEC¥ FOR CLOSE MARKS...
IF NOT Pf<E;o;ENT TRY AGAIN'

*
*
*

******************************

READTRACf<E LDY
ll!i>01
READTRAC¥F LDA
READSW,X
BPL
F•EADTF•ACf<F
C~P
CLOSEDATA,Y
BNE
READTRACK
DEY
BPL
REAL•TRACKF
RT S

******************************

** CONVERT
* & S TORE

NIBBLES INTO HEX

**

ON PAGE S21

*

*

******************************
DENI BB
DEN I BBA

89 00 10 166
167
1{:.8
11 1·'.:·9
170
21 171
172
17:?.
174
17.5
176
177
17:::
179
D5 1:0:0

70B2:

********************* ~ ** * ** ***

C5 05

(1(1

c:::

RT;:;

POSITION LDA
CMF'

A5 04

704.::;:::

70~i2:

**
*

;:;LOT
[IJ;:;f( ON, X
DRIVEA,X
ll$EF
\.JAIT
ll$D:3
\.JAIT+l
11$12

*
7040:

BD 8C CO 129
10 FE<
t~:o

******************************

ACTIVATE LDX
LDA
LDA
LDA
;:;TA
LDA
'.3TA
1'\CTIVATEA LDY
ACT I VA HO:B DEY
Bl~E

A6 01
83
BD 88 CO 84
60
85

DO F5

******************************

72

75
76
77
7:::
79
80
:31

99

70:33:
70:34:

READTRACK
DENI BB

******************************
61

127
12:::

AO 00

7079:
707B:
707E:
70:::0:

******************************

~·6

59

125
126

**
*

******************************

20 68 70 48
20 Al 70 49

110
111
112
11:3
114
A6 01
115
AO 02
116
BD :::c co 11 7
10 FB
11:3
[19 86 7(1 119
DO F4
120
8:3
121
10 FJ
122
12:3
124

******************************

40
20 1( 70 41
20 40 70 42

~iO

1016:
701S:
701[<:

******************************

LDY
;:;EC
LDA
RIJL
;=;TA
LDA
AND
;:;TA
!NY
BNE
RT ;:;

11$00

BUFFERA,Y
TEMP
BUFFERB,Y
TEMP
BUFFER, Y
DENIBBA

******************************

**
*

DATA SEC~OR CONSTANTS

**
*

******************************

OPENDATA HEX
CLO'.SEDATA HEX

AFAAD5
BFD5

END ASSEMBLY
00

1:0:7 BYTES OF OBJECT CDDE
\.IERE · GENERATED TH I''' AS;:;EMBL Y.

Next month, in the third and final section of this series, the
topic of spiral protection systems will be discussed. Both the
theory behind the operation of such systems and a working
spiral protection system will be covered.
Author's Note: Because the 6502 processor adds an extra
cycle when branching over a page boundry the write routines in
this article must not be relocated without careful consideration.
The routines can only be relocated so that they begin on a
given" page" of memory. Thus, the routines will work if located
at $0800, $7000, $1500, or $XXOO.
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Speed Reading on the Apple
Review by Michael A Fischer
Speed Read+
$59.95 from
Optimized Systems Software, Inc.
10379 Lansdale Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 446-3099

San Francisco Apple Group

Do you wish you had a tachistoscope? Would you like to turn
your Apple into one? Do you know what it is? Do you care? If it
takes you more than two minutes to read this review, you
should.

ASCII characters will be flashed, including lower case if your
Apple has been modified to display lowercase. The authors
recommend upper case only as being easier to read and the
text files supplied with the program are all upper case.

A tachistoscope is an instrument used to increase reading
speed. It works by flashing words and phrases on a screen at
increasing speeds, training you to read faster. Speed Read +
turns an Apple into a tachistoscope. It provides four forms of
displaying text Single phrase mode flashes single lines of text
at the specified rate of speed. Single phrase is used to develop
speed and ease of phrase recognition. Double phrase does the
same thing but instead of flashing the text always at the middle
of the screen, flashes it alternating between the left and right
hand sides of the screen. Double phrase develops eye
movement and timing.

For reasons not explained, the program requires that not
more than 16 text files be on any diskette used. Each text file
name must also have a specified suffix (called an" extender" by
the manual). I would prefer having the program deal with these
messy details; after all, isn'tthat one of the reasons for having a
computer?

Random phrase flashes the line of text at random locations
on the screen. The user can choose to keep the size of the
" display window" small, medium or full screen. Random
phrase develops peripheral vision. Column phrase flashes the
text in 20 line columns, training you to read relatively narrow
columns such as those found in newspapers and some
magazines. The width of each line of text which is displayed is
also variable. In all modes except double phrase it can be 8, 16,
24, 32 or 38 letters wide. Double phrase can be 8 or 18 letters
wide.
In addition to choosing the phrase mode and line width, you
also choose the " flash rate", that is, the speed at which phrase'S
are flashed on the screen. The number selected (1 to 200)
translates into words per minute through a mathematical
formula given in the documentation. The program also
displays the words per minute rate when you are finished.
The program permits you to start reading at any word in the
text selection you wish. As the text is flashing you have options
other than simply continuing to read the text You can increase
or decrease the flash rate, or widen or narrow the phrase width,
all by pressing a key. The keys are mnemonically related to the
function involved - " F" for a faster flash rate, "S" for a slower
flash rate, " W' for a wider phrase width, and "N" for a narrower
width. In addition, you can stop the flashing by pressing
another key. When you pause, the screen clears and displays
the file name from which you were reading, your reading speed
in words per minute, flash rate, and the current word number in
the file you are on. You have the option to either continue the
program, restart the program (change options) with the same
or different text, or end the program.
Speed Read + comes with three built-in te/(ts for practice:
The Outcasts of Poker Flat, Rip Van Winkle, and The Legend
ofSleepy Hollow. Additional texts can be created by using any
text editor or word processor that creates an ASCII text file. No
such program is included with the package. All 96 standard
Review
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The program performs as specified with no problems.
Screen prompts are generally simple and direct (The only
exception is the message " Press Any Key to Load from
Diskette: " . "Press spacebar to continue" is not only more
coherent, but it also prevents the user from pressing such keys
as SHIFT, CONTROL or (yipe!) RESET in response to this
message.)
The screen prompts should show what will happen if you just
press RETURN in response to a question. The manual says
what each default is but this should also be shown on the
screen.
The program fill justifies each phrase when it is flashed (i.e., it
fills spaces between words with blanks so that the left and right
edges of the phrase completely fill the width.) The documentation says this is done to train your eyes to learn to read at the
" edges" of their vision. I would prefer an option to fill justify or
left justify.
The manual is well written and informative. It has a nice
feature inside the front cover: it tells you how to run the
program without wading through the manual. Later it gives
more detailed information and includes both material on how
to improve your reading speed and references to more
complete works on speed reading. Full instructions are given
for using the program to increase your reading speed,
including a listing of which mode to use and for how long each
day.
The program can be copied with the standard Apple copy
program, a refreshing policy on the part of Optimized Systems
Software.
Also included with the program is a simple quiz maker. The
manual says the quiz maker is just a .simple, easy-to-use
method of preparing quizzes and notes a more complete
method is reserved for a future product The quiz maker is not
as easy to operate as others available on the market However,
since Speed Read + alone is worth the price of the program,
the quiz maker is a nice bonus if you don't have a better one.
The complaints I have made about this program are very
minor. If you want a method of increasing your reading skill and
are willing to spend the 15-20 minutes a day that the manual
recommends, the program should prove a real help.

ti
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BASIC Compare

I .

by Mike Kramer
Houston Apple User Group

0

NE OF MY all time favorite utility programs has been
Applesoft Compare, written by Chuck Boody and first
published in the July/ August 1980 issue of Call - A.PP.LE I
don't know if the errors in the listing belonged to Chuck or if the
typesetter caused them, but it just would not work as list~d in
the article. With a little effort, however, I found the problems and
soon had COMPARE working. I have to admit that I had never
taken the time to fully understand the workings of COMPARE,
but I have used it regularly to find out how the .1, .2, and .3
versions of a program under development differed after a time
lapse of several weeks.

I recently bought an Apple /// to keep my old faithful Apple II
company, and to minimize contention with my wife and kids for
machine time. I soon learned the joys of Apple / / / Business
BASIC and found myself devoting more and more time to
working with the Apple ///. Before long I was up to my old tricks
and found my work disks getting filled up with multiple versions
of the same program. Although I had been writing a good deal
of BASIC code on the Apple ///, I was reluctant to try to convert
good old Applesoft COMPARE. This was mainly because I
would have to determine how COMPARE worked plus get a
little deeper into error handling in Business BASIC. Soon the
need got so bad that I decided to go ahead and do the
conversion.
Having just received a copy of Apple-CON, the public
domain Applesoft to Business BASIC conversion program, I
used it to minimize the conversion time. (Apple·CON is
available from the IAC; $10, address in this magazine.) Unlike
the old Integer to Applesoft converters, Apple·CON actually
converts Applesoft commands to Business BASIC commands.
It changes the text window POKEs to WINDOW commands,
VTAB to VPOS = , etc. It cannot, however, convert obscure
PEEKs, POKEs, and CALLS, but does flag statements it can't
handle by preceding them with a REM statement containing a
line of dashes. But then this is not an article on Apple-CON, is
it? The result is presented in Listing 1.

So How Does Apple /// BASIC Compare Work?
COMPARE alternately reads two Apple /// Business BASIC
programs stored as TEXT files, checks for added, deleted, or
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changed lines, and lists the differences on the specified output
device (.PRINTER, .CONSOLE, .D2/ filename ... ). As mentioned earlier, the original Applesoft COMPARE program logic
was somewhat difficult to understand. This was partly due to
the use of obscure variable names and partly due to the
limitations of Applesoft error handling. Since Business BASIC
permits variable names with up to 64 significant characters,
very descriptive variable names were used even at the loss of
some execution speed. Some performance was also sacrificed
by heavy use of REM statements, but the resulting program is
easy to read and the logic is easy to follow. With the better error
handling provided by Business BASIC, particularly the hand·
ling of end of file (EOF) conditions, it was possible to handle
error conditions in a more straightforward manner.
In order to speed program execution, the subroutines which
read the text files and print to the output device are placed at the
beginning of the program. The first thing the program does is
jump to Line 200 where a small amount of initialization is done,
the title block is displayed on the screen, and the text WINDOW
is set to keep the title block on the screen throughout program
execution. Lines 260 - 270 determine if instructions are to be
displayed. If the instructions in Lines 790 · 860 are displayed,
the choice is given to continue with the comparison or end so
that the necessary TEXT files may be prepared.
Line 300 displays the default destination pathname for the
results of the comparison and waits for a pathname to be
entered. Line 310 repositions the cursor and outputs the
selected output pathname. This is done so that the default
pathname will remain on the screen if a RETURN is pressed to
accept the displayed default The logic used in Line 310 in
determining the vertical position assures proper cursor place·
ment if the dialog is on the bottom line. Line 320 OPENs the
selected device for output
The names of the files to be compared are entered in Lines
340 · 430. In Line 350 a flag is set to permit the error handling
routine in Lines 910 · 920 to determine whether an error was
made when entering the old file name or the new file name. A 1
or 0 could have been used as a flag, but by using a string
containing the words " old" or " new" there is no question in the
mind of the person reading the listing as to whether the error

occurred in opening or reading the old or new file. Line 360
checks to see whether to display the catalog, open a file for
input, or forget the whole thing. If a file name is entered, Line
370 prepares to handle an error condition should the file
opened in Line 380 not exist The same steps are repeated in
Lines 390 for the new file. Lines 430 - 460 prepare for
outputting the results, while Lines 4 70 -480 set up what should
be done when the end of either file is reached.

o:

The files are read in Line 51 where GOSUB 80 results in the
reading of a line of code from the " old" file and GOSUB 120
causes a line to be read from the "new" file. Line 80 initializes
the input string variable for the" old" file to null. Line 90 reads
the file one character at a time, building the input string,
returning to the main program when a RETURN character is
found or the string length reaches 255. If the end of the "old"
file is reached, execution continues with Line 620. The same
procedure is followed in Line 120 forthe "new" file. If the end of
the "new" file is reached execution continues with Line 650.
It is important to remember that the strings read in are lines
of BASIC code that begin with a line number. Line 530
compares the "old" line to the " new" line. If there is a perfect
match, nothing is printed and another line is read from each
file. If there is not a perfect match, the line number of each
program line is determined in Line 540 by taking the VAL of the
two strings containing the "old" statement and the " new"
statement
Line 560 checks for changed lines by looking for matching
line numbers and differences in the program line itself. If the
line numbers match but the contents of the program lines
differ, both the old and new versions of the line are printed
along with indication that there was a change in the line.
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F:EM
REM
REM
F:EM

50

GOTO 200

60

REM

10
20
30

**

***

If the checks in Lines 530 - 580 fail, the only remaining
possibility is that the line was added. The line is printed and
noted as having been added and a "new" line is read from disk
with a GOSUB 120 to get back into synch with the" old" file. A
GOTO 530 is executed to restart the comparison process.
lfthe " old" file becomes empty first, a branch is made to Line
620, where a new ON EOF is executed to cause the comparison to terminate when the end of the "new" file is reached.
Since there is nothing remaining in the" old" file, the remaining
lines are read from the "new" file in Line 630, printed, and
flagged as having been added.

If the "new" file becomes empty first, a branch is made to
Line 650, where a new ON EOF is executed for the " old" file.
The remaining lines in the " old" file are read, printed, and
flagged as having been deleted.
When both the "old" and " new" files have been depleted, a
branch is made to Line 680 where the" End of Comparison"
message is printed and the files and output device are closed.
Lines 710 - 770 provide the options of deleting the text files
and doing another comparison.
Lines 790 - 890 display the instructions and offers the
options of ending or continuing program execution.
Lines 910 - 920 perform limited error handling to prevent
program termination if a bad program, volume, or pathname is

Apple I i i BASIC Compare
~Ir i tten by Mi ke Kramer

***

11 1 10182

Bas ed on a program by Charles Boody

Miscellaneous Subt-outi nes

**

REM

70

**

Line 580 checks for deleted lines by seeing if the old line
number is less than the new line number. If it is less, the line is
printed and noted as deleted. Since the "old" line has been
"used up", it is necessary to read another" old" line to get back
into synchronization with the " new" file, hence the GOSUB 80.

Get program line from old file

**

old.statement$=""
GET#2;char$:IF char$<>retrn$ OR LEN<old.statement$l=O THEN IF LEN
<old.statement$l <255 THEN old.statement$=old.statementS+char$:GOT

80

90

0 9<)

RETURN
REM

100

110

**

Get program line from new file

120
13 0

140

150

**

**

new.statement$='1 ' 1

GET#3;char$: IF char$ C >-retrn$ DR LEN(new.statement$l=O THEN IF LE
Nlnew.statementSl<255 THEN new.statement$=new.statement$+char$:G
OTO 130
RETURN
REM

Print program line on output device

160
170

180

190

**

char.count=O
s tart.char =char. c oun t+l:char.count=char . count+line.length:PRINT#
1; TAB<6>;MID$lline.to.print$,start.char,line.lengthl:IF char.co
unt <LEN!line.to.print$l THEN 170
RETURN
REM

Listing 1
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** Main Program **
blank$="

20(>

":REM 80 spaces
line.length=60:bell$=CHR$!7l:retrn$=CHR$!13l:escape$=CHR$!27l:cl
ear.to.end.of.line$=CHR$!31l
output.pathname$=".PRINTER":PREFIX$= " /compare"
TEXT:HOME:INVERSE:VPOS=l:FOR i=l TO 4:PRINT blank$:NEXT
VPOS=2:HPOS=25:PRINT"*** Apple / / / BASIC Compare ***":HPOS=29:PR
INT"Written by Mike Kramer":NORMAL
WINDOW 0,5 TO 80,24
VPOS=2:HPOS=33:PRINT"Instructions? ";:GET response$
IF response$="y" DR response$="Y" GOTO 790
WINDOW 0,5 TO 80,24
REM

210
220
230
240

i'

250

260

I
I·

270
280

290

** Get output pathname **
300

HOME:<JPOS=2:PRINT: v tab= VPDS:PRINT"Destination pathname: ";outpu
t.pathname$;:VPOS=vtab:HPOS=23:INPUT"";response$:IF response$ <> "
" THEN output.pathname$=response$
HPOS=23:VPOS=vtab-2*< v tab=24J:PRINT output.pathname$
OPEN#l AS DUTPUT , output.pathname$
REM

3 10
3 20
330

** Enter names of files to compare, ENO , or CAT **

I '

340

vtab= VPOS:PRINT:INPUT"Old program text file name, END, CAT: ";o
Id.file.name$

350

new.or.old$= 11 old 11

.3 60

IF old.file.name$="" THEN VPOS=vtab-2*!vtab=24J:GOTO 340:ELSE IF
LEFT$!old.file.name$,3l="cat" OR LEFT$Cold.file.name$,3l="CAT "
THEN CATALOG:GOTO 340:ELSE IF old.file.name$="end" OR old.file.n
ame$="END" THEN 890: GOTO 340
ON ERR GOSUB 910
OPEN#2 AS INPUT,old.file.name$
v tab= VPOS:PRINT:INPUT"Ne~1 program te>:t file n'ame, END, CAT: ";n
ew.file.name$

370
380
390

400
410

420
430

440
450
460
470
480
49 0
5 (J(l

**

new.or.old$= 11 new''

IF new.file. name$='"' THEN VPOS=vtab-2* Cvtab=24l: GOTO 390: ELSE IF
LEFT$Cnew.file.name$,3l="cat" OR LEFT$ Cnew.file.name$,3l= " CAT"
THEN CATALDG:GOTO 390:ELSE IF new.file.name$="end" OR new.file.n
ame$="END " THEN 890:GOTO 390
OPEN#3 AS INPUT,new.file.name$
HOME:IF output.pathname$=".console" OR output.pathname$=".CONSOL
E" THEN 450
VPOS=11: HPOS=29: INVEF:SE: PRINT" Printing Comparison ":NORMAL
title$="Comparison of "+old.file.name$+" to "+new.file.name$
PRINT#l:PRINT#l SPC<INT ! 40-LEN <title$) / 2 ) ) ;title$:PRINT#l
ON EOF#2 GOTO 620
ON EOF#3 GOTO 650
GOTO 51 0
F:EM
Read in old and new program lines **

510
520

**

GOSUB 80:GOSUB 120
REM

Check for unchan ged line **

530
540

IF old.statement$=new.statement$ THEN 510
old.line.num=VAL <old.statement$l:new.line.num=VAL<new.statement$

550

REM

)

** Check for changed line **
560

570

IF old.line.num=new.line.num AND old.statement$<>new.statement$
THEN PRINT#l:PRINT#l;" **Changed **":line.to.print$=old.stateme
nt$:GOSUB 160:PRINT#1;" To: ":line.to.print$=new.statement$:GOSU
B 160:GOTO 510
REM

** Check for deleted lines **
580
590
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IF old.line.num<new.line.num THEN PRINT#l:PRINT#1;" **Deleted*
*":line.to.print$=old.statement$:GOSUB 160:GOSUB 80:GOTO 530
REM

** None of above so must be added **
600

PRINT#l:PRINT#l;" **Added **":line.to.print$=new.statement$:GOS
UB 160:GOSUB 120:GOTO 530
REM

610

**

When old file is empty, show rest of new as added **

620
630
640

ON EOF#3 GOTO 680
GOSUB 120:PRINT#1:PRINT#1;" **Added **":line.to.print$=new.stat
ement$:GOSUB 160:GOTO 630
REM

** When new file is empty, show rest of file as added **
650
660
670

ON EOF#2 GOTO 680
PRINT#l:PRINT#l;" **Deleted **":line.to.print$=old.statement$:G
OSUB 160:GOSUB 80:GOTO 660
REM

** Assume end of data error in last file and end **
680
690
700

PRINT#l:PRINT#l; TAB<28l;" **End of Comparisons **":PRINT#1:PRI
NT#l:PRINT#1
CLOSE
REM

** Delete te>:t files if desired and end or continue **
710
720
730
740
750
760
770
78 0

IF output.pathname$( ) ".console" AND output.pathname$()" .CONSOLE"
THEN VPOS=13:PRINT clear.to.end.of.line$
PRINT:HPOS=31:PRINT bell$;"Delete text files? ";:GET response$:!
F response$( >"y " AND response$( >"Y " GOTO 750
DELETE old.file.name$
DELETE new.file.name$
PRINT:PRINT:HPOS=32:PRINT"More comparisons? ";:GET response$
IF r esponse$="Y" OR response$=."y" THEN PRINT: GOTO 230
TEXT:HOME:END
REM

** Instructions **
790
800

HOME:VPOS=2:PRINT"Before running 'COMPARE' the E>:EC file 'CAPTUR
E' must be created and the two"
PRINT"programs to be compared must be stored as te>: t files.
The
steps are:"

810
820
H30
840

WINDOW 15,7 TO 80,24
VPOS=3
PRINT " (1) Load 1st program for comparison":PRINT" <2) Ty pe 'EX E
C CAPTURE.EXEC'"
PR INT'' C3 l Type 'RUN ' . When asked, t y pe old file ' s name":PRINT"
(4) Load 2nd program for comparison":PRINT" (5) Type 'EX EC CAPTU
RE.EXEC"':PRINT" (6) Type ' RUN'. When asked, type new file's nam
e"

850
860
870
880
890
900

PRINT" (7) Run 'COMPARE'. When asked, enter old":PRINT TAB\6) "fi
le ' s name and new file's name":PRINT " 18) Go get a snack"
PRINT: PRINT TAB<l O) ; "Press <RETURN > to run 'COMPARE' ":PRINT TAB\
10l;"Press <ESCAPE > to end":GET a$
IF a$()retrn$ AND a$<'. >escape$ GOTO 790
IF a$=retrn$ GOTO 2 80
TEXT: HOME: END
REM

** Error handling **
910
920

0
5
10

IF ERR >28 AND ERR<'.33 THEN PRINT:PRINT bell$;"File not found.":PO
P:IF new.or.old$="old" THEN 340:ELSE GOTO 390
HOME:VPOS=12:HPOS=30:PRINT"Error "; ERR;" in Line"; ERRLIN:END

OUTREC=255:TEXT:HOME:INPUT"Pathname for captured file: ";aS:CREA
TE a$, TEXT:OPEN#l AS OUTPUT,aS:OUTPUT#l:LIST 1-:PRINT:CLOSE:OUT
REC=80:END
OUTREC=255:HOME:INPUT"Target drive for CAPTURE EXEC (1/2) ";d$:a
$=".d"+d$+"/CAPTURE.EXEC":CREATE a$, TEXT:OPEN#l AS OUTPUT,a$:OU
TPUT#l:LIST 0:PRINT:CLOSE:OUTREC=80:END
REM

**

Type RUN 5 to create CAPTURE.EXEC

**

Listing 2
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entered in Lines 340 and 390. If any other error occurs, the
error number and line containing the error are printed by line
920 and program execution ends.

REM OLD.BASIC
PRINT"This is I ine 10"
PRINT" This is line 20"
PRINT"This is line 30"

<="

..J

10
...

~ .--

.£.. r._t

Creating a Capture Program

3(>

The short Business BASIC program in Listing 2 creates a
TEXT file called CAPTURE.EXEC which, when EXECed into a
BASIC program in memory, will save the program as a TEXT
file when RUN is typed. CAPTURE.EXEC should be saved on
the same disk as the COMPARE program. Note that the
reserved variable OUTREC is set equal to 255 to permit saving
the longest possible program line (the CAPTURE program in
the Apple Business BASIC Reference Manual fails to do this)
and then reset to the default value of 80. After the program in
Listing 2 has been typed in, it should be executed by typing
RUN 5 to create CAPTURE.EXEC. The program in Listing 2
should also be saved for later use.

REM NEW.BASIC

<=

...J

PRINT"This is line 20"
PRINT"That is line 3(>"
PRINT"This is I ine 40"

20
30
40

Listing 3

Saving BASIC Programs as TEXT Files
The next step is to save the two Business BASIC programs to
be compared as TEXT files on the diskette containing the
COMPARE program. First set the Prefix to default to the disk
containing the COMPARE program by typing PREFIX$ =
/ COMPARE (assuming the volume is named COMPARE).
Next load the older version of the program into memory with a
LOAD command. Then type EXEC CAPTURE.EXEC. When
the cursor returns, type RUN. The program will ask for a
pathname for the output file. If you have set the prefix as
suggested above, just type the file name. Otherwise type the full
pathname. Do not give the name of the original program, but
rather a similar name with ".OLD" appended to it The file
name must follow the file naming rules, beginning with a letter
and consisting of 15 or fewer letters, numbers, or periods.
When the cursor returns, catalog the disk to assure that the file
was saved. Repeat the steps for the new file, substituting
".NEW" for ".OLD" in the file name.
Comparing the BASIC Programs

'l

I

After the two programs have been saved as TEXT files, run
the COMPARE program. You will be asked if you want
instructions. Answer with a single keystroke, either Y or N. Next
you will be asked for the destination pathname. At this point
you may specify any valid output device, such as .PRINTER,
.CONSOLE, or a file name. The first time through the program
the default destination is .PRINTER. On subsequent passes,
the previously specified destination becomes the default Next,
you are asked for the name of the TEXT file containing the old
version of the program to be compared. At this point, you may
type the file name, END, or CAT if you want to see the catalog. If
an invalid or nonexistent file name is entered, you will be asked
to enter it again. Next you will be asked to enter the name of the
TEXT file containing the new version of the program. The
dialog and options are identical to those for the old program.
The results of the comparison will then be output to the
specified destination device. When the comparison is finished,
the program will beep and ask if the files compared should be
deleted. You are then given the chance to make more
comparisons.
Sample Run
Listing 3 contains two similar programs which, if compared,
will illustrate the use of COMPARE. Listing 4 gives the results of
the comparison, showing changed, added, and deleted lines.
Two runs were made, showing OLD.BASIC to be the older
version the first time and the newer version the second time.
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Comparison of OLD.TEXT to NEW.TEXT

**

**

Changed
5
REM OLD.BASIC

To:
REM NEW.BASIC

5

**

Deleted

**

Changed

10

**

PRINT"This is line 10"

**

30

PRINT"This is line 30"

30

PRINT"That is line 30"

To:

**

Added
40

**

**PRINT"This

is line 40"

End of Comparisons

**

Comparison of NEW.TEXT to OLD.TEXT

**

Changed

**

5

REM NEW.BASIC

5

REM OLD.BASIC

To:

** PRINT"This

**

Added

**

Changed
PRINT"That is line 3(>"
30

10

is line 10"

**

To:
30

**

PRINT"This is line 30"

**

Deleted
40
PRINT"This is line 40"

**

End of Comparisons
Listing 4

**
•
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GREAT INNOVATORS

In Italy in the 15th century Leonardo Da Vinci was a multitalented genuis. Leonardo's ideas and designs were endless.
He was always creating new devices to solve the world's
problems. Pictured here are many studies for military arms
and armor and battlements.
Today Vista is developing many high technology computer
peripherals for use with IBM™ and Apple Computers.
Introducing Solo, a new cost effective solution to Apple Disk
storage offering all the capabilities of the standard Apple
Disk II at a fraction of the cost.
If your needs do not demand the high performance of our
Duet, Quartet, or V-Series Maxidrives, then Solo will provide
you with what you need at the lowest possible cost.

The Vista Solo incorporates the proven reliability of the
Shugart™ 5 1/4 Drive. To date Shugart has over ~me million
units in operation throughout the world.
Solo is also available as the Solo Plus, which comes with the
Solo Controller. The pair give you total compatibility with
Apple hardware and software.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shugart Drive
Totally Compatible
Cost Effective
35 Track Compatible Drive
143K Storage
Full Vista 120 Day Warranty

Solo (Drive only) #3101
Solo Plus .(w/Controller) #3111
Contact Your Local Vista Dealer or Call our Vista Hotlines.
- --

·--

~ .

COMPUTER
COMPANY INC.
1317 East Edinger I Santa Ana, CA 92705
(714) 953-0523 I (800) 854-8017
Distributors
Texas: flt f Systems
1214) 385·888.5

California: Micro D

~cw York: Computer at Pcriphuals Inc.

(714) 641 -0205

™sh~gart

Louisiana: Digilek of America Inc.
(504) 466·0894

California: Ciroup HI Electronics
!113) 97.3·7M4 (408) 7.31·1307

(315) 4 76·6664

Is a registered trademark of Shugart Associates.

™IBM is a registered trademark-of !{lternational Business Machines.
™Apple II Is a registered trademark

~f Apple Computer Co.

/

Eastern Canada: Peripherals Plus
(514) 849·65.SS

The Stamp Collector
Computers in Philately
Review by Richard S. Willing, P.E.

From: Andent, Inc.
1000 North Ave.
Waukegan, IL 60085

W

ith mini-computers becoming increasingly popular for small business and home management use,
as well as for entertainment, it was inevitable that programs aimed at the philatelist would begin to make their appearance.
Andent Stamp Collector is the first of
these to come to my attention.
Describe9 by Andent's brochure as
" . . . a powerful Data Base program (which)
consists of six programs .. . ", the 5112inch disc does contain a very general data
base management (DBM) program and
a file transfer utility for sorting and copying. The other four" programs" are merely examples (Foreign Stamp List, Domestic Stamp List, Meeting List, Sources List)
of files that one could construct from the
DBM program. With a fair amount of
patience and no knowledge of computer
programming per se, anyone with this
program and the required Apple II computer (with Applesoft, 48K memory, one
disk drive and, preferably, a printer) could
construct similar files for books, cars,
baseball scores, telephone numbers, or
scientific names for fish! Andent (a dental
corporation, adually) also markets what
appears to be the identical DBM program
with numismatic examples as "The Coin
Collector Catalog".
Adapting "The Stamp Collector" to
philately is a task that still rests squarely
on the shoulders of the user. The DBM
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program permits you to assign, within
generous limits, characteristics under
which you wish to classify any stamp or
cover (or fish, birthday or recipe, for that
matter). 'for example, the country of
origin could be one such heading, although
it might be better to create a separate file
for each country to avoid having to key in
the name for each item. Then you might
want the catalog number, condition, value, price paid, date of purchase, source,
or storage location. Figuratively speaking,
the program provides you with the electronic equivalent of pencil and paper; you
must decide what you wish to write.
Whether anyone could devise a universal
data system for stamp collectors is debatable, but certainly Andent has not found
one.
Report generation, the typical endproduct of these files, will require some
experimenting by the user to develop a
suitable format The instructions are unclear (as well as ungrammatical and
poorly spelled), and do not always agree
in detail with the disk that was sent with
them. The manual originally received
described an earlier revision of the program, and even one page of the replacement was similarly out of step.
Some of the format-generation questions refer to information that is no longer
on the monitor screen, having been scrolled off by the previous questions. Some
questions are answered by depressing a
single key, others require a key plus
«RETURN"; the user has no advance clue.
The use of "default responses" (answers requiring only the use of the
«RETURN» key), augmented by reverse
field and/ or flashing characters, would
have greatly improved user interaction

with the keyboard. Too many questions
lead to a possible dead-end with no
means of backing out At one point we
are allowed to choose between creating a
new report format or deleting an existing
one, but a) there is no explanation in the
manual or on the monitor screen as to
how the existing format is to be identified,
and b) there is no "parachute" by which
to escape should we wish to take neither
action. Instead of a graceful exit being
provided, we must «RESET»and start the
format generating process all over from
scratch.
Finally, the choice of a suitable printer
is somewhat less than infinite. The program claims to be selectable between the
IDS 440 Paper Tiger, the Epson MX80,
and the Centronics 737 /739. However,
when the Centronics option is used, the
. program acknowledges that you have
just chosen the Epson! Bias? No, just a
point of sloppy programming. Perhaps
the Centronics would work - I don't know.
My Apple Silentype did work with sufficient care being taken in configuring the
format
The various shortcomings mentioned
above are not unique to Andent or Dick
Stein of Rainy City Software (by whom the
program is copyrighted). They are far too
common in the mushrooming software
industry, but one still wishes that more
attention would be given to the creation of
" friendly" software-understandable, useful
and free of booby-traps.
In my opinion, this program is not a
panacea for philatelists. At $49.00, it might
be a reasonable acquisition for the DBM
user with more than minimal skill or patience.
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APPLESABLE TO DRAWWHAT NEXT
FOR BOYWONDER1
Sweet-P not on/
draws colorful pie
charts, bar graphs,
line graphs and
alphanumeric lettering, but illustration
as well. On
type

Sweet-P Software
Offers More App.le
~pp.fications.
Sweet-Plot™ I Software
will have you drawing standard graph formats within
minutes-even if you're not
familiar with how a
plotter works.
And, for drawing

plexbusi-

. s graphics, there's
Artistic A~
foreseen by
Richard Murr,
Enter Computer's

paper or transparency material.
incredible speed of 6 inches per second. And, once
stored in memory, information
can be drawn in any scale
desired-even on paper up
to 10 feet long.
With Sweet-P you 're not
only able to draw your own
-.-~~~
conclusions, but com,.
municate them more
effectively as well.

=----~----'., At an

-.Plot™ II Software by BPS"
limited only by your imagination.
So, when you want to see
Apple Art at work, just ask your
~\Itlocal computer store to
show you the very
tasty Sweet-P
Personal Plotter.

Enter Computer, Inc.
6867 Nancy Ridge Drive
San Diego, CA 92121
Tel: 619-450-0601

Sweet-P, Sweet-Plot and Personal Plotter are trademarks of Enter Computer Inc.® Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc. ® BPS is a registered trademark of Business Professional Software Inc.

It's the same old
plell.

For years, people have been '
trying to build a better Apple®II.
It finally happened.
Meet the Apple Ile, an
impressive new version of a
most impressive machine.
The "e" means enhanced. Which means a bundle of new
features:
A standard memory of 64K
(versus 48K) that's easily

expandable. So you can create
fatter files and crunch larger
numbers of numbers.
A new, improved keyboard,
with a complete set of ASCII
standard characters. Plus full
cursor controls, programmable
function keys, and a rapid
auto.:.repeat feature built into
every key on the board.
Both upper and lower case

characters. (And if you want to see more of them on the
screen at one time, a low cost
80-column text card is available.)
Improved peripheral ports.
Which make it a lot easier to
connect and disconnect game
controllers, printers and all
those other wonderful things
that go with an Apple Personal
Computer.

Excegt for the front, ·
back and inside.

Self-diagnostics.That's a
special feature that makes it
easy to give your computer a
thorough check-up.
Plus an even more reliable
design. Achieved by reducing
the number of componentswhich is to say, the number qf
things that could go wrong .

0

And bear in mind, the -Ile
still has all those other virtues ·
that made the Apple II so very _
popular. Including access to '
more accessories, peripheral
devices and software than any
other personal computer you
can,buy.
So visit any of our over 1300

. - Call (800) 538·9696 for the location of the authorized Apple dealer nearest you, or for information regarding corporate purchases t_h;ough ourJ:J'aiional Account r'rog~_am.
In California (800) 662·9238. Or write Apple Computer Inc., Advertising and Promotion Dept., 20525 Mariani Ave., CuJ?"rtino, CA 95014. · ©!?83 Apple Conmuter .Jrit. ·
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Hand Crafted Compiling
by John B. Matthews, M.D.

The first application program ever to actually run on my
Apple wa.s one that appeared in the original Apple II documentation: the apocryphal RED BOOK. Entitled "Rod's Color
Pattern," it saved what's left of my hair after a futile afternoon
spent trying to load "Star Trek" from cassette tape. Listing 1
reproduces this seminal work It may be run from either Integer
or Applesoft BASIC.
While the colors are indeed pretty, the program is slower
than me in the morning. The simple solution to speeding
things up is to run the program through your favorite BASIC
compiler. Now it's about 20 times faster and only 10 times
larger, counting the compiler's run time unit Close but no
cigar.
Enter Assembly language. Listing 2 is the program rendered
entirely in 6502 assembler. It's roughly twice as big as the
original, but it's now more than 50 times faster. If both the
compiler and the assembler produce machine language, why
the difference? The answer lies in several assumptions we have
made about the program which most compilers could not
make.
For instance, the compiler must be able to access any or all
of a language's primitive routines while our program does
nothing but announce itself and repeatedly draw the pattern
while checking for the user's signal to stop. Noticing that
variables in our version never exceed 255, we allocate only one
byte for each and write code only for the indicated arithmetic

operations. A compiler must assume some minimum size for
variables and generate calls to general purpose arithmetic
routines.
Since the PLOT routine is called so frequently, it is a good
example of where optimizing by hand is beneficial. An earlier
version of this program simply loaded the Y and A registers
with the coordinates to be plotted; whereupon it called the
monitor's plot routine at $F800. This routine, however, spends
nearly half its time calculating a graphic screen base address.
Our program trades space for speed by looking up the base
address in a table and.then jumping to the monitor's routine
after the time consuming delay. We might go one step further
and include the remainder of the monitor's routine right in the
source code thereby saving the three clock cycles required to
JMP to the monitor.
Less dramatic examples can be found throughout Listing 2.
In Line 67 we need not explicitly set the carry bit since the
previous subtraction never resets it The CLC instruction in
Line 171 is similarly redundant Changing Li~e 174 to read
LDV#$ff allows us to eliminate the DEY in Line 180. While
these changes offer less improvement, they are typical methods
of optimizing code.
As an exercise for the neophyte, consider translating your
own favorite Lo-Res graphic program into assembler. As a
challenge, consider the bouncing ball program from the BASIC
Tutorial in terms of a truly fast-paced pinball game. Happy
Assembly!

Listing 1
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

GR
FOR w :3 TO 50
FOR I
1 TO 19
FOR ,.J
0 TO 19
+ ·-'
K =
COLOR=
3 I (I + 3) + I
w I ·12
K,40 - I
PLOT I, K: *PLOT K, I: PLOT 40 *- 1,40 - K: PLOT 40
PLOT •<· 40 - I: PLCtT 40 - I .t<: PLOT I, 40 - K: F'LOT 40 - K,I
NEXT ...I, I, W: GOTO 20

'-'

-
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l

V1

-

co
w

\0

~

-

(Q

c
c

)>

COli."J
F864
FBlE
FB39
FB40
FB5B
FC58
FCA8
FDFO
0800
0800
0800
0800 20 40
0803 20 58
0806 A-:' 16
0808 20 5B
080B 20 29
080E 20 20
DISPLAY·'
0811 50 44
0814 28 30

cooo

0800
0800
0800
0800
0800
0028
0026
0030
003A
003C
003E
0040
0042
0044
OOEO
OOEl
OOE2
OOE3
OOE4
OOE5

~
7 ·.J

088B 20 E9 OE:

0:3:3E A4 E3
A5 E4
0 8 92 20 E·;1 0:3
0895 A4 E:A
OE: ~1 0

0887 A4 E5
08:3·;> A5 E4

·=7 ·-·

76
77

69
70
71
72
73
74

M::

64
65
66
67
0878 E5 El

85 E4
AS
38
A9 2:::
E5 E:3

L .-,

087A
087C
0:37 [1
087E
0880

c·~

6:3

0875 38

0876 A9 2 8

OE:::::2 E:5 E5

SETGR
;CLEAH SCREEN
CLEAR
; LINE 20
#$16
VTAB
PRTEXT
;PRINT MESSAGE
PDLCOl CONTROLS SPEED OF

58

59
60
61

086B 20 E9 08

086E A4 E3
0870 A5 El
0872 20 E9 08

08:34 20 E9 0 8

JSR
JSR
LOA
.JSR
JSR
ASC

SET LO-RES, MIXED GRAPHICS & TEXT, PAGE1

54
55

NXT.J

NXTI

NXTW

START

;COLOR=J*3/CI+31+I•W/12
:0867 A4 El
56
0869 A5 E3
57

53

51

50

44
45
46
47
48
49

OE:62 85 E~:
:0:?.64 20 4A O'?

50
53
41
20
59
4F
5:3
2E

10860 65 E2

03
EO
01
El
00
E2

20
45
20
59
45
54
45
54

52

113

20
52
53
4E
40
20
20
49
00
A9
85
A9
85
A9
85

'. 085E A5 El

0838
0838
083E
0841
0844
0847
084A
084D
0850
0851
0853
0855
0857
0859
085B
,0:350

0835 20 20 20

42

43

4F
52
53
50
44
46
49
4C

0831 8D

43
54
4C
53
45
4F
44
50
5'>'

0832 20 20 20

20
4E
4F
20
45
20
20
53
41

4C

39
40
41

:38

**
*

* ROD'S COLOR PATTERN COMPILED
*Adapted from APPle JC Ref. Manual, .Jan 197:3
* bv John B. Matthews, M.D., Feb 1980
ORG $800
OB~I $800
;DECIMAL 40
EG!U $28
FORTY
EPZ $26
GBASL
EPZ $30
COLOR
EPZ $3A
TEXTPT
EPZ .$:3C
Al
EPZ $3E
A2
EPZ $40
A3
EPZ $42
A4
EPZ $44
A5
EPZ SEO
w
EPZ $El
I
EPZ $E2
~'
EPZ $E3
K
EPZ $E4
FMI
EPZ $E5
FMK
EQU $COOO
KEY
EQU $C010
STROBE
EQU $FS:64
SET COL
EQU $FB1E
PRE AD
EQU $FB39
SET TX
EQIJ $FB40
SET GR
EQU $FB5B
VTAB
EQU $FC58
CLEAR
EQU $FCA8
WAIT
EQU $FDFO
COUT1

0817
081A
0810
0820
0823
0826
0829
082C
.082F

29

FB
09
20

FB
FC

35
36
37

33
:;:4

28
29
30
31
32

25
26
27

24

:20
21
22
2:;:

14
15
16
17
18
19

~·

12
1 ':.

10
11

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

Listing 2

-~ -

cou:;EL

K

.J

~'

#$00

I

#$01

W

00
#$03

LDY I
LDA K
.JSR PLOT
LOY •..
f"·.
LDA I
.J::m PLOT
S;EC
LDA #FORTY
::;BC I
:3TA FM!
TAY
SEC
LDA #FORTY
SBC K
S;TA FMK
.JSR PLOT
LDY Fl1K
LDA FMI
~i::;R PLOT
LDY K
LDA FMI
.JSR PLOT
LDY FM!

HEX
LDA
STA
LOA
STA
LOA
STA
CLC
LDA
ADC
S;TA
.JSR

HEX BD
ASC

; PLOT 4 0- I, I<

; F'LOT K, 40-I

;PLOT 40-K,40-I

; PLOT 40- I , 40-tc:

;PLOT K,I

; PLOT I, K

;K=I+.J

; !NIT LOOP COUNT:3

PRESS ANY KEY TO EXIT.

1

3.

O>

:r

(!

0

ro-

)>
"O
"O

VI
l\J

A2
20
98
4A
4A
FO
20
2C
30
60
68
68
2C
20
20
4C

10
39
5:::
DO

CO
FB
FC
03

0:3
A8 FC
00 CO
01

00
lE FB

4C 51 08

08F9

08E9
08E'? 4A
o::::EA OB
08EB AA
OSEC BD F9 en::
08EF 85 26
08Fl BD 11 o·;i
08F4 85 27
o:::F6 4C 05 F ·=·
~·
GBA:3CALC
o::w9

08E9
08E9

08C5
08C8
08C8
080:::3
08C8
08CA
08CD
08CE
08CF
0:300
oe:D2
08D5
o::m8
08DA
08DB
08DC
08DD
08EO
08E:::
08E6
08E9

08C1 C9 33
0:3c:3 90 ·:to

El
E5
E9 o:::
E5
El
E9 08
C8 08
E2
E2
14
A:::
El
El
14
9C
EO
EO

20 E'Y OB

A4
A5
20
A4
A5
20
20
E6
A5
C9
90
E6
A5
C9
90
E6
<X3BF A5

089C
08S"1E
08AO
08A:::
0:3A5
08A7
08AA
08AD
08AF
o::rn1
08B3
08B5
08B7
08B9
08BB
08BD

os·;.r·:.1

0:397 A5 E3

13 2
133

1 ~:1

130

129

127
12:3

126

125

124

122
12:3

119
120
121

118

10:3
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117

102

100
101

'i'9

96
97
98

95

94

'?3

::1·;;
90
·;i 1
92

e:::::

87

*
*

*

I

ItKi OF PDL

LDX #$00
~1~3R PREAD
TYA
LSR
LSR
BEO DEL1
~ISR WAIT
BlT KEY
BM! EXIT
RT'.:3
PLA
PLA
BIT ~:TROBE
.J:3R SETTX
~ISR CLEAR
.JMP $3DO

~::;ETT

I
#$14
NXTI
W
l·J
#$:::3
NXHJ
START

BASL,X
GBA::;L
BASH,X
GBA::>L+1
$F:::05

GRAPHIC BASE ADDRESS TABLE

LSR
PHP
TAX
LDA
:3TA
LDA
::>TA
.JMP

PLOT USING TABLE LOOl<-UP
A=Y-COORD; Y=X - COORD

PLOT

*

**

EXIT

DEL1

*DELAY

DELAY BY

~IMP

JSR
JSR
INC
LDA
CMP
BLT
INC
LDA
CMF'
BLT
INC
LDA
CMP
BLT
PLOT
DELAY
,_I
,_I
#$14
NXT._I

LM I

8t:.

**

PLOT

LOY I
LM FMK
JSR PLOT
~y FMt<

J~

v
LM ,.,

:35

E:4

8:3

e:2

79
80
81
08FF 00 SO

07 07

(>~)27

;ENTER PLOT AFTER

;CLEAR l<B STROBE
;SET TEXT
; CLEAR S;CREEI~
; RETURN VI A DO::::

; POF' ::;;TACK

;CHECK KEYBOARD

18
A5 E2
65 E2
65 E2

8~i

42

095F E5 42

095D A5 44

095C 38

095A AO 00

0 ·~15:=:

0956" 69 03

0955 18

0953 A5 El

0951 85 44

60

0940
094A
094A
094A
094A
0 9 4B
094D
094F

0·:;14.g 48

0946 A5 3A

0945 48

16::l
169
170
17.1
172
173
174
175
176
177

1(:.7

166

165

164

163

160
161
162

158
159

157

1~·4

155
15(:.

093B 09 80

093D 20 FO FD
0940 4C 31 09
0943 A5 3B

c-·-)
1 ·-•L.

150
151

141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149

140

1:::9

138

137

15:3

~~Bl~

05
06

05
06

05
06

DO

136

0939 FO 08

00
3A
02
3B

;::;f<IP NIL DELAY

;DELAY/4

AO
E6
DO
E6

092F
0931
0933
0935

092A 85 3A
092C 68
0920 85 3B

092'?
0929 68

092·:.1

0929

50
DO
04
06
07
04
06
07
04
06

DO
50
04
05
07
04
05
07
04
05

090C
090F
0911
0914
0917
0919
091(:
091F
0921
0924

0909 50 [I(> 50

0907 28 A8

0901 28 A8 28
0904 A8 28 A:3

;READ PDL<X>

;DECIMAL 51

;DECIMAL 20

;DECIMAL 20

; CLO:::E. LOOP:3

; PLOT 40-1<, I

;PLOT I,40-K

1~:5

08F9 00 ::;:o 00

08FC :30 00 :30

134

0:3F9

DIVI3

** COLOR
*COL::;EL

PRT:3

PRT2

PRT1

** PRTEXT
*PRTEXT

BASH

*BASL

0404050~;060607(>"1

TEXTPT

TEXTPT+l
#$00
TEXTPT
PRT2
TEXTPT+l
CTEXTPT>,Y
PRTJ
#$80
COUTI
PRT1
TEXTPT+l

TEXTPT

A5
A4

#$03
A4
#$00

; ,J*3/ ( I + :3 >

._I*:~:

; I+:3

;

CLC
ADC
STA
LDY
SEC
LDA
SBC

AS

J
J

J

BYPA::>::; DO::;

GET RETURN ADDRESS
AS TEXT POINTER

LM

QC
LDA
ADC
ADC
STA

SELECTION

RTS:

~A

PLA
STA
PLA
STA
LDY
INC
BNE
INC
LDA
BEQ
ORA
JSR
JMP
LOA
PHA
LDA

ROUTINE

HEX 0404050506060707

HEX

HEX 0404050506060707

HEX 50D050D050D050DO

HEX 28A828A828A828A8

HEX 00:::00080008000:::0
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MOVING?
Please help the Apple Orchard
keep up with you.
Send your mailing label and
new address to:
Apple Orchard
908 George Street
Santa Clara CA 95050
0'161 C8
0962 BO
0964 88
0965 84
0967 A5
09(:8 E:5
0968 A5
0960 8~1
096F A9
0971 E!5
0973 A2
0975 OA
0976 26
0~1 78 06
097A 90
097(: 1:::
0970 65
097F 90
0'181 E6
0983 CA
09:34 DO
098(:. 85
0988 A9
0~'8A 85
098C A2
098E A5
0·;;90 85
09512 A5
0'?94 0(:.
09·;1 (:. 2A
09';>7 C5
099S°' 90
.;,
099B E.,
099D E(:.
099F CA
09AO DO
09A2 18
09A3 A5
09A5 65
09A7 2 ·;1
09A9 :35
09AB OA
09AC OA
09AD OA
09AE OA
09AF O~i
0981 :35
0983 (:.0

178
179
180
181

FB
44
El
;;::c
EO
3E
00
41
08

1:32

183
184
185

186
187
188
189

41
3E
07

S:HIFT

190
1511
192

1 '>'3
194

3C
02
41

19~

196
197
1';>:3
199
200
201
202

EF
40

oc
3E
08
40
:3C
41

BITCNT

20:3

204
205
206

:3C

DI \J

207
208
209
2 10
211

:3E
04
:3E

;;::c

212

F2

213
214

3C
44
OF
30

215

BCNT

21(:.
217
218
219
220
221

222
30
:30

0984 226 END

22:3

224
22~1

'

INY
BCS
DEY
STY
LOA
S:TA
LDA
STA
LOA
S:TA
LOX
AS:L
ROL
ASL
BCC
CLC
ADC
BCC
INC
DEX
BNE
STA
LDA
S:TA
LDX
LDA
STA
LDA
A::>L
ROL
CMP
BCC
SBC
INC
DEX
BNE
CLC
LDA
ADC
AND
ST A
A:3L
A:::L
AS:L
ASL
ORA
STA
RTS

DIVI3

A5
I
Al
!·J
A.-,
"#$00
A3+1
#$08

Name:
Old Address:

; I*l•J

A3+1
A2
BITCNT

Please give us 4 weeks notice to
ensure uninterrupted delivery.

A.1
BITCtH
A3+1
SHIFT
A3
#$0C
A2
#$013
A3
Al
A3+1
Al

n 0..
> :z

~

Q)

0..
...,

ro

; l*W/12

Vl
Vl

3ro

A2

BCNT
A2

Al
DIV
;:::ET COLOR

Al

A.,
•J
#$OF
COLOR

(/)

6l"

i

N
-o·

COLOR
COLOR

of source LISA v2 . 5

•
And while you're at it, consider
extending your subscription
right now, even if it's not due at

this time. If you save us the extra
trip through our files by doing
this, we'll add a bonus issue to
that extension.
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on my 300K floppy drives and will probably get the 83,000
word dictionary to install in the hard-drive. That is a flexibility
not found with the other spelling check programs I have
reviewed.

System CP/M
Costabout $50 (no price was shown on the review copy)

Using Proof Reader

P

It checks your docur:n~nts for
spelling errors by using the RANDOM HOUSE d1ct1onary.

ROOF READER does just that

This program doesn't have as many extra features as The
Word Plus, which is probably the main competition, but it is half
the cost You should read both reviews and decide just which
features you would use most, then make your decision
accordingly. Probably the greatest difference between Proof
Reader and other spelling check programs is the variety and
size of the dictionary which comes as the main program library.
When viewed this way, Proof Reader wins most comparison
contests.
The Dictionary

Proof Reader calls its dictionary a lexicon. I decided to look
that word up in The Random House Dictionary, Concise
Edition. Here is what it said:
lex-i-con 1. a dictionary, esp. of Greek, Latin or Hebrew.
2. the vocabulary of a particular language or field.
That's certainly stretching the use of the word, but then this is
for spelling, not common everyday usage of words. There is an
extensive discussion in the documentation which explains
each of the dictionaries available with Proof Reader, and tells
how the set of words in each was selected. It makes for
interesting reading.
The normal lexicon supplied with Proof Reader contains
32,000 words and takes about 72K on the disk. They also
supply a 50,000 word dictionary which takes about 11 OK. It all
depends on your system. There is also a full 83,000 word
lexicon available which will be supplied for media charges. If
you have more capacity on your particular set-up than normal,
you can request the larger lexicons for $10.
The Apple CP/M version came with the 32,000 word
dictionary. I am going to get the 50,000 word dictionary to run
Review
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The program disk contains a few programs. The most
important is PRF. COM. When you want to run Proof Reader
you key PRF x:xxxxxxxx.xxx. The First x is the drive designation
for the file you wish to correct The second set of x' s is the file
name itself, and the third set of x's is the file extension, if any.
Those of you familiar with CP/ M recognize these as standard
naming conventions.

Proof Reader then goes to work. It notifies you what file it is
reading. After reading that file it tells you how many words you
used. Then a notice appears letting you know that it is sorting
all those words. Next appears the number of unique words in
the document When I am all done, I will add, at the end of this
article, how many words and how many unique words Proof
Reader found.
The actual dictionary checking part I found somewhat
interesting. Other programs usually tell you that they are now
checking the dictionary and that you should wait a few
moments. Proof Reader does this but then displays the letters
of the alphabet on the screen line this:
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Now, as the checking is continuing, Proof Reader replaces
each letter of the alphabet with a * as it is done with that section
of the dictionary. Now, that has no real function except to keep
folks like me amused as we stare at the screen, but it is better
than a blank screen or a blinking cursor. Anyway, after the letter
" G" is checked the line will look like this:
*******HIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
When things are completed, you will be notified as to how
many unique words were found.
The Correction Process

Proof Reader has a six-item menu for word corrections. And
this is where the program differs from some of the others I have
used. First, the words are displayed in the order they are found
in the file, rather than in alphabetical order. It.works well. I was
surprised the first time I ran the program. Then I thought about
it Now I am pleased and would (or may) feel uncomfortable
August 1983
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with the other way. Here's why. When you go through the file in
file order, you can maintain a continuity of thought and have
some idea as to what in the world you were trying to do with any
particular jumble of letters.
Second, Proof Reader shows you two lines of text when it
displays the misspelling. It puts either a double underline under
the word or displays the unknown word in inverse so that you
can pick it out easily. This is at your option and will depend on
the system you are using.
Here's the menu:
I

I

C
R
M
W
D
E

- CORRECT (normal mode - shows context)
- REVIEW (for rechecking - no context)
- MARK unknown words in file with ·#
-WORDSTAR mode: Correct+ mark if change width
- DISPLAY unknown words on screen
- EXIT from Proofreader

C is the most normal mode. It will show you all of the words
in order, allow you to correct them as you go along, and show
you the words, in context as part of the process.
The Review for rechecking with no context function allows
you to check the misspelled word list before you start the actual
correction process. For example, you may have a document
with a plethora of names which would never be found in a
dictionary and which you know are correct You could use the
review to eliminate all of those proper names from the
unknown word list prior to your actually checking the document Another use might be after you have reviewed the words
once. You could run Proof Reader again just to take a look at
the unknown words to see if they are still words you might want
to correct In all honesty, I found this feature less than useful. I
would rather add correctly spelled words to the dictionary
rather than eliminate them prior to the checking process. And,
after I was done with my writing and checking, I would expect
the last pass through the document to show no words were
unknown. Oh well, somebody will probably disagree with me.
If you wish, you can mark words in the file with a # sign. This
will allow you to search and find those marked words with the
search function of your word processor. That is not a much
used function, but it is handy to be able to flag a word so that
you can find a particular paragraph or thought and perhaps rewrite it at a later date, probably with a more common word, or a
set of smaller words. Right? The problem is that placing this
function at this point in the process makes it an all or nothing

task
The W for the WordStar mode has a special value for all of us
WordStar users. By-the-way, I no longer use WordStar as my
primary word processor. (I have currently switched to Spell·
binder as my word processor of choice because of the way in
which it supports proportional spacing.) Most folks who use
WordStar have right and left on-screen justification. When a
word is corrected, it may be of different length than the
incorrect word. When that happens, you would lose your
justification when you printed the document
The+ allows you to search for only a paragraph which had a
word changed which was of a different character length than
the original word, and reform only that paragraph. With other
spelling checkers there is a message that some words
changed length and that you should reform the document In
WordStar, you can if all of your paragraphs have the same
margins, just bring the the document into memory and key in a
Control-Q Q Control·B. That will automatically reform the
entire document However, if you have different margins for
some paragraphs, you would have to go paragraph by
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paragraph and reform when their was a changed word. That
was normally a royal pain. This is a very elegantsolution to the
problem with WordStar.
The Display command prints the unknown word list to the
screen with several words displayed on each line.
Exit allows you back to CP/M. If you did not have any
unknown words, you might want to use this to get back to
where you want to be.
The Process
The correction menu has eight items. They are displayed on
the screen at the start of the process then are only shown, by
letter, during the normal processing of the file.
C
D
L
A
I
Q
E

- CORRECT word, prompt will follow
· DICTIONARY help. Find a word in the dictionary
- LEARN word for auxiliary dictionary
· ACCEPT word for rest of session, don't learn
· IGNORE word just this once
· QUIT : Abort session. No Changes Saved!
- END : Exit and save changes so far.
C, D, L, A, I, Q, E, (H for Help) ?

If you know what the correction should be, you press the C.
Then you may key in the correct spelling. If you did .not chose
the automatic mode during the installation procedure, you
must use the correct upper and lower case in the same way as
you want the word to appear in your file. Now for a goodie,
When you correct the word, your new word is immediately
looked up in the dictionary. If it is not there, you are notified that
the word still is not a known word and asked if you really want to
use that word in your file. That is a very nice feature.
If you don't have any idea of what you were trying to spell, or
don't see what the problem is, or even decide that you might
want a different word, you can turn to the Dictionary with the D
command. The D will cause the dictionary to display about 15
or so words which might be close to your current spelling. You
then must key in the correct spelling using the C command.
The words from the dictionary will remain displayed on the
screen.
When you press D you are actually asked if you wisH to look
up the incorrect word in the dictionary or try for some other
word. You must press «RETURN» to look up the original
unknown word or key in a new set of.letters for a lookup.
This, to me, was somewhat awkward. This is the only bumpy
part of the program. I feel that the majority of folks using the
program will normally (about 99% of the time) look up the
unknown word. So why cause two keystrokes to use the most
common operation? I would have had the unknown word
lookup as a separate menu item. (By the way, this is my only
criticism of the program)
" What", you exclaim, " That word is spelled correctly." Well,
you can tell the auxiliary dictionary to learn that word by keying
an L.
The A accepts the word for this session only without adding it
to the dictionary. This is helpful just in case you might like to
change your mind at some time in the future and would like
Proof Reader to find the word for you during the next checking
operation.
Ignore the word, just this once, does just that.
Half way through the process you realize that a whole bunch
of what you did was incorrect You can Quit the process and
nothing will be changed.

If you exit through End, all of the work you have done so far
will be saved.
And that is that. Rather simple to use, but powerful in its way
of working with words.

SINCE 1978

Dictionary Maintenance

Used at major universities around the world.

The documentation states that you should consider merging your auxiliary dictionary into the main dictionary when the
auxiliary reaches about400 words. You drop back to CP/ Mand
run a program called PRFADD. That's all there is to do. This
also differs from some spell check programs which use a
special form for their main dictionary and supply no way to add
or delete words from the master. With small capacity drives,
you are warned to have enough space to contain the old and
new dictionaries during the work process.
The process is automatic. You are shown each word as it is
merged into the dictionary plus a running count of the words
checked so far. When the merger is completed, there are
instructions to rename the auxiliary file to a new name for
historical purposes. It is a good idea to save those files. You
may have made a error in spelling when you " learned" the
word. Or you may change your mind about the way you did
something. You will need to know what you put into the
dictionary so that you can delete those words at a later date.
The only other problem to worry about is to delete unwanted
words from your dictionary. You make up a list of the words you
wish deleted, and run the add program. You are given a option
to add as well as delete words in your file from the master
dictionary. Otherwise the procedure is the same as the addition
process.

FULLY INTERACTIVE
Menu driven, sophisticated data editor, user manual on disk & sample
data base on disk.

SOURCE LISTING!!!
Compa tible with Microsoft' s basic and Digital Research's CP/M (on 5 1/o ' disk).

This $300 package is now available for personal computers,
without cutting features.

WE HAVE SLASHED THE PRICE TO:

s~1•.1 • ~.
•

h'"dliog $200

CA Residents add 6% SST.

EASY
Try any test at the push of a key, e.g., "A" gives an analysis of variance
(1 and 2 way). "P" executes a paired t-TEST, etc., etc.

EXTENSIVE
Over 100 least square error fits, with automatic selection of the best.
Multiple regression with analysis of residues . Computes F and t values.
Treats missing values. Variables can be transformed by a dozen functions
(e.g., multiply two columns to obtain a new variable), and much more!
You may find many more expensive statistical analysis packages , but we
think you won 't find a better one.

FLEXIBLE
All output is fo rmatted and can be routed to any CP/M device from within
the program . Histograms and graphs can be printed on any printer.

Documentation
The manual which accompanies Proof Reader is around 20
pages long. It is direct, to-the-point, and covers the subject
adequately. The program works so well and the menu' s are self
explanatory that even if you did not have the documentation
you could run and understand the program with no problems.

Install Program
In addition to the terminal identifiers found with the normal
install program, you may also define a number of different
characters to be recognized as .. soft-hyphens". And, if you
wish, can set the program to do automatic correction. That
means you don't have to worry about capitalization when you
enter your corrections. Proof Reader would capitalize the new
word in the same pattern of the old word. No big deal. If you
misspell lots of words like WordStarwith a capital in the middle,
leave the autocorrection alone. If not, I would turn it on and not
worry about things. If necessary, you could always just mark a
special capitalized word and return with the word processor to
fix it
Another option in the install program allows you to automatically chain to another program, preferably the Aspen Software
Grammatik program.
Summary
A good program. No faults I could find. No bugs either as far
as I could tell. It works, solves problems, and has a good price.
What more could you ask for)
According to Proof Reader there were, prior to this paragraph, 2372 words in the review. I also used 589 unique words.
How about that? (Fine. But your total is now 4 off thanks to a
different kind of proof reader. Hum an. -PCW)

ti

Input/Output Made Easy!
The µD-1000™ 1/0 Sys~m for Apple II* simplifies
computer control. Software support allows control of all
inputs and outputs using simple BASIC variable names.
System includes two boards shown, cables, 60-page
manual and disk.
Special introductory price .. .. ... .......

$299.

Apple Interface Board
User Interface Module
I 4 Analog Input Generators
2 8 Digital Input Switches
3 8 Digital Output Indicators
4 Uses 9-V Battery No External
Power Required
5 Jacks to User Circuits
6 Parallel Jack to Computer

Adjustable Reference
8 Channel A/D
8 Analog Inputs
8 Digital Inputs
8 Buffered Digital Outputs
Gold Plated Connector Plugs
into Your Apple
7 Digital Buffer
8 Peripheral Interface Adapter

2
3
4
5
6

fff l-'fnf!f!l~f~~~~(E~'ETM
4860 East 345th Street • Willoughby, Ohio 44094 • 1216) 953-8414

.. Apple Jr is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

Ask Us
(Never .Mind How We Know)
A new feature wherein the intrepid Apple Orchard staff
(Caffrey, Upson, Uswood, Weig/in et al) seeks to answer

I

questions, and to share your answers to small but nagging
problems, usually solved the hard way. If you have a problem,
let us kriow. If you have solved a problem and are proud of the

I

solution, let us know. Reach Neil Lipson at 29 S. New Ardmore
Ave, Broomall, PA 19008. The rest of us can be reached
through the Apple Orchard address. We'll do our best to
answer or find an answer, and we'll print those items that are of
general interest

Where was Listing 1 for Mark Darlow's "Ultimate in
Userproofing Applesoft Input" article in the July issue? -C.
K., Newport, KY.

That's the question I was asking; the answer is, see below. Sorry
for the inconvenience. (PCW)
Listing 1
1

HOME : PRINT "USER-PRCOF INPUT ROUTINES": PRINT "BY KARK S
DARLOW"
2 PRINT : PRINT "ENTER -1 TO SWITCH TO LITERAL INPUT"
3 PRINT "ENTER -2 TO S~ITCH TO FILENAME INPUT": PRINT "ENTER
- ·3 '.CC EXIT PRCGRAM"
4 FRINT "ENTER Q TC RETURN TO NUME8ICAL INPUT": PR!NT
6 PT = PEEK (34): PC.KE 34,PT + 7
8 PRINT "ENTER:
";
HI
GOSUB 60000
20 FRINT ZZ
;5 IF ZZ
- 1 THEN 4 0
27 IF ZZ
- 2 TP.EN 100
28 IF ZZ
- 3 THEN FCKE 34,PT: END
30 GOTO 8
40 PRINT "ENTER A LITERAL:
";
50 GOSUE 6Hl00
7f,
PRINT Z$
60 IF Z$ = "Q" THEN 8
90 COTO 4 0
100 PRINT "ENTER A FILENAME:
";
110 COSUB 61100
120 PRINT Z$
130 IF Z$ = "Q" THEN 8
140 CCTO 100
60000 REM
NUMERICAL INPUT ROUTINE
60005 EL$ = CHR$ (7)
60010 Z$ = "": REM NULL STRING
60020 ZP% = 0:ZE%
0:ZI% = 0:ZN% = 0:ZX%
IJ: ZD%
0:ZL
L
OG (10)
60030 ZI% = ZI% + 1
60040 GET Zl$
60047
IF (ZI% = 1 AND Zl$ = CHR$ (13)) OR (ZI%
2 AND Z$
"0" AND Zl$ = "0") THEN 60040
60050
1F Zl$ < "0" OR Zl$ > "9" THEN 60110
60053
IF ZX% > 9 TP.EN 6G400
60055 ZT· = 0: IF ZE% > 0 THEN ZT
VAL ( RIGHT$ (Z$ + Zl$, (Z
X% + 1)))
60058
IF (ZN% + l - (ZE% > 0)) > 38 TFEN 60400
6006 0 IF ZE% > 0 'IHEN IF ( VAL ( LEFT$ (Z$,ZI% - zx % - 1) )
< > e) 'IHEN IF ( ( ( LCG ( ABS ( VAL ( LEFT$ (Z$ + Zl$, (ZI % ZX% - 1))))) / ZL) + ZT) > 38) THEN 60400
6007i
IF ZE% = 0 THEN ZNI
ZN% + 1: IF ZP% > 0 THEN ZD% = Z
D% + 1
60080
IF ZE% > 0 THEN ZX% = ZX% + 1
60100 GCTC 60300
60110
IF Zl$
" " THEN 60040
60120
IF Zl$
CHR$ (13) THEN ZZ
VAL (Z$): FRINT : RETUR
N

60125

IF Zl$
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AND

LEN (Z$) = 0 THEN 60400

You have mentioned in the past the
importance of cooling for the Apple II.
.What's the best way to cool down my
Apple? - N. B., Phoenix, AZ.

A good question with regard to the Apple
II Plus, where temperatures can reach as
high as 130 degrees F. One way to cool
the Apple is to operate with the cover off,
or to purchase a cover with extra vent
holes. A fan can cool this down to 105
degrees, which is a considerable improvement
There are numerous fans on the market Four that I am familiar with are the
M&R Sup'R Fan, the RH Electronics fan,
the Mark Four Imports fan (Cool Mark II
Fan) in San Gabriel, CA and the Kensington fan. The M&R and Cool Mark fans fit
inside the computer, pushing air across
th.e boards. The RH and Kensington fans
slip on the outside of the computer,
pulling air out
The most heat-sensitive area of the
computer is the RAM chip bank; the RAM
chips develop "soft" errors that disappear when the chips cool. If the computer
acts flaky when it gets warm, you can
pretty well bet that's the reason.
Also, you want the temperature difference minimized for the power supply.
As the parts heat and cool, (especially the
SCR's), structural tension is created and
the semiconductor junctions will develop
cracks which will eventually destroy the
device.

60128 I f Zl$ = CHR$ (8) AND LE~: (Z$) = 1 THEN FRINT Zl ~ ;"
";Zl$;: GCTC 60010
60130
IF Zl$
CHR$ (8) TEEN Z$ = LEFT$ (Z$, LEN (Z$) - 1)
: PRINT Zl$;" ";Zl$;:ZI% = ZI% - 1: GOTO 6e500
60140
IF Zl$ < > "+" AND Zl$ < > "-" THEN 60170
60150
IF ZI% < > 1 AND (ZE% < > 1 OR ZX% < > 0) THE V 60 4 0
0
60155
IF ZE %
1 THEN ZX% = 1
60160 CO'IC; 6 0 3 0 C
60170
IF il$ < > "." THEN 60200
60180
IF ZP % > 0 OR ZE % > 0 THEN 60400
60190 ZP% = Zf% + 1: GOTO 60300
IF Zl$ < > "E" THEN 60400
60200
0 TEEN 6040 0
IF ZN % < l OR ZE% > 0 OR VAL (Z$)
60210
6~ 220 ZE% = ZE% + 1: GOTO 60300
60300 Z$ = Z$ + Zl$: REM LEGAL CHARACTER
PRINT Zl$;: GCTO E0030
60310
60400 PRINT BL5;: CCTC 60040: REM ILLEGAL CHARACTER
IF ZX% > G THLN ZX%
ZX % - 1: GOTO 60040
60500
60510
IF ZE% > 0 THlN ZE%
ZE% - 1: GOTO 60~40
IF ZD% > 0 THEN ZD i
ZD% - l:ZN% = Z~% - 1: GOTO 6 004
60520
0
60530
IF ZP% > 0 THEN ZP%
ZP% - 1: GOTO 60040
60540
IF ZN % > 0 THEN ZN%
ZN% - 1
60550 GOTO 60040
61000 REM LITERAL INPUT ROUTINE (W/O RIGHT ARROW)
61010 ZN% = 0: GOTO 61200: REM NORMAL ENTRY POINT
61100 ZN% = 1: REM ENTRY POINT FOR FILENAMES (FIPST CHAP ACTE
R A LETTER; NC COMMAS)
61200 ZI% = 0:Z$ = "": REM NULL STRING
61205 BL$ = CHR$ (7)
61210 ZI% = ZI% + 1
61220 GET Zl$
61222
IF Zl$ < > CHR$ (8) At;i::; Zl$ < > CHR$ (13) !I.N D ( (ZI
% > 255) OR (ZI% > 30 AND ZN%= 1)) THEN 61400
61225
IF Zl$
CHR$ (21) THEN 61400
61230
IF Zl$
"," AND ZN % = 1 THEN 61400
61235
IF Zl$
CHR$ (3~) ANC ZI% = 1 THEN 61220
61240
IF ZN%
1 AND ZI% = 1 AND (Zl$ < "A" OP Zl$ > " Z" ) Tl"
EN 61400
61250
IF Zl$
CHR$ (13) THEN PRINT : RETU RN
61260
IF Zl$ < > CHR$ (8) THEN Z$ = Z$ + Zl$: PRINT Zl ? ;:
GOTO 61210
61270
IF
LEN (Z$) = 0 THEN 61400
61275
IF HIGHT$ (Z$,l) > - " " THEN l'RIKT Zl$;" ";Zl $ ;
61280
IF
LEN (Z$) > 1 THEN Z$ = LEFT'$ (Z$, LfN (Z$) - 1)
61300
IF ZI% = 2 TBEN 61200
61310 ZI% = ZI% - 1
61320 GCTO 61220
61400
PRINT BL$;: REM ILLEGAL CHARACTER
61410 COTO 61220

Listing 2
l

HOME : PRINT "USER-PRCCF INPUT ROUTINES": PRINT "EY MARK S
DAR LOW"
2 PRINT : PRINT "ENTER -1 TO SWITCH TO LITERAL INFUT"
3 PRINT "ENTER -2 TO SWITCH TO FILENAME INPUT": PRINT "ENTfR
-3 TO ~XIT PROG~AM"
4 PRINT "ENTER Q TO iETUFN TO NUMERICAL INPUT": PRINT
5 FRINT "ENTER:
";
6 PT = PEEK (34): POKl 34,PT + 7
10 GCSUB 60000
20 PRINT ZZ
25
IF ZZ = - 1 THEN 40
27
IF ZZ = - 2 THEN 100
28
IF ZZ =
- 3 THEN POKE 34,PT: END
30 GO'i'O 5
40 PF INT "ENTER A LITERAL:
";
50 GCSUE 61000
70 i'RINT Z$
80
IF Z$ = "Q" THEN 5
90 GOTO 40
100 PRINT "ENTER A FILE~AME:
";
110 COSUB 61100
120 HUNT Z$
130
IF Z$ = "Q" THlN 5
140 GOTO 100
60000 REM NUMEFI CAL INPUT RGCTINE
600~2 ZL =
LOG (10)
60005 EL$ = CHR$ (7)
600 C7 ZM% = 0
60010 Z$ = "": REM NULL STRING
&:ZD%
0
0:ZX%
60020 ZP% = 0:ZE% = 0:ZI% = 0:ZN%

Since the power supply is a major
generator of heat, one fix is to purchase
an auxilliaiy power supply, such as M&R' s
Sup'R Switcher, or to remove the Apple
power supply from the Apple case and
operate with it outside of the computer.
Don't lengthen the cable between power
supply and computer; it's a switching
power supply, and power drops as the
cord length increases. (Neil Lipson)
One of the first problems I had with
my Apple was while I was trying to load
cassettes. Suddenly, I couldn't get any·
thing to load. Luckily, I found out from
the local User Group that there is a small
741 op·amp by the cassette input port
which acts like a fuse, and will blow if the
input volume is too high. Taking a 75·
cent gamble, I replaced that chip, and
everything worked fine, saving me a $15
repair bill at the computer store. This
may be ancient histoiy, but it may be
worth printing; I sometimes use the
cassette output to use a 7·inch reel
recorder for backup, as 12· l 5 disks'
worth of material goes on one tape.Robert Menschel, Chula Vista, CA
This has been a problem since the Apple
II first came out; the 741 op·amps are so
cheap that it is of little concern. Nice to
hear that it was in a user group that you
got an answer. (Neil Lipson)
When my Apple is turned on, the disk
drive does not boot, the screen shows a
white blank, a field of characters, or
garbage. I found that by removing and
inserting the second 74LS161 chip
from the right edge of row D on the
motherboard, I could get the computer
to work properly, for a while. Not all
software always works, but I can usually
getthings to work by jiggling that chip. It
has become a daily routine. Any sugges·
tions?-Thom Saunders, Houston, TX.
Even though you think you have the right
chip, you may not If there is a problem
somewhere else on the motherboard,
just the flexing of the board may tempo·
rarily solve the problem. At first, I suspec·
ted a bad socket on that chip, but after
calling you, you said you had replaced the
socket It probably was one of three
things: a bent pin on an unrelated chip, a
crack in a motherboard trace, or a cold
solder joint on the motherboard.
It may not be worth your time to spend
forever trying to find this; you can replace
the motherboard through the exchange
policy after the challenge wears thin.
(Neil Lipson)
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60030 ZI%
ZI% + l
60il40 CET Zl$
60645 IF Zl$ = CHR$ (21) THEN CH = PEEK (36) :CV = PEEK (3
7):Zl$ = O;R$ ( SCRN( Ct:,2 *CV)+ 16 * SCRN( CH,2 *CV+ 1
) - 128)
60047 IF (ZI% = 1 ANC Zl$ = CHR$ (13)) OR (ZI% = 2 AND Z$ =
"
0" AND Zl$ = "0") THEN 60040
60050 IF Zl$ < "0" OR Zl$ > "9" TEEN 60110
60053 IF ZX% > 9 THEN 6£4il0
60055 Z'i = 0: IF ZE% > 0 THEN ZT
VAL ( RIGHT$ (Z$ + Zl$, (Z
X% + 1)))
60£58 IF (ZN% + l - (ZE% > ~)) > 3£ THEN 60400
6~060
IF ZE% > 0 'l'HEN IF ( VAL ( LEFT$ (Z$, zn - ZX% - 1))
< > fl) TfiEN IF ( ( ( LOG ( ABS ( VAL ( LEFT$ (Z$ + Zl$, (ZI% ZX% - 1))))) / ZL) + ZT) > 38) THEN 60400
6il070 IF ZE% = 0 THEN ZN%
ZN% + 1: IF ZP% > 0 THEN ZD% = Z
C% + 1
60il80 IF ZE% > 0 THLN ZX% = ZX% + 1
60100 GCTO 60300
60lle IF Zl$
" " THEK t0040
60120 IF Zl$
CHR$ (13) TH£tl ;;z
VAL (Z$): GOTO 66450
6£125 IF Zl$
CHR$ (8) AND LEN (ZS) = 0 THEN €0400
61.1128 IF Zl$
CP.R$ (8) AND LEN (Z$) = 1 ThEN FRINT Zl$::
GOTO 60610
66130 IF Zl$
CHR$ (8) T'HEN Z$ = LEFT$ (Z$, LEN (Z$) - 1)
: PRINT Zl$;:ZI%
ZI% - 1: GOTO 6050C
60140 IF Zl$ < > "+" AND Zl$ < > "-" Ti:EN 6017r
60150 IF ZI% < > l AND (ZE% < > l OF ZX% < > 0) THEN 604~
0

6€155 IF ZE% = 1 THLN ZX% = 1
60160 COTO 60300
60170 IF Zl$ < > "." THEN 60200
60180 IF ZP% > £ OR ZE~ > 0 THEN 60400
6015£ ZP% = ZP% + 1: GOTO 60300
60200 IF Zl$ < > "E" THLN 60400
602Hi IF ZN% < 1 OR ZE% > 0 OP VAL (Z$) = 0 THEN 60400
60220 ZE% = ZE% + 1: CGTO G030~
6C30~ Z$ = Z$ + Zl$: REM
LEG~L CHARACTER
60305 IF ZM% < LEN (Z$) THEN ZM% = LEN (Z$)
60310 PRINT Zl$;
6U32'1 GO'fO 60030
604~0
PRINT BL$;: RLM ILLEGAL CHARACTER
60410 GOTO 600H
60450 ZS% = ZM% LEN (Z$): IF ZS% < = 6 THEN 60490
60460 FOR ZI = l TO ZS%
604 70 PRINT" ";
6fi48e NEXT ZI
60490 PPIN'r : RE'rURN
60500 H ZX% > 0 THEh~ ZX%
zxi - 1: GOTO 60040
60510 IF ZE% > 0 THEN ZE%
ZE%
1: GCTO 60040
60520 IF ZD% > 0 THEN ZD%
ZDi - l:ZN% = ZN% - 1: GCTC 6004
0

6il530 IF ZP% > 0 THEN ZP%
ZP% - 1: GOTO 60040
60540 IF ZN% > 0 THEN Z~%
ZN% - l
60550 GCTG 6~046
6100£ REM
LITERAL INPUT RCUTINE (W/O BIGHT ARfCW)
6Hih ZN% = 0: COTC 61200: Rm,
NORf!AL ENTRY PCHIT
61100 ZN% = 1: REM
ENTRY POINT FOR FILENAMES (FIRST CHARACT
ER A LET'rER; NC COMMAS)
11 " :
61200 ZI% = 0:ZM% = e:z$
REM
NULL STRINC
61205 BL$ = CHR$ (7)
61210 ZI% = ZI% + 1
61220 GET Zl$
61222 IF Zl$ < > CHR$ (8) ANl Zl$ < > CH>;S (13) PNC ( (ZI
% > 255) OR (ZH > 30 ANL ZN%= 1)) THEN 6140D
61225 IF Zl$ = CHR$ (21) THEN CH = PEEK (36) :CV = FEEK (3
7) :Zl$ = CHR$ ( SCRN( CH,2 *CV) + 16 * SCRN( CH,2 * CV + l
) - 128)
61230 IF Zl$
"," ANC ZNt = l THEN 6140~
61235 IF Zl$
CHR$ (32) AND ZI% = 1 THEN 61220
61246 H' ZN%
1 ANL ZI% = 1 AND (Zl$ < "A" O~ Zl$ > "Z") TP.
EN 61400
61250 IF Zl$
CHR$ (13) 'I'HLN 61450
61260 IF Zl$ < > CHR$ (8) THEN Z$ = Z$ + Zl$: PRINT Zl$;:
GOTC 61500
61270 IF LEN (Z$) = 0 THCN 61400
61275 IF RIGHT$ (Z$,l) > = " "THEN PRINT Zl$;
6128~
IF LEN (Z$) > 1 THEN Z$
LEFT$ (Z$, LEN (Z$) - 1)
613L~
IF ZI% = 2 THEN Z$ = "": REM NULL S'lRING
61310 ZI% = ZI% - 1
61320 COTO 6122~
ILLEGAL CHARACTER
614~0
PRINT BL$;: REM
61410 GOTO 61220
61450 ZS% = ZM% LEN (Z$): IF ZS% < = 0 THEN 6149C
61460 FOR ZI = l '10 ZS%
61470 PRINT " ";
61460 NEX'.L ZI
6149D PRINT : RETURN
LEN (Z$)
61506 IF ZM% < LEN (Z$) THEN ZM%
61510 GOTC 61210
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International Apple Core
Officers
Dave Alpert
Harlan G. Felt
Louis H. Milrad
Allen G. Sneider
·J oseph H. Budge
Kenneth D. Silverman

President
Vice · President
Vice · President
Treasurer
Secretary
Executive Director

(312)
(408)
(416)
(617)
(408)
(408)

648. 1794
554. 5211
222. 8447
742. 6100
554. 5071
727. 7652

Regional Directors
P. 0 . Box 448

Roger Keating
Auby Mandell
Dr. Steve Bellamy
Stephen Lloyd
Jim Simpson
Mike Kramer
Bob Sander·Cederlof
Barry Bayer
Neil Lipson
Robert Ramsdell
Tom Wysocki

Double Bay 2048, N S W Australia
409 Queen St W.
Toronto, Ont Canada M5V 2A5
#402, 5·7·13 Tajiri
Ichikawa, Chiba, Japan
(Region 1)
(Region 2)
(Region 3 & 4)
(Region 3 & 4)
(Region 5)
(Region 6)
(Region 7)
(Region 8)

(612) 389. 2994
(416) 593. 9862
0473. 79. 3610
(415)
(805)
(215)
(214)
(312)
(215)
(617)
(216)

571 . 7370
492. 3391
356 . 6183
324. 2050
798. 6496
356. 6183
546·3104
942. 7086

(416)
(408)
(415)
(416)
(213)
(312)
(916)
(301)
(202)
(307)
(617)
(512)
(9 14)
(716)
(703)

222. 8447
746 . 0636
921 . 3774
292. 2590
837. 3741
244. 0292
485. 1690
881 . 2543
232 . 6046
632 . 4934
259. 9710
691 . 6367
245. 2734
275·4061
471 . 0572

(213)
(416)
(415)
(408)

372 . 4134
297 . 3575
863 . 1093
727 . 7652

Region Information
Region
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Area
CA zips 94100 & up, WA, OR, NV, HI, AK, & American Samoa
Southern California, zips 94099 & lower
AZ, MN, TX, OK, AR, MO, LA, MS, TN
ID, UT, C
MT, WY, CO, ND, SD, NE, KS, MN, IA
WI, IL, Ml, IN, KY
PA, NJ, FL
ME, CT, MA, NH, RI, VT, NY, DC
OH, WV, MD, DE, VA, NC, SC, GA, AL

Committee Chairmen
SPECIAL INTEREST GROOPS:
Louis H. Milrad
Co·ordinator
Susie Allen
Agriculture
Don Norris
Apple ///
John C. Hunter
" Cale" Applications
Malcolm Slovin
Data Management
Ellis D. Neiburger
Dental
Ted Perry
Education
David Stern
family
Jim Eatherly
Games
James Hassler (WB7TRQ)
Ham Radio
David P. Szetela
Handicapped
Terry Mitiken
Health Services
John McMullen
· Investments
Ed Titlebaum
Languages
Craig Vaughan
Telecommunications

COMMITTEES
IAC Librarian
Software
Club Activities
New Club Assistance

Maj. Terry N. Taylor
Dr. Charles Smith
Ransom Fields
Karen Zinsmeister
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INTERNATIONAL APPLE CORE
SPONSORING MEMBERS
IAC Sponsors are a special breed. They are the organizations who
contribute to and support many IAC activities. In addition, they
provide us application notes,concerning their products - notes that
show new and different ways to utilize the sponsors' products with
modifications for special purposes. When you consider a software
or product purchase, give our sponsors special consideration; they
have shown that they care about their customers.

Rana Systems

Advanced Operating Systems

20620 South Leapwood
Carson, CA 90746

450 St John Rd. Suite 792
Michigan City, IN 46360

Source Telecomputing
Apple Computer, Inc.

10260 Bandley Dr.
Cupertino, CA 95014
AVS Electronics PTE Ltd.

Block 9, 11-A First Floor
Kallang Place, Kallang Basin Ind.
East Singapore 1233

II

Interactive Structures

P.O. Box404
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004

Steve Blackson Productions

Leading Edge Products

4613 Redwood Dr.
Garland, TX 75043

225 Turnpike St
Canton, MA 02021

SVA. Inc.

Legend Industries, LTD

11722-D Sorrento Valley Rd.
San Diego, CA 92121

Corvus Systems, Inc.

2009 O'Toole Ave.
San Jose, CA 95131

1616 Anderson Rd.
McLean, VA 22102

2220 Scott Lk Rd.
Pontiac, Ml 48054

Syntauri, Ltd.

East Side Software Co.
344 E. 63rd Street

M & R Enterprises

Suite 14A
New York, NY 10021

910 George Street
Santa Clara, CA 95050

3506 Waverly St
Palo Alto, CA 94306

Electronic Arts

Nestar Systems, Inc.

277 Campus Dr.
San Mateo, CA 94403

2585 E. Bayshore Rd.
Palo Alto, CA 94303

Hayes Microcomputer

Nibble·Micro·Sparc, Inc.

5835 Peachtree Corners
Norcross, GA 30092

P.O. Box 325
Lincoln, MA 01773

Houston Instrument Division

Omega Microware

8500 Cameron Rd.
Austin, TX 78753

222 S. Riverside Dr.
Chicago, IL 60606

Telecom Terminal Systems

3903 Grandview Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90066
Verbatim Corporation

323 Soquel Way
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Xerox Retail Division
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7700 Edgewater Dr.
Suite 360
Oakland, CA 94621

From Dave Alpert
IAC President
Fourth Annual Meeting Of The
International Apple Core
Boston Applefest - May 13-15, 1983

It was quite an annual meeting.
First, let's thank the Boston Computer
Society and Jonathan Rotenberg for their
work in organizing the Boston Applefest
Applefests nationwide are an outgrowth
of the first Boston Applefest, and my
thanks to the staff of Northeast Expositions, promoters of Applefests, for their
cooperation in making Applefest the premier Apple exhibition. My special thanks
to Peggy Kilburn for making life easier for
those of us who spoke at the show.
The International Apple Core begins its
fourth year with more than 400 member
User Groups. New directors were seated.
Asia became a region. Officers were
elected. Committee reports; Old business; New business - it's business as
usual. Or is it?
As I travel across the country and talk
to Apple enthusiasts, I see a change in the
numbers, and in the types of people who
have fallen in love with the Apple
computer.
It used to be, in days long before disk
drives, and when 16K Apples were the
norm, that the hobbyists dominated the
marketplace. They started the User
Groups, wrote the programs and were
the recipients of funny looks from people
who wondered why anyone would spend
their hard earned dollars on a newfangled
contraption such as a microcomputer.
These hobbyists were the guys who wrote
the VisiCalcs, EasyWriters, and DBMasters. These were the types who invented
the Hayes modem. And of course, before
them, it was a hobbyist who invented the
Apple itself.

They were the folks who focused the
attention of the rest of the world on the
best of the microcomputers. While today's
Apple " user" may be a Fortune 500
company, an astronaut on the Space
Shuttle, or an educator, there still remains
the human being who wants little more
than to learn, to enjoy, to use, and to
share his Apple experience. That sharing,
over a broad spectrum of human activity,
is what the International Apple Core is all
about
At the annual meeting mentioned
above, it was decided to avoid using the
word " club" to describe IAC members.
The expression "User Group" is more
appropriate, because our members are
groups of users. These are people from
many different walks of life who have
joined together to share their knowledge,
to give and take of one another' s experiences, and (as we say of my local group)
to pool our ignorance so as to create
some intelligence. The IAC has itself
become a more broad-based group,
serving to connect User groups around
the world.
Besides the originating services the
IAC provides, (Apple Tech Notes, Disk of
the Month, personal computer insurance,
etc., as well as other new projects being
currently developed), it also provides a
means whereby users may exchange
useful information among themselves.
Through the Special Interest Groups, the
Compiler, and the Apple Orchard, there
exist viable means to exchange thoughts.
Through the Disk of the Month, special
software offerings, and the Public

Domain Library, program exchange is
available through the IAC.
The directors, officers, and staff are
always looking for new methods to serve
our members. Since we serve you, members of our member groups, we encourage you to share your thoughts and
suggestions with us.
A side note to the User Group leaders:
one of the difficulties in communication
in the past has been that we are not
always informed when our members'
addresses have changed. Too often, mail
sent to an outdated or incorrect address
is not forwarded to the newly installed
individual(s) from your group. We have
suggested previously that each group
select a person to be its official permanent IAC representative (recipient, if you
prefer); and that this person's name and
address be sent to the office in Santa
Clara for our records. Then, when mailings are made, we will all be sure the
information gets to the officers of your
group regardless of how often they
change.
Now, to answer my earlier question - is
it business as usual, or not? My answer is .
a firm, unequivocal "yes"-and " no" .
Yes, our goals are the same. No, we are
not dedicated solely to one type of user.
The IAC recognizes the changing world
of Apple users and will continue to grow
with the changes.
And, finally, my thanks to Apple Computer, Inc. for making all of us possible.

•
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From the IAC Office.

• •

Ken Silverman, Executive Director

If you look below, you will notice a new Apple II disk now
available. It is an IEEE 488 Pascal Bios. It is the software that
allows you to interface IEEE 488 output to your Apple II Pascal
system. This has been given to us by Apple Computer, Inc. to
be available to the general public and to be put into the "public
domain" .
In addition, although not listed below, there is a new tutorial
disk available for Machine Language. It was put together by the
IAC's software chairman Dr. Smith and will give you a good
start on learning Machine Language. It contains many useful
utilities and one of them is an early version of S-C Software's S·
C Assembler. If you are interested in obtaining this disk just
send $8.00 and request the Machine Language Tutorial Disk
In the next few months we will be announcing many new
products at very reasonable prices.

Available from the /AC:
Apple I I I Software

Apple Orchard Back Issues

Apple-CON ( verter)
from Apple Computer, Inc.
Conuerts Applesoft programs to

Business BASIC ........... . $ 10.00

DOS to SOS Converter .... .
File Cabinet I I I ........... .

10.00
10.00

Apple ] [ Software
Pascal Attach-BIOS disk ... . $8.00
8.00
Hi-Res Games (9 on disk) .. .
8.00
Applesoft Tutorial .......... .
8.00
Educational Disk .......... .
8.00
IEEE Pascal Attach Diskette .. .
• California residents add 6Y2 %sales tax.
• Any orders to be shipped outside of the U.S. , Canada, or Mexico
must include additional shipping costs of $2.50 per disk and $3.50
per back issue ordered.
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Vol 1
Vol2
Vol2
Vol2
Vol3
Vol3
Vol3
Vol3
Vol3
Vol4
Vol4

No. 1
No. 1
No.2
No. 4
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No.4
No. 5
No. 1
No.3

...............
...............
. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
...............
......... ......
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............

Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery

International Apple Core
908 George Street
Santa Clara, CA 95050

$2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50

NEW PRODUCTS FOR THE APPLE

Edited by
Mark L. Crosby

Producers of products for the Apple line
of computers should send news releases
two months in advance to:

NEW PRODUCTS EDITOR
Apple Orchard
908 George St.
Santa Clara, CA 95050
The IAC cannot be held responsible for
claims made by manufacturers.

Follow-Op
We pass along the information that Metascope, formerly available from · Parity Products, is now available from:
Metatek Inc.
12525 Hummingbird St
Minneapolis MN 55433
(612) 755-9587
for: $895.00.

Contents:
HARDWARE
Input Output
Memory
Printers/ Plotters
Miscellaneous
SOFTWARE
Business (General)
Communications
Educational
Financial
Games/ Simulations
Graphics
Languages (Programming)
Personal
Utilities
Word Processing
BOOKS/CATALOGS
MISCELLANEOUS

HARDWARE
Input/ Output
With <JltraTerm from Videx, you'll enjoy
sweeping panoramas of spreadsheets never seen before: 128 columns by 32 lines,
132 columns by 24 lines and even 160
columns by 24 lines. You also can get 80
columns by48 lines. Your word processing
will reveal a depth never possible before. It
delivers a flicker-free, state of the art display,
with 8 x 12 character matrix giving clear,
readable characters. You can differentiate
those characters in several modes: normal,
inverse, bright and dim intensity. $379.
Yid ex
897 NW Grant Avenue
Corvallis, OR 97330
(503) 758-0521
A new IEEE-488 controller provides the
Apple / / / user with IEEE-488 Standard
1978 instruments and peripheral controlling capabilities. SOS driver compatible,
allowing the user to use simple PRINT# or
INPUT# statements to control the Bus

function. Because the driver is within the
SOS, all high level languages are supported.
Over 2000 compatible instruments, peripherals and other devices may now be
added to the Apple ///. Features data
transfer speed to 50K bytes per second, a
disk containing the SOS driver and cable.
Burned in and tested for 80 hours at high
temperature. Supports IEEE-488 subsets
Cl , C2, C3, C4 and C25. $495.00.
Innovative Peripheral Systems
4060 Morena Boulevard
San Diego, CA 9211 7
(619) 270-8600
Kraft Premium Joysticks are made with
precision linear potentiometers for more
accurate cursor control and quicker response. Toggle switches allow instant selection of spring centering or free floating
operation. A patented stick mechanism
assures smooth, fingertip control. Also
features dual-axis trim controls and two fire
buttons.
Kraft Systems Company
450 W. California Avenue
Vista, CA 92083
Keywiz VIP is the first user programmable
keyboard with no software interaction. It
stores up to four (62 keys) keyboards that
you create yourself with up to 8 characters
per key - i.e. , " then x = :·... etc. Imagine the
time saved having your BASIC, Pascal or
" Cale" commands or even " text" preprogrammed Program your VIP using preprinted
templates as a guide or create your own
using the blank reverse side of the template
and a pencil or marker. Input up to 8
characters per each key using your computer keyboard. Switch between keyboards at
the touch of a button making all 248 user
defined keys available. Reprogram any key
anytime to suit your needs, even in the
middle of Word Processing.
Creative Computer Peripherals Inc.
August 1983
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EPSON PRINTER POWER
FROM APPLEWRITER 1l
Unlike many, more expensive word processors, Applewriter I I is able to take advantage of all that Epson power and with
GLOSSARVONE© it's simple! Using single, easy to remember keystrokes, you
can

BACKSPACE TO e.g.

MAKE '1- OR 8

CO"PRESS WIDTH

DOUBLE STRIKE
EMPHASIZE
DOUBLE STRIKE AND

EMPHASIZE

IT~LICIZE

PRINT UNIDIRECTIONALLY
BtJP~R~CRI~T

AND

Printers/Plotters

Aztec Environmental Center
1044 Lacey Road
Forked River, NJ 08731
D-Tach will make your Apple II or // e into a
separate keyboard machine. This external
keyboard comes with expandable 6-foot
cord and all necessary hardware for installation (takes about 10 minutes). It uses the
existing Apple keyboard. Just specify wood
type (oak, walnut, or teak) and vinyl laminate
color (saddle brown, black, blue, almond or
gold). The D-Tach is $89.00 plus $3.50
shipping.
Innovative Micro Goodies
34732 Calle Fortuna
Capistrano Beach, CA 92624
(714) 661-0435

BUE0CR%PT

SOLID UNDERLINE
~BQ~~~~~~~~B~l~~

DOUBLE WIDTH
COMPRESS DOUBLE WIDTH OR
COMBINE He.- -7 UMn + -Ye + v.
& INSERT SPECIAL CHARACTERS
'''

I
1~

I]!

~{}

[]

Do all this and more! So order now and
stop memorizing control codes! For disk
and simple instructions send 17.95 (FX
19.95) plus 1.50 postage & handling to:
Mike Iversen
#1 Jo-lin Ct., El Sobrante, CA 94803
Compatible w/][ +, FX, MX-80/100. Specify computer,
printer, interface, fewer features w/o Graftrax.

Memory
eRAM 80, designed exclusively for the
Apple / / e computer, is an enhancement
card that allows your / / e to display 80
columns instead of the usual 40. It also
offers 64K of auxiliary memory. You can
even double storage space, up to 128K, by
combining eRAM 80 with some software.
Plugs into a special auxiliary slot in the back
of the Apple / / e. $159.00.
Quadram Corporation
4357 Park Drive
Norcross, GA 30093
(404) 923-6666

Magic Typer is an interface card for the
Apple computer that connects the compu·
ter to a Royal or Adler 5010 electronic
typewriter making the typewriter function
as a letter quality printer as well as a
typewriter. This is the lowest priced type·
writer on the market today. Comes com·
plete with the interface card, six foot cable,
the typewriter adapter card.and complete
instructions and a full warranty. No other
cards or cables are needed. $199.95.
Word-Power
25322 Hillary Lane
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
(714) 859-7145
The Anadex DP-9625A multi-mode print·
er now incorporates new features. The
printer provides both single-and double·
pass printing to achieve near letter quality,
as well as correspondence, condensed and
data processing quality.Graphics capability
is standard at either 72 or 144 dots/ in. in
both the horizontal and vertical dimensions.
New letter quality modes include 60 cps at
12 cpi and 50-60 cps with proportional
spacing. Also added is condensed printing
of 15 and 16.4 cpi, at 150 and 164 cps,
respectively. Other enhanced features are 7
foreign character sets in addition to standard USASCll; left, right, and full justifica·
tion; title centering; positive half line feed;
in-line font changes; and RAM expandable
to 12.5K in 4K increments. $1 ,995.00 in

Why Your Apple Needs DA VID-DOSTM
Your Apple is easier to use and runs much faster with
this new, licensed by Apple, DOS 3.3 update.
DAVID-DOS (rhymes with moss), is rated AA,
100 Sectors in 7 Seconds
(top of its class), by the highly respected software Speed Load Applesoft, Integer & Binary JOO
sector programs in 7 seconds. Tload Random
review magazine PEELINGS II.
and Sequential Text Files at the same speed with
Novices and Pros
DAVID-DOS is licensed by programmers for in- a simple command.
clusion in the software they sell. 30 out of 60
Automatic Card Support
bought it on the spot when DAVID-DOS was Automatically supports an Integer or Applesoft
demonstrated at the Original Apple Corps, UCLA. Rom Card in Any slot (without configuring).
DAVID-DOS receives applause from Apple · Single key stroke Catalog and Catalog Abort.
novices. That's why you need DAVID-DOS.
Shows Free Sectors Left on each Catalog.

1 OK More Memory
These nine commands operate identical to existing DOS commands. Use A or A$ for address
and Lor L$ for length. Enter new commands on
the Keyboard and use them in Basic programs with
the familiar D$. Use HIDOS in Hello program
for. turnkey startup, adding I OK free memory.

Variable Speed Scrolling
TLIST, DUMP, and DISA Features are:
I. Print with PR#.
2. Key operated variable speed control.
3. Instant pause with Space Bar.
4. Exit anytime with Return Key.

What's Going On

Nine New DOS Commands

Compatible

.Every Apple II/Ile boots up with DOS 3.3 software. • DOS 3.3 is right there on the first three
tracks of all your program disks. Your Apple is
supervised constantly by DOS 3.3.

I. TLOAD speeds loads all Text Files.
2. TLIST lists all Random/Sequential Text Files.
3. DUMP Binary/Ascii to screen or printer.
4. DISA dissembles Binary to screen/printer.
5. AL prints program Address &. Length.
6. I Single keystroke, second Catalog command.
7. HI DOS moves DOS to the Language Card.
8. FIND hex group in 64K memory in 3 seconds.
9. DATE prints out. Use with Mtn. clock card.
Commands 8 & 9 in Hidos only.

All DOS entry addresses have been preserved.
DOS is Same length and compatible with most
software. David-Dos is copyable and creates fully
copyable updated disks. I nit areas were used for
David-Dos. Works with all Apple Ils including
Ile 80 Col. Requires 48K. Complete documentation for screen or printing and many utilities
are on the disk.

Easler and 5 Times Faster
Our Installation Program goes in and makes specific permanant improvements to DOS 3.3 on all
your disks in a few seconds. (The programs on
your disks are not touched). From then on your
programs load up to 5 times faster. And you have
new features that make your Apple easier to use.

California residents
add 6~96 sales tax.

To Order: Send Check To
*Exceptions are Pascal & CPM Operating Systems.
Apple II and Apple.mft are rrademarks of Applt- Compurer inc.
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$39 95
•

Foreign add

12021 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE 212D
LOS ANGELES, CA 90025 (213) 478-7865

s2.oo.

1::

Why Buy a Whole New Systetn when what
You Need is a Professional Keyboard?

FEATURES:
• Plug-in EPS PROMWARE™ Modules reconfigure
keyboard for popular software packages, virtually
eliminating complex command sequences.
• 12 Special Function Keys give up to
48 commands for popular software packages
when used with EPS PROMWARE™ Modules.
• PROMWARE Modules available for WORDSTAR*,
VISICALC*, APPLEWRITER 11*, SCREENWRITER II*,
and other packages.
• Configure your own function keys when writing
your own software.
• Unit comes with special BASIC and DOS
commands which saves keystrokes.
• Interface Board plugs into keyboard socket
on motherboard, no 1/0 slot required.
• 6 ft. cord and telephone style jack provide
convenient placement and portability.
• Latching cover secures extra PROMWARE™
Modules and Command Templates.

• Full Word Processing layout convenient and time saving.
• Word Processing Edit Keys
(Delete, Insert, Find, Replace).
• CAP-LOCK, Working SHIFT Key.
• Auto-Repeat on all keys.
• Full cursor control with UP and DOWN arrows
improves speed in spread sheet and
wor<;J processing applications.
• 21 -keyNumeric Pad allows easy data entry.
• Works with APPLE II+ and most older versions,
most 80 column cards and printers.
• Optional Softswitch allows added flexibility by
'
enabling _b oth the Apple and EPS keyboard to .~e
operate simultaneously.
~

R1>
(;o~

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Key board
5349. 95
PROMWARE 532.95

• Full ASCII character set
• Microprocessor controlled
• Pinout matches APPLE II
requirements

•
•
•
•

Parallel output
No additional power required
19 1/2x 9" x 3"
5 1/2 lbs.

•

~e

o~

~

The EPS Keyboard ... A New Life for Your Apple II!
To order, please call or write to:

Executive Peripheral Systems, Inc.

800 San Antonio Road, Palo Alto, CA 94303 (415) 856-2822

EPS and PROMWARE are trademarks of Executive Peripheral Systems, Inc.
*Trademarks of Micro Pro International, Personal Software, App le Computer Inc., and On-Line Systems.

The VlsICALC®

single quantities_
Anadex
9825 De Soto Avenue
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(213) 998-8010

Audio CourseM
'What If .. .'
you could have a Personal Tutor come into
your ollice (or home) and systematically
teach you the 'Ins and Outs' of the powerful
VisiCalc " electronic spreadsheet program?
Would you be interested? (OF COURSE')
Now you can have your own Personal Tutor'"
instructional VisiCalc " Audio Course'" for only

$4995!
Produced By VisiCalc® Specialists:
The VisiCalc " Audio Course was wri tten by and produced in conjunction with SpreadSoft'",
The Electronic Spreadsh eet Support People '" The programmers a t SpreadSoft'" are experts
at VisiCalc " applications, and provide insig hts and programmi ng tips gained from their
creation o f VisiCalc " Business Financial and Management temp lates.

Contents:
TAPE ONE: The VISICALC · Beginner'"
A 90-minute instrud ional tape introducing the VisiCalc commands. The Beginner will lead
you step by step through both the major commands and sub-commands. The emphasis is
on a prac tica l .demonstration o f each command u$ing a 'handS on' 'try it out and learh'
a p p roach .
TAPE TWO: The VlslCALC " Functions'"
A 90-minute instrudional tape that will teach you how to use VisiCalc's:
a . Arith metic Functions @INT, @ABS. @EXP. @LN. @LOGIO
b . Listing Functions @SUM , @COUNT, @AVE, @MIN. @MAX
c. Trigometric Fundions @SIN. @COS. @TAN. @ASIN. @ACOS. @ATAN
d . Logical Fundions @TRUE. @FALSE. @AND. @OR. @NOT. @IF. @JSNA @JSERROR
e . Special Fundions @NA @ERROR. @PI. @NPV. @LOOKUP. @CHOOSE
t. Nested Fundions and Boolean operators.
This tape guides the new user o t VisiCa lc without insulting the advanced user. The Fund ions
tap e will give you a new apprec ia tion o f how to get the most out of the built-in VisiCalc
functions and their usefulness.
TAPE TIIREE: VISICALC " Templating™
A culm ula ting high -point instructional 90-minute tape designed to introduce and teach you
how to design and produce VisiCalc • temp lates and overlays . Using a ll you have learned
from the Beginner and Functions tapes you will design specific templates (spreadsheet
mod els) a nd save to disk and reload . Deta iled discussions (with examples ) will address
input areas. calcula tion areas. reports, output areas and documentation ot templates.
Example templates include budgeting, planning. inventory, and more '

Featuring:
I. Three detailed 90-minute instructional tapes presented in a natural conversational
manner (no interrupting bells or beeps or flipping of the tape in the middle o f the subject );
2. A diskette complete with e xamples. temp lates. overlays and exercises;
3. A d etailed Reference Guide;
4. Rugged book-like vinyl binder to store a nd protec t your VisiCalc " Audio Course ' ".

Full graphic s capability with various dot
densities and multiple letter quality character fonts are now available on the Tally MT
1800 multifunction printer. It is a full sized,
high duty cycle matrix printer designed for
small business systems with large print
runs. Another enhancement is a further
reduction in noise level to 52 dbA. Offers
letter quality printing at 50 cps and high
speed draft printing at 200 cps_ With the
new multiple chara cter set feature, the user
has access to two different resident letter
quality fonts. Additional fonts are available
in kit form. A graphics option offers three
different dot densities to achieve different
screen dump sizes and tone gradations
from gray to solid black Snap-in cartridge
ribbon replac ement and operator replaceable print head. $1995.00.
Mannesmann Tally
8301 S. 180th
Kent, WA 98032
(206) 251-5524

Advantages of the VisiCalc® Audio Course™:
• Easy to use. e ffective Audio course .
• Course authored by VisiCalc · Programmers.
• The course doesn't take control of your computer away from you. but instead allows y ou
to obtain hands-on e xperience with VisiCalc "
• You don't have to be a computer programmer to learn how to use the best-selling
VisiCalc", this Personal Tutor ' " will bring it to lite a t y our pace
• Excellent for small bu siness seminar presentations on VisiCalc "

Requirements:
Your co.mpu ter system. VisiCalc • p rogram. Audio cassette p layer [no computer hookup is
necessary fo r the cassette p layer .] Specify computer system .
See your local computer dealer or order dired .
To order
Visa /MC. money order. or check acceptable .
Add S2.50 shipping & handling.
Dea ler Inquiries.

Personal Tutor™ Associates
A Division o f ExecSystems Corporation
Post Ollice Box 246, Clinton. M D 20735
301 / 856- 2280
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The JDL-P700 dot matrix impact printer
performs at speeds above 70 cps for letter
quality printing, at 145 cps for high speed
data processing printing, and 400 cps for
skipping blank spaces. Exceptional resolution is achieved by a 24 dot matrix print
head. Smooth flowing curved lines, angular
lines, bar graphs, flow charts, block charts,

and timing charts are created with ease by
advanced logic seeking. Also standard are
more than 3 character sets, including 96
ASCII; ruled line generator; the ability to use
3 different character sizes; RS 232 and
Centronics interface. In addition to friction
feed, JDL·P700 accepts up to 250 single
sheets for automatic feed.
Pacific Technology Services, Inc.
332 Pine Street, Suite 610
San Francisco, CA 94104
(415) 956·3926
The new Transtar 1 30 daisy wheel printer
generates a full-page letter in 36 seconds.
The least expensive 40 cps printer does it in
78 seconds. Shannon-text rated at 16cps,
the T ranstar 130 gives better printing quality than any 40 cps printer. It allows you the
full range of word processing functions
such as proportional spacing, superscript,
subscript, underscoring and a true boldface. It is also very quiet running at 65dB.

even a ··bare bones.. computer. User
prompts are found at all levels of command
entry. Keyboard dialing makes communication at 110 or 300 bps simple. Compatible with other smart modems and Bell 103type equipment, the Modem II is crystal
controlled, needs no serial interface card,
provides auto-dial and auto-answer and has
a built-in speaker to monitor call progress.
The Multi-Modem II runs at 1200 bps with
the same features.
Multi-Tech Systems, Inc.
82 Second Avenue, SE
New Brighton, MN 55112
(612) 631-3550
Z-80 Plus microprocessor on an Apple
peripheral card is totally compatible with all

CP/ M software. It executes the full Z·80,
8080 and 8085 instruction set Runs: dBase
II, Wordstar, Spell Star, COBOL-80,
FORTRAN-80, Peachtree and all other
CP/ M based software. Fully compatiblewth
Microsoft disks (no pre-boot required).
Supports Z-80 interrupts. An on-card ROM
eliminates many ICs for a cooler, less
power-consuming board. Complete documentation included (user must furnish
software). The high quality printed circuit
board has gold plated contacts with Mil.
Spec. components used throughout Comes
with a two year warranty. $139.00.
Applied Engineering
P.O. Box 470301
Dallas, TX 75247
(214) 492-2027

·APPLE·

Featuresincludeaun~ueautoload~ature ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!

that automatically loads paper to one of
four pre-selected positions with the touch 1-- - - - - ---.Jr.-->

of a button. The warranty runs a full six 1-------------::iC)l!J~iD«
months. $895.
I
Transtar
Box C-96975
Bellevue, WA 98009

ASCII EXPRESS "THE PROFESSIONAL''
The most valued
Communication Software
ever published for the
Apple I I* Computer.

Miscellaneous
Touch Mat sits on the table directly under
your computer, within easy reach of your
hands and fingers. To discharge static from
your body, simply touch the mat before
turning on the computer, and then periodically during operation. Discharging takes
less than a second, does not produce a
spark, and is absolutely assured by simply
touching the mat Available in beige, 24 x
26 inches. $89.00.
Computerware Inc.
315 South Third Street
Stillwater, MN 56082
(612) 430-2060 (MN); (800) 328-0223
The CP/M Card plugs CP/ M Plus into your
Apple. It gives you the option of running
your Apple II with Z-80 CP/ M compatible
software. You plug in the CP/ M Card, then
choose CP/ M or your standard Apple software at your option. Use such business
programs as WordStar, SuperCalc, Condor,
and other high-performance software, yet
you still have access to your present library
of Apple software. Co-designed by ALS and
Digital Research, the creators of CP/ M.
Includes 64K of on-board memory, CP/ M
Plus, CBASIC, GSX-80 and full documentation for $399.00.
Advanced Logic Systems
1195 East Arques Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 730-0306 (CA) ;(800) 538-8177
The Modem II makes data communications from your Apple II or II Plus easy on

Valuable
subscription
benefits to
" THE SOURCE"
BRS/ Alter Dark
and Delphi
with purchase of
ASCII EXPRESS
" THE PROFESSION

ASCII EXPRESS "The Professional" is the
answer to all of your communications needs.
And with your purchase , you'll receive subscription benefits to the information services
of The SOURCE, BRS After Dark and Delphi .
Transfer any size Apple DOS files with the
error-free protocol mode, transfer any size
text files, or use the password-protected
Auto-Answer mode for unattended operation .
The features are many:
• The Editor, Macros and Data Buffer add
Professional touches .
• Library manages phone numbers and characteristics of 26 computers.
• Compatible with popular modems and hardware devices for the Apple.
• Supports baud rates of up to 9600.
You can use ASCII EXPRESS "The Professional" the first day you buy it. You can display Command and Help menus at any time.
And, as your communications needs grow,
ASCII EXPRESS "The Professional" grows
with you.
For Apple communications, call on the pro,
ASCII EXPRESS "The Professional."
"

Suggested Price:

$129. 95 ~~~o shipping
CA res. add 6% Sales Tax

•Also Apple II + and //e compatible

souttlwesteRn cJata sYstems

1
M

THE LEADERS IN INNOVATIVE COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE
10761 Woodside Avenue, Suite E, Santee, CA 92071, (619) 562-3670
BRS/After Dark is a trademark of BRS
Delphi 1s a trademark of Geneal Videotex Corporation

Apple , Apple //, Apple //+ and Apple /// are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
"THE SOURCE" is a service mark of Source Telecomputing Corporation.
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The Switch-A-Slot connects to any peri·
pheral slot of the Apple II, Apple 111. or ·
Franklin series of computers. The user can
plug up to four cards in the Switch-A-Slot
The desired card is chosen by using a
switch on the front and only the selected
card draws power. This product is suitable
for most peripheral cards. It is perfect for
selecting between different printer cards.
Saves wear and tear on delicate connectors
- all connectors are gold plated for reliabil·
ity. $17950.
Southern California Research Group
PD Box 2231-S
Goleta, CA 93118
(805) 685-1931
The Accelerator II will make your Apple II
run 3.6 times faster with VisiCalc, DB
Master, Applesoft, Apple Fortran, Pascal,
and much more. Eliminate long delays in
recalculating VisiCalc models, etc. It is
based on a fast 6502 processor with 64K of
high speed memory. Includes built-in fast
Language card. Hardware compatible with
all standard peripherals. Transparent oper·
ation with Apple II software. Special pre·
boot diskette included to run Applesoft,
Pascal, and Integer BASIC from high-speed
RAM. $599.
Saturn Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 8050
Ann Arbor, Ml 48107
(313) 973-8422
The Key is a hardware module to protect
software from unauthorized use. The Key is
factory programmed with a security code.
Each software supplier can have a code
known only to them. The software supplier
provides the software package to the end·
user with The Key included. The end-user is
free to make as many back-up copies as
needed, but can run them only ifThe Key is
installed. The Standard version is designed
for low cost software and a High Security
version increases the level of protection.
STAFF Computer Technology Corp
10457 Roselle St. #J
San Diego, CA 92121
(619) 453-0303
Appli-Card is the only one-card solution to
running CPI M applications on an Apple
computer. It supports all standard Apple
peripherals and is fully compatible with the
11 e. Features include: 64K on board me·
mory, 40-255 column horizontal scrolling,
70 column Hi-Res screen, and choice of
either a 4Mhz or 6Mhz Z-80 processor. By
utilizing the on-board memory, the Appli·
Card is able to execute CPI M programs2 to
3 times faster than standard Z80 cards
which are required to use the Apple's
memory. A RAM extender option plugs into
the card and functions as either a 128K or
192K RAM disk for Apple DOS or a 64K or
128K RAM disk for CPI M. 4MhzAppli-Card
with Appli·Disc software $295.00, 4Mhz
Appli·Card with 64K RAM extender and
128K Appli-Disc software ,$395.00.
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Personal Computer Products, Inc.
16776 Bernardo Center Drive
San Diego, CA 92128
(619) 485-8411

A new graphics projector that provides a
real-time large-screen display of alphanu·
meric and graphic images utilizes a device
called a liquid crystal light valve to intensify
the image from a cathode ray tube and
project it onto a display up to 12 feet wide. It
provides a combination of high brightness
and high resolution not found in conven·
tional projection cathode-ray tube equip-

ment. The new projector, designated the
Series 700, can display computer·generat·
ed alphanumerics, symbols and graphics
in raster scan format. The high light output
display gives a bright image even in high
ambient light areas, thus eliminating the
need for a darkened viewing room. Resolution exceeds 1,000 TV lines per raster
height. The projection distance is variable
depending on choice of lenses, and the
instrument can be used for either front or
rear projection.
Hughes Aircraft Company, Industrial Prod.
Div.
6155 El Camino Real
Carlsbad, CA 92008
(619) 438-9191
· Summa 300 is a single slot, 300-baud
direct-connect modem designed for Apple
II computers. It is completely self-contained,
combining modem and communications
circuitry on one card, and provides tele·

NO POWER SPIKES
WITH SUPER FAN II.
Super Fan II's Zener Ray™ Transient
Voltage Suppressor and Power
Filter squelches spikes up to 6000
amps - even those caused by
lightning-while responding up to
100 times faster than Apple !I's

built-in suppressor.
In addition, Super Fan II cools
your Apple, removing heat buildup
at a remarkable 17 cubic feet of air
per minute. Yet it's the quiet~st
fan of its kind on
·
the market.
Super Fan II
also positions a
lighted on/off
computer switch
and two accessory
plugs at your fingertips. It's warranted
for two years and simply clips to
your Apple II, Ile or monitor stand.
See your R.H. Electronics dealer
today about Super Fan II*, or contact
us at 566 Irelan Street, Buellton,
CA 93427, (805) 688-2047.

RHELECTRON/CS, INC.
Super Fan II, in black or tan: $109

Dealer/OEM inquiries invited.

Without Zener Ray. $74.95

·us. Patent #0268283

Additional air flow seals. $5
Available in 240V/50Hz.

"4383286

France, call 8.1.P 1-255-4463
Australia. ca/I /magineering (02)212-1411

phone connection to computer data bases
without the need for additional peripherals
or software. It requires no external power
source. It is compatible with any communications software using a standard communications interface, and is FCC approved
for direct connection to any modular phone
jack It can operate at either 300 or 110
baud in full or half duplex with simple
software commands. A carrier detect lamp
glows to inform the user when contact with
the other party has been made. $119.00.
Zoom Telephonies, Inc.
207 South Street
Boston. MA 02111
A low cost, anti-static device is now available. The product, called WattsOut, prominently featuring the words "Touch Me"
on its face, is only 2x3 inches. When users
place it on their equipment, attach it to a
ground, and touch it before touching the
keyboard, static electricity that can cause

incorrect data entry, circuit damage and
memory loss is drawn harmlessly away.
$9.95.
WattsOut, Inc.
2020 S. Oneida #201
Denver, CO 80224
(303) 759-3880

~

~

VisiCalc Expand Gold Pack gives users an
80 x 24 display and up to 145K for models.
Includes either 32K ($448.00), 64K ($576.00)

"POWER

FAIWRE"
Goodbye valuable data. Unless
you have a Guardian Angel uninterruptable power source on duty.
Guardian Angel switches to 150
watts of backup power in 1/100 of a
second or less while alerting you of
blackout or brownout conditions. Its
rugged 12V battery gives you up to
six minutes (15 at half-rated power),
enough to save your data and shut
down your system if line power does
not return.
Guardian Angel is compatible with
virtually every major microcomputer
system, including Apple, IBM, H-P,
TRS-80, Xerox, Eagle and Osborne.
Its transient voltage suppressor
also prevents system damage from
power spikes.
Guardian Angel simply plugs in
between your power source and your
microcomputer. Its compact size
permits either desktop use or out of
the way placement.
Protect your investment: see
your R.H. Electronics

or 128K ($720.00) RAM card, an 80 column
card (which is fully compatible with other
Apple software including Wordstar, Applewriter II, Pascal, CP/M) and Versa VisiCalc
Expand software.
U-Microcomputers Inc.
300 Broad Street
Stamford, CT 06092
(203) 359-4236
The Premium SoftCard I I e fits into the
video slot of the Apple// e and will essentially double many of the standard features of
this new 8-bit personal computer. ltis Z-80
based and comes with the CP/M 80 operating system The card features 64K of
random access memory. In addition, the
card allows for an 80 column display,
important when implementing professional spreadsheet and word processing applications programs. Also included are two
versions of Microsoft's BASIC language
interpreter with special statements designed
to support Apple graphics. Complete with
400 pages of documentation including
CP/ M and Microsoft BASIC Quick Reference
Guides, and the Osborne tutorial on CP/M.
$495.00.
Microsoft Corporation
10700 Northup Way
Bellevue, WA 98004
(206) 828-8080
The Model IS0-11 Super Isolator controls
severe electrical problems in your power
line. SeverE; AC power line spikes, surges
and hash are prevalent in many microprocessor installations. Program execution is
plagued with unexplained crashes, memory loss or other glitches. Disk, printer and
processor often interact, aggravating the
problem IS0-11 features two individually
dual-Pi filtered AC socket banks (6 sockets
total). Heavy-duty spike/ surge suppression.
Equipment interactions are eliminated, disruptive or damaging line spikes and hash
are controlled, and programs operate more
smoothly. $115.95.
Electronic Specialists, Inc.
171 South Main Street
P.O. Box 389
Natick, MA 01760
(617) 655-1532

·~· .·!: · ~
· :·

Guardian Angel
;
.··
dealer.today
or
contact us about
at
, .
566 Irelan Street, " ~
Buellton, CA
93427,
~- (805) 688-2047.

·:__;.
·

System Saver is a power control and
protection accessory that uses fundamentally the same circuitry time-proven in surge
suppression designs for radios, televisions
and communications equipment It supAugust 1983
'Patents pending, UL listed, FCC approved, 240V/ 50 Hz
version available. Dealers and OEM inquiries invited.
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presses power line surges, and cleans up
hash, radio frequency noise and interference
that commonly appear on power lines.
Replaces the Apple power cord, providing
simultaneous control and protection to the
Apple computer itself, to one or two accessories plugged into auxiliary outlets (rated
at 8 Amps total) on the back of the case,
and to its built-in cooling fon. With illuminated heavy duty rocker switch (rated at 9
Amps). $89.95.
Kensington Microware Ltd.
919 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022
(212) 486-7707

lfl"1Ui

receiver gives the user the choice of communicating by voice or by modem via a
data terminal. Phone calls can be made
even when the modem is turned off because
the phone receives power from the telephone line. The modem-phone stores the
last voice number dialed and the 300 baud
modem stores the last data number. Additionally, the modem's non-volatile memory
holds ·six other frequently called numbers
to aid in speed dialing. The modem provides
such advanced dialing procedures as last
number dialed, immediate dialing, dial
from memory, and dial until answered in
either a tone or pulse-type dialing method
$295.00
Cermetek Microelectronics
1308 Borregas Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 734-8150

decisions and sow productivity calculator.
$140.00.
Harris Technical Systems, Inc.
624 Peach Street
Lincoln, NE 68508
(402) 476-2811

llh11U1.

SOFTWARE
Business (General)
Datamate 103 intelligent auto-dialing full
duplex modem with a slim-line telephone

Swine Management Series One for both
small and large hog producers provides the
helpful program hog producers need for
operation analysis. Data analysis through
the swine management program can pro·
vide the managerial edge needed for maximum profitability. The program does away
with the ·1arge number of worksheets and
hours of figuring with paper, pencil and
pocket calculator. Includes swine ration
analysis, feeder pig analysis, hog selling

If your Apple (II or /// ) travels,
even from home to office,
it deserves protection.
And you deserve freedom
from that heart-in-mouth feeling
while your investment is in motion

AUS instrumentation and control systems
for the Apple II simplify laboratory and
industrial automation. BASIC software runs
up to 10,000 samples/ second. Tutorial
documentation, model programs and a
complete graphing system ease application set up. Four models provide 16 channels of 12-bit analog input ($1517) or 8-bit
analog input ($1149) two to eight channels
of8-bit analog output ( $841) or 32 TTL I/ 0
channels with four auxiliary counters and
seven external interrupts ($1600).
Eco-Tech, Inc.
2990 Lake Lansing Road
East Lansing, Ml 48823
(517) 337-9226

The FlightForm case (shown here)
makes it safe-even for air travel.
(Locks are available to keep
big and little prying fingers out.)

__ J _'

Insist on the best: FlightForm,
and the C- Series cases,
at your dealer.

Cases
Incorporated ·

For more information,
and the name of that dealer,
call (206). 365-5210.
W e rest our case.

13102 Stone Ave. North • P. 0 . Box 33820 •
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Bulk Mailer includes a sophisticated dupli·
cation search and a 32,000 name capacity
with hard disk (2,400 names with a dual
drive, 1,200 names with a single drive).
Prints 1- to 4-up labels and a remark line
plus other marketing features. $125.00 for
diskette version, $350 for hard disk version.
Inventory Manager stores up to 2,700
items, up to 99 vendors. It will print purchase
orders too. Easy stock updates. Lists stock
sold and gross profits, prints suggested
order and sorts by vendor, department,
profit Many more features. $150.00. Legal
Billing is a very friendly and complete legal
billing system that allows a great deal of
user control. It will print customized state-

MAKES BACK-UP COPIES Of PROTECTED SOFTWARE
QUICKLY, EASILY, WITH JUST A PUSH OF A BUTTON.
New software locking schemes have rendered even the latest generation of
copy programs virtually unusable. Locksmith™, Nibbles Away™ and other
"Nibble copiers" require complicated parameter settings, much patience and
great effort to use. More often than not, the results are disappointing. WILDCARD is different. Rather than copying disks track by track, WILDCARD
ignores the disk and any copy protection encrypted on it. Instead, WILDCARD
takes a snapshot of memory in your Apple® II.
Now you can make back-up copies
of protected software with
the push of a button.
FEATURES
o Hardware copying device ...
push button operation.
o Copies 48K memory resident
software, most 64K software.
o No programming experience or
parameters necessary.
o Backs up DOS 3.2 and DOS 3.3
disks.
o Creates DOS 3.3 unprotected
and autobooting disks.
o WILDCARD lives in any slot.
Undetectable by software.
o Produces autobooting disk in
2 minutes.
o Copies are DOS 3.3 compatible.
o Copies become accessible for
alterations.
o Simple, easy-to-use software
included.
Software is not copy protected .
System requirements: Apple II
Plus with 64K and DOS 3.3 or
Apple lie. Franklin Ace also
supported.
*Wild card does not operate with
CP/M® or other microprocessor
based software.

WILDCARD Utility Disk 1 also included, featuring:
o Automatic program compression and BRUN file maker.
o Multiple programs can be
placed on the same disk.
o Recreates basic files to load and
save.
o Files can be placed on a hard
disk ... and more.

$139.95
WILDCARD
Order direct from East Side Software Co., 344 E. 63 St., Suite 14-A,
New York City 10021, 212-355-2860.
Please include $3.00 for shipping
and handling. Orders outside
continental U.S. please add $10.00
for shipping and handling. Mail
and phone orders may be charged
to MasterCard and VISA.
N.Y.State residents add sales tax.
Dealer inquiries welcome.
IMPORTANT NOTICE: The WILDCARD is offered
for the purpose of enabling you to make archival
copies only. Under the Copyright Law you, as the
owner of a copy of a co mputer program, are
entitled to make a new copy for archival purposes only and the WILDCARD will enable you
to do so. The WILDCARD is offered for no other
purpose and you are not permitted to utilize it
for any other use, other than that specified.
Apple and the Apple logo are registered
trademarks of Apple Computer, lnc. -C P/Mtrademark of Digital Research , Inc. Locksmithtrademark of Omega Microwave, Inc. Nibbles
Away-trademark of Computer: applications .

ments, aging reports, etc. Supports up to
200 clients, up to 4,000 transactions. Includes
Trust Accounts and user designated codes.
Automatic interest added. $350.00
Satori Software
5507 Woodlawn N.
Seattle, WA 98103
(206) 633-1469
Quik·Vis is a quick-revision subroutine that
adds joystick control to VisiCalc. When
prebooted prior to the Apple version of
VisiCalc, Quik-Vis allows the user to move
the cursor anywhere on the spreadsheet by
means of a Kraft joystick Four to six
separate procedures required to move the
cursor are thereby eliminated. The fast
cursor movement saves time when updat·
ing entries, reviewing spreadsheets, and
adjusting ..data. The two buttons move the
cursor immediately back to Al and give
extra-fast cursor speed, respectively.
Kraft Systems Company
450 W. California Avenue
Vista, CA 92083
(619) 724-7146

The Aviation Manager is a complete inte·
grated software package with General Ledger,
Accounts Receivable and Payable with In·
voice Entry and Billing, Airport Lookup with
Flight Quotations, Pilot and Aircraft ID, Pilot

Record History, Mailing list processing and
more. Runs on CPI M based computer
systems and comes complete with docu·
mentation and sample tutorial data base for
self-paced learning.
Mini Business Systems, Inc.
17697 Ten Mile Road
Southfield, Ml 48075
(313) 552-1044
Production Manager's Aid is designed
specifically for the production manager of
all operations which charge labor and
materials costs against specific jobs. The
program uses stored information on labor
rates and materials costs to compute ad·
vance estimates of projects, as well as to
maintain records as daily costs are charged
against current projects. It automatically
maintains a current inventory record, calling
attention to items that reach a predeter·
mined re-order level. $395.00.
Konikow Associates, Inc.
4528 Sterling Road
Downers Grove, IL 60515
(312) 968-3897
Formula-Writer for the Apple will automatically sort formulas in VisiCalc. VisiCalc
prints them out in reverse order. Allows you
to choose your own maximum column
width for display or printing. Forget manual·
ly having to figure out correct paging
parameters for extra big spreadsheets. Au·
tomatic paging is done for you. Long
formulas are displayed completely. Precise
row and column heading references are
always correctly maintained for proofing
and documentation ease. Learn from other
models· see how they are constructed. Use
this program to let you see the insides of the
templates. $39.95.
Formula 1 Computors
1115 Madison St NE,
Suite 601
Salem, OR 97303
(503) 363-9630

Auto Rate II and 111 are insurance rating
programs for preferred and standard quotes.
Designed for Independent insurance agencies, can use any coverage limits you want
You can rate with 80%-90% of the rating
methods, and can use almost any com pa·
ny (including C.U.). The rate tables are
updated by using VisiCalc, so there are no
updating fees. All rates and factors are
looked up. $350.00. For any Apple.
Todd Blackley
P.O. Box 1368
Provo, UT 84603
(801) 375-7596
Graph 'n' Cale business graphics and
statistical analysis package is now available
for the Apple I I/. This new version, which
supports the Apple I 11 Profile hard disk
allows users to quickly prepare a variety of
stacked and side-by-side bar charts, line
charts, pie charts, and combined line and
bar charts. Any number of charts can be
stored on a diskette and later displayed in
any sequence. Hard copy production of
graphs can be accomplished with any
Epson MX·series printer with the GRAFTRAX
option, Apple dot matrix printer or the new,
low-cost Hewlett-Packard 7470 or Strobe
Model 100 color pen plotters. Includes a set
of commonly used statistical and financial
calculations and provides full Data Inter·
change Format for other programs using
the same format (VisiCalc, Desktop Plan,
Financial Analyst, etc.). Disk may be backed
up and program and data files may be
transferred to the Profile. Written in the
Apple SOS environment with Apple Busi·
ness BASIC, advanced users may integrate
their own subroutines and formulae. Re·
quires 256K RAM, a single floppy disk drive,
and a monochrome video display. $249.00 .
Desktop Computer Software
303 Potrero Street 291303
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
(408) 458-9095
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"Tired of mindle s s vio lence on
your vide o monit o r? So were the
the Founding Fathe r s afte r Th e
Re volution , In 178 7 the lite ra ry
tale nts of Thomas J e ff er s on we re
fus e d with the radi c al hi-re s
has
graphi c s - of Be n Franklin's
co mputing de vi ce . 11 - SOFTALK Gift Guide 12 / 82
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INDEPENDENCE SOFIWARE

INDEPENDENCE SOFTWARE

GAME
only

APPLE I~ +

l 324 Second Ave
~

Zi
(N.Y. res. add sales tax)
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mystery

whose
one

48 K

solution

DOS 3.3

New York. New York l 0021
at $ 34.50
shipping
enclosed

VERSATILE DATA REDUCTION,
DISPLA V AND PLOTTING SOFTWARE
FOR YOUR APPLE* II
STRIPCHARTER - Turns you r APPLE and Epson MX
series printer into an economical 4-pen chart recorder.
Prints and displays continuous 1 to 4-channel stripcharts of any length. Ideal for large data sets. Numerous
user-selectable graphics options enhance output quality. Includes 5 demos on disk with 37-page manual $100
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VIDICHART - Prove n tool for lab data management.
_... ~
Fast plots of 4 data sets with scrolling in 4 directions, . . - - - - - - - zoom scaling on X and Y axes, 2 types of graphic
cursors and on-screen STATUS REPORT, even plots
AJD input while sampling. ADD, SUBTRACT, MULTlPL Y, DIVIDE, INTEGRATE, DIFFERENTIATE, AVERAGE or NORMALIZE data sets with SIMPLE COMMANDS. Ideal for spectra, chromatograms, rate curves ,
~§~
etc. Includes SAMPLE DATA on disk with 28-page
manual ......................................$75 ..___ _ _ _ __..

§::::-=:

SCIENTIFIC PLOTTER - Draws professional-looking
graphs of your data. You choose data format, length and
position of axes, 20 symbols, error bars, labels anywhere in 4 orientations. Includes 5 demos on disk plus
30-page manual ............... . .............. $25

-~·
·-~,-·
..
.
.
.

(For DIF file and Houston Instrument or H-P 7470A
plotter adaptations, add $25 for each option selected.)

PEELINGS II is the only magazine devoted entirely to the evaluation of Apple II, II Plus and lie software and hardware of all kinds.
Our truthful, in-depth reviews focus on the current market, new
releases, and pre-releases-with follow-up evaluation when required-and everything is done with you in mind.

_,. ... ..

•Providing a Product Rating_System • From F to AAA
• Evaluating and Describing:
• Documentation
• Performance
•Operation
• User Friendliness
• Hardware & Software Requirements
• Strengths &Weaknesses
• Warranties
• Copy Protection
•Providing Product Comparison Charts
PEELINGS II provides a unique and most useful service to its
readers by arming them with the knowledge necessary to make
intelligent selections of Apple software and hardware.
If you intend to purchase even one software program or a single
piece of hardware for your Apple, PEELINGS II is the magazine
for you .

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
D Enter D Renew my subscription for 1 year (9 issues)

USA ($21) • US 1st Class, Canada, Mexico, APO &FPO ($36)
South America & Europe ($48) • All other Countries ($57)
Sample Copy USA ($4) • Elsewhere ($8)

CURVE FITTER - Select the best curve to fit your data.
Scale, transform , average, smooth, interpolate (3
types), LEAST SQUARES fit (3 types). Eva luate unknowns from fitted curve. Includes 5 demos on disk with
33-page manual ........ . .....................$35

Add $1 .50 shipping on all U.S . orders. VISA or MASTERCARD orders accepted.
"Trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

·m·

•w•

INTERACTIVE MICROWARE, INC.
P.O. Box 771, Dept.18 State College, PA 16801
CALL (814) 238-8294 for IMMEDIATE ACTION

Travel With \bur Apple •.•
Call (800} 847-41761
ABS Storage

& Carrying Case
with

Removable Cover
$69.50*

'UPS Shipping Included.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ Zip _ _ __

D VISA

D MasterCard

.'

~

SPECIAL: VIDICHART , SCIENTIFIC PLOTTER ,
CURVE FITTER on 1 disk ....................$120 ' - - - - - - - - - - '

PEELINGS II serves you by:

Please

....

Expires _ _ _ _ _ __

Card N o . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
For VISA & MasterCard Orders Use This Toll-Free Number
1-8~345-8112 • 1-8~62-2444 (Pennsylvania Only)
Payment must accompany order, be in US funds & drawn on US
bank - make checks payable to PEELINGS II, INC. P.O. Box 188,
Dept. AO, Las Cruces, NM 88004
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

Apple • IBM
• Epson
Call for Complete Computer Case Catalog.
Credit Card Customers Call Toll Free

Fiberbilt

lkelheimer-Ernst, Inc.
601 West 26th Street
New York, New York 10001-1199
(212) 675-5820 (NY.C. area)

~
~

STOCK MARKET
DATA

Communications

INSTANT DATA ON
APPLE® FLOPPIES
SAVE TIME -

SAVE MONEY

• Slash time-sharing costs!
• Eliminate manual input and editing
• Reduce storage and CPU charges

INTRODUCTORY SPECIALS
HISTORICAL PRICES
Closing price, last 18 months

K

ALL NYSE-listed common stocks
plus fast 110 routine
$199.00

~

WEEKLY PRICES*

r

•
•
•
•

Open
High
Low
Close

• No, Trades • All NYSE
• No1 Shares
commons
• Beta

$29.95

~

EARNINGS PER SHARE*

Super Special! All NYSE Commons

• 1980 EPS
• 1981 EPS
• 1982 EPS

• 1983 Estimated eps
• 1984 Estimated eps
• Shares outstanding

$124.00
BOND STATISTICS*
•
•
•
•

l~J

1400 ISSUES! (2 disks)
Issuer
• Issue size
Coupon • Maturity
Anni. % refunding required
1st call price • 1st call date $189.00

TWO-PENNY DATA BASES
Any data item on our files Over 150 variables to choose from
You specify the stock (NYSE only)
You specify the variables
You specify the record format

$20.00 per disk plus 2¢ per item
Circle 'E' for list of data items

•
•
•
•
•

Balance sheets 1981 * and1982*
Cash flow data file*
Revenues and cost 1981and1982*
Technician's data file•
Daily/ weekly pricing service*

Ticker Symbol Directory
FREE
and list of all data items
*Annual .subscription rate available

IF I
LJ

-WALL-STREET-MICROX
SYSTEMS LTD.
880 Third Avenue, New York, N .Y. 10022
(212) 371-5940

[ABC!

~

Circle to order: Price$._ __
D Check enclosed
Tax $
D Bill company
D Visa D MC D AEXP
$._ __

Card No.
Exp. Date _ _ __
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
.Firm-------------Street _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Buy· phone is an " electronic Yellow Pages"
containing over 10,000 listings covering all
kinds of consumer products, services, and
entertainment in the West Los Angeles
area. For example, a person living in Beverly
Hills and looking for the movie Tootsie
would instruct Buy· phone to quickly search
the theaters showing it that day, arrange
them by their distance from Beverly Hills,
and display the theater name, that day' s
show times, and other relevant, current
information. Within its database are over
1,600 restaurants indexed by their nationa·
lity, ambience, entertainment, and other
important features. You can find almost
anything you want · categorized by mer·
chandise and location from food proces·
sors to jewelry and nurseries to pet stores.
There is no charge to use Buy·phone. It
uses standard 300 baud ASCII communi·
cations and can be reached at (213) 474·
0270 (modem) .
Buy· phone
P.O. Box 29307
Los Angeles, CA 90029
(213) 474·2220 (voice)
The Leprechaun is Notre Dame's electro·
nic bulletin board, which can be accessed
from any ASCll·type terminal such as the
Apple. The purpose of the board is to
provide a public service for the academic
community by allowing the posting of
bulletins which can be read by all users of
the system, or the sending of electronic
mail which can be read only by the indivi·
dual to whom the mail is addressed. Each
user of the system is given a password
when he/ she uses the system for the first
time. The system can be reached by dialing
(219) 239·5875 at any time 24 hours a day.
The system is provided by the office of the
Assistant Provost for Computing and the
Byteing Irish Apple users group. There is
no charge for the service.
University of Notre Dame
Notre Dame, IN 46556
(219) 239·5875 (modem)

Educational
The VisiCalc Audio Course systematically
teaches the ins and outs of the powerful
VisiCalc electronic spreadsheet program.
Tape One: The VisiCalc Beginner introdu·
ces the VisiCalc commands. The emphasis
is on a practical demonstration of each
command using a "hands on" approach.
Tape Two: The VisiCalc Functions covers
arithmetic, . listing, trigonometric, logical,
special and nested functions. Tape Three:
VisiCalc Templating, will teach you how to
design and produce VisiCalc Templates
and overlays (spreadsheet models). The
course includes a diskette complete with
examples, templates, overlays and exercis·
es; a detailed Reference Guide; a rugged

l~~-----~~~-3iP __ ~
~------------------·-

---

book-like vinyl binder to store and protect
your course; and three detailed 90·minute
instructional tapes presented in a natural
conversational manner. $49.95.
Personal Tutor Associates
P.O. Box 246
Clinton, MD 20735
(301) 856·2280
A new audio cassette tutorial, How To
Operate The Apple// / , includes four audio
cassettes, one program diskette and a fully·
indexed Operator' s Guide. Designed for the
first·time computer user, this " hands·on"
cassette course stresses learning by doing·
at the learner's own pace, at their conven·
ience and with their computer. An impor·
tant segment of the program is the lesson
on Apple II emulation which was used by
Apple Computer, Inc. to train its own field
sales representatives. Operators are in·
structed, in all phases of operation, from
set·up through full implementation.
FlipTrack Learning Systems
526 N. Main Street
P.O. Box 711
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137
(312) 790·1117

Learn the keyboard in ten hours with this
professionally-prepared package called
Learning the Keyboard. It contains two one·
hour audio cassettes, learning aids, and a
typing booklet End your " hunt and peck"
keyboarding and start to use your compu·
ter efficiently. $19.95
Skills Update
P.O. Box 6024
Silver Spring, MD 20906
(301) 598·5740
French Achievement I and Spanish
Achievement I provide practice in one
vocabulary format (multiple choice) of the
College EntrancE) Examination Board' s
French and Spanish Achievement Exami·
nations. Features of these programs in·
elude: option to select sentences randomly
or sequentially from over 150 sentences;
response in French (or Spanish) telling

whether right or wrong; correct answer
highlighted; English translation of original
sentence with correction; explanations of
incorrect options if desired; encouraging
remarks in French (or Spanish); full French
(or Spanish) character sets with punctuation, and upper and lower case - $39.95
through September 1, 1983, $49.95 thereafter.
Microcomputer Workshops Corp.
225 Westchester Avenue
Port Chester, NY 10573
The VisiCalc Training Videotape is for
career minded executives wih personal
computers who want to learn VisiCalc
easily. Used at work or at home, the tape
can be repeated and problem areas reviewed at the touch of a button. The student
working at his/ her own pace is led through
several business applications which reinforces learning. 90-minute videotape can
be used with Apple and compatible computers. Formats include VHS, Beta ($195.00)
and 3/ 4-inch ($235.00).
Legalvision, Inc.
156 Bank Street, 2A
New York, NY 10014
(212) 242·0783
Two new teacher aid programs: Generic
List Generator alphabetizes and saves typing and retyping lists. On an Epson printer,
it will correctly space names for a grade
book The program is written in Applesoft,
accessible and well remarked for program
changes you might wish to make yourself. It
allows selection by a number of individual
items (students or whatever) from a main
list The sub lists are printed as library

For the name(s) of the
IAC Member Club(s)
closest to you, send us a
Jine with a self-addressed,
stamped envelope to:

International Apple Core
908 George Street
Santa Clara, CA 95050

Join the Fun!

overdue, attendance, fieldtrips, etc. Lists
are easily modified and updated. $39.95.
Seating Char:t will allow you to create your
own files or use class lists from the above
program to make neat, easily maintained,
seating charts. Seating can be alphabetical,
random, or any order you wish. Switching
students is quick and easy. Imagine being
able to post a roster and a seating chart the
first day of classes. Files from one can be
easily used by the other. Both requires DOS
3.3 and disks are unprotected $29.95.
Disk Depot
731 West Colorado Avenue
Colorado Springs, CO 80905
MasterType consists of seventeen progres·
sive lessons that help students master the
typing keyboard at their own rate. It incorporates exciting visual and sound effects
that are equivalent to the best video games.
The program introduces each row of keys
separately, presenting individual keys first,
and building up to words. Following each
lesson, the user receives a report of the
number of words typed per minute and
how many words were misspelled or destroyed. A " Make-Lesson" option enables
users to create some of their own lessons.
Includes a manual. Requires a 48K Apple II
with DOS 3.3. $39.95.
Lightning Software
P.O. Box 1725
Palo Alto, CA 94306
(415) 327-3280
Solving the Mysteries of Science .is a
mastery learning science program, for
classroom use with Apple II and / / e computers. Written primarily for students in
grades seven through nine, the materials fill
significant needs at the high school level.
All materials are textbook correlated. Each
of ten general subjects offered consist of
twenty-four lesson programs. Each standalone lesson is contained, in its entirety, on
a single disk and clearly presents complex
concepts through a series of questions and
branched feedback explanations. Lessons
are supported with imaginative text and
high resolution graphic illustrations. Places
emphasis on positive reinforcement Complete twenty-four lesson program $850.00,
individual lesson programs $39,95 each.
Visual Materials Inc.
4170 Grove Avenue
Gurnee, IL 60031
(312) 249-1710
This new educational program, Characteristics of a Scientist is an excellent way to
introduce students . to the methods of a
scientist It shows how curiosity, observation, skepticism, and open-mindedness enable the scientist to obtain information and
arrive at the correct conclusion. The student is given the opportunity to put the
characteristics into practice through a series of thought-provoking puzzles, quizzes,
observations, and tricks played by the computer. It maintains high student interest by
utilizing high resolution color graphics and

APPLE users
Discover the
ultimate in
quality
printing.
The Tally
MT160L
$798 complete!

The Tally MT 160 is the one
machine solution to every
application. A printer for today
that you won't outgrow tomorrow.
It does word processing duty ...
letter quality text, proportional
spacing, margin justification , auto
centering. It faithfully captures
your Apple graphics routines. And
at 160 cps bi-directionally, it prints
reports as fast as you can use
them. Make it a point to see the
MT 160 at your computer dealer.

MANNESMANN

TALLY

8301 S.180th St., Kent, WA 98032
For the name of the sales outlet nearest you,
call toll free

1-800-447-4700.

(In Illinois 1-800-322-4400)

August 1983
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effective questioning techniques. For Jun·
ior through High School age. Administers a
final quiz at the end of the program and
issues the student a report card. Teach er
booklet included. $39.00. Requires an
Apple II, 48K Ram, Applesoft in ROM, DOS
3.3.
Cygnus Software
8002 E. Culver
Mesa, AZ 85207

Financial
The Software Fitness Program runs on
more than 50 of the best known computers
in the industry. It's now available for the
Apple LISA under XENIX Whatever your
accounting .. needs, there's a package designed to become more powerful as your
business grows. Includes Accounts Payable; Accounts Receivable; General Ledger; Inventory; Order Processing; Payroll;
Job Cost
Open Systems
430 Oak Grove
Minneapolis, MN 55403
(612) 870-3515
Versatile Point-Of-Sale software for Apple
computers controls pricing at the cash
register and records sales transactions as
they occur. Offers price look-up and item
description translation. In addition, the POS

software performs electronic cash register
functions, features a real time clock and
has built-in secured manager functions.
Key management reports provide timely
information regarding daily sales analysis
by store, division, department, class and
SKU, hourly sales analysis by unit and
volume, commissions by sales person, and
employee hours. Cashiers or salespeople
can be trained to operate complex transactions in about 20 minutes. Handles layaways,
returns, gift certificates and special discounts or markdowns. Up to four types of
tender are allowed in a single transaction,
even on layaway or charge account payments. An operator's self-instruction manual and manager's guide are included in
the POS module. On-screen help is available every step of the way. Requires Apple II
Plus with 16K RAM card or Apple // e with
two disk drives and/ or Corvus Omninet,
10-key pad and display monitor. Features
the software, receipt printer, journal printer,
cash drawer and interface card for $2,995.00.
Soon to be released are inventory control,
merchandise planning and personnel management modules.
ParaMIS Corporation
1011 Brioso Drive, Suite 101
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
(714) 646-1633 (CA) (800) 521-0476
The profitability of individual farm and
ranch enterprises, such as cattle or corn

production, can now be analyzed individually with new AgDisk microcomputer software. The system has been written carefully
for users with little or no computer experience. The Enterprise Analysis Extension
Module for the AgDisk Farm Accounting
Package gives farmers and ranchers a tool
to easily analyze the income, expenses and
profit of individual sections within their total
operation. Enterprise reports also provide
accurate details broken out into terms of
per acre, per head, per bushel or other
selected unit of measure. This is the first in
a series of extension modules for AgDisk
Farm Accounting. Modules to be released
soon include: budgeting, cash flow, check
writing and grain/livestock inventory. Enterprise Analysis Extension Package $150.00.The Farm Accounting Package
retails for $600.00
Harris Technical Systems, Inc.
624 Peach Street
Lincoln, NE 68508
(402) 476-2811
The Nibble Investor gives investors quick
and accurate access to stock price performance and stock transaction volume through
the use of high resolution graphics and
printed reports. It combines the factual
information of weekly stock quotation summaries with the ability to track stock performances over extended periods. High-low
close tracking, 13 and 52 week moving
average compilation and price-market
strength indication are just a few features of
the program. An open field in the data
records has been created to allow personal
enhancements and extensions of stock
analysis. Market, sales, and yield analyses
are facilitated by high resolution graphics
and printer reports. Short and long term
market and sales analyses may be displayed. $29.95 plus $1.50 shipping.
Nibble
Box 325
Lincoln, MA 01773
(617) 259-9710
Commtrac is a commodity tracking and
charting system. It is applicable to most
every farm type and has some special
features not found in similar packages.
They include: Automatic contract updates
with the use of a modem as well as a
manual option; the ability to track the local
cash prices and give commodity producers
a Basic chart (a must for farm marketing
decisions) ; lightning fast graphics; extensive technical analysis (moving averages,
trend lines, objectives/ retracements, channel lines, relative strength indexes, 1/ 3 and
2/ 3 speed resistance lines). It is not only an
invaluable marketing tool applicable to
agri-business, but is suitable for any commodity trader, regardless of his sophistication. Will work on any Apple.
Griffith Data Services
4310 Prospect
Peoria, IL 61614
(309) 688-1055
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There are now 2 different plans to choose from:

~

--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--

Join the Game Group, $25.00 per year
and rent as many games as you like for
only 20-25% of Mfrs. Sugg. Retail Price~

'"0

Join the Business Group, $50.00 per ~
year and rent as many business applica- ~
tion programs as you like for only ~

'--~~~~~~~-Minim_um_or_
der_
.3 9_am_
ere_
nra_is_.__2_0_-2_S_~_o_Of_M_f_~_._S_ug_g_._Re_ta_i_IP_ri_ce_~~~ ~
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REMEMBER, THESE ARE NOT DEMOS, BUT ORIGINAL
UNRESTRICTED SOFTWARE PROGRAMS

o

(complete with manuals in original manufacturers' packages)

~

"V

~

;:ii:!

~
'"~
Toll Free CALL 1-800 992-7777
In California CALL 1-800 992-8888
~
.
~

To Immediately Order, or for more information:

UNITED COMPUTER CORP.
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• Rentals are for 7-days (plus 3 days grace for return
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• All purchases are 20°!o Off of Manufacturer's
Suggested List
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Canadian Orders Welcome
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Estate planning software program is available for insurance and financial planning
professionals. The Estate Projector provides customized estate and tax projection
printouts. The program covers eac h year of
the client and spouse's life expectancy; it
incorporates variable inflation rate and present value projections, and selected 0% ,
50%, and 100% marital deduction assumptions. Comes with a manual and audiocassette. The program is a powerful marketing
tool as it shows the client the need for life
insurance and fee-based estate planning
services as protection against the staggering effects of inflation on deferred estate tax
liabilities. The complete package is $695.00.
Michael D. Weinberg Consultants
4025 South Oneida Street
Denver, CQ 80237
(303) 691-9813
The Specialist is a new medical billing and
accounts receivable package developed
with the needs of the specialist in mind.
Each version incorporates unique, but necessary features, not found in most medical
accounting packages. Speciality practices
- include Anesthesiology, Family Practice,
Internal Medicine, Radiology, and Surgery.
Each is available for a single doctor or a
multiple practice of up to nine physicians.
The Specialist is menu-controlled, with
three levels of password control. Billing and
service dates are both kept on file for

GET STARTED
ON THE APPLE IN
UNDER AN HOUR ...
Yes ...

at last, computer in stru ction is
avail abl e on videotape.
If the computer " newcomers" in your family
are overwhelmed by the techni cal manu als,
we have made it easy. We have extra cted the
most-needed fa cts and put them into an
easy-to-understand form . We demonstrate
how to:
• In stall circuit board s and disk drives
• Install modems and game paddles
' Boot up
·
• Run software
• And mu ch more
Our series of " Introduction to . .. " tapes take
the mystery out of getting started on the
Apple and enabl e you to begin with confiden ce.
It's as easy as watching television I
Price? Only $60.00
Mail and phone orders invited.

.

Lewis Video Productions
601 West End Avenue

~~~ ~~~~~J· 10024

I want the D Apple 11 plu s version
D Apple I le version
in the following format:
D Beta II
D VHS

MasterCard and Visa holders order toll free:

(800)
835-2246
Ext 35
Kansas residents call (800) 362-2421, Ext. 35
For product information, call : (212) 496-0223
(New York res id ent s add appli c abl e tax )
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specialists who bill several weeks after a
service. Payments may be posted on an
open item or balance forward account
basis. The user may customize a superbill
with headings and dividing lines. There is
no need for pre-printed forms. There are
more than 25 Specialist reports as well as
mailing labels for billing and recalls. In a
multi-doctor practice, all reports may be
produced for each doctor. Requires CP/ M
and either CBasic2 or CB-80. Sole practitioner CBasic2 version is $995.00, multiple
practitioner is $1295.00. CB-80 versions as
above are $1495.00 each.
Digital Marketing Corporation
2670 Cherry Lane
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
(415) 938-2880
The Investors Interface captures Dow Jones
System stockdata and converts it for use by
the Visi series, Apple plot and other software.
Selected investment data can be graphed
by Visiplot, Appleplot, Apple Business Graphics or PFS Graph; recorded for use by a
data base system such as VisiFile; word
processed by Screen Writer II or other word
processors; analyzed using VisiCalc or VisiPlot/ VisiT rend; or accessed by your own
programs. Stock quotes are retrieved by
specifying portfolios or stock symbols prior
to logging on. Your Apple can then be left
alone to automatically log on, access either
daily or historical quotes, log off and record
the quotes. Requires an Apple II Plus with
48K, a Hayes MicroModem II and one or
two disk drives. Includes a tutorial/reference manual with VisiCalc examples.
$125.00.
MarketWare
P.O. Box 34647
Richmond, VA 23234
(804) 276-8577
The Champion is the only accounting
system that fits on one disk Touch the" ? "
key and the answers to your questions
appear on the screen. If your computer
crashes, just press the RETURN key and
their Recover program puts your books
back in balance. Includes General Ledger
and Financial Statements, Accounts Payable (with purchase orders), Accounts Receivable (with order entry and point of sale),
Inventory, and Payroll on only one floppy
disk in 270K. Written in compiled dBASE II
for Z80 and 8080 families of processors, it
requires64K RAM and CP/ M 2.0 or greater
with an 80 column display and disk drive. It
will also run on hard disks. Each of five
modules are $495.00.
DBR Corporation
12687 West Cedar Drive Suite 310
Lakewood, CO 80228
(303) 987-2588

Games/ Simulations
In Miner 2049er you'll take a fantastic,
incredible journey, packed with perils and

full of challenges, deep in the earth past the
outer limits of skill and endurance. Together, you and Bounty Bob will explore an
abandoned uranium mine in search of
desperado Yukon Yohan. You must claim
all levels of the mine and outwit deadly
mutants. Avoid falling victim to dangerous
radioactive wastes. 10 game levels with
spectacular sound, full color graphics for 1
or 2 players. By MicroFun, you'll find this
one at your local store only.
Evolution is 6 games in one. First you' re an
amoeba fighting microbes while trying to
eat DNA, then a tadpole eluding fish to
catch waterflies, a rodent chased by snakes
while looking for cheese, a beaver attacked
by alligators while building a dam, a gorilla
protecting his food from monkeys and,
finally, a man battling genetic mutants in an
elastic background. Up to 99 levels of play
with either a keyboard or a joystick Keeps
track of the top 10 scores and has full
convenience controls - even an intermission!
Sydney Dataproducts, Inc.
444 Camino Del Rio South # 129
San Diego, CA 921 08
(619) 298-5886
The Defendant is guilty- but can you prove
it? Jury Trial is high-tension courtroom
drama that pits your skill against the tactics
of your scheming opponent Your opponent is an unscrupulous defense attorney,
and up to four other players can be witnesses, but the computer is the Judge. Start by
choosing a case from thousands of possible scenarios. Find the facts, select a jury,
and then try to prove your case in court
Everyone knows the defendant is guilty. Ifs
your job to put him behind bars, but your
opponent is devious. His witnesses will lie he will try to thwart justice at every turn.
Justice prevails when you outwit your opponent with devastating courtroom strategy,
and see the defendant sentenced by the
computer $29.00.
Navic Softwarae
Box 14727
North Palm Beach, FL 33408
(305) 627-4132 (FL) (800) 327-2133
Now ifs possible for children to explore the
wonderment and fascination of computers
in a meaningful way. Each distinctive game
portrays believable characters as real children. It rewards both integrated and creative
styles of thinking and enhances children's
understanding of the natural world through
accurate illustrations and factual story details. Values keen observation and memory
over speed. Promotes keyboard literacy
through variable key instructions. The first
four-game series challenges young girls to
use their survival skills in varied historical
and geographical settings. The titles are:
Jenny of the Prairie, Chelsea of the South
Sea Islands, Cave Girl Clair, and Lauren of
the 25th Century. Each game is $34.95.
!3eautiful Hi-Resolution graphics were crea-

Hitch yourApple to a Star.

1#¥z1¢dMl'3

Apple, CP/ M 6"' IBM PC are registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc., Digital Research Inc. 6"' IBM Corp. respectively.

Now when you buy our best selling WordStar word processing
software or InfoStar data base manager for your Apple II, n+ or Ile
computer, we'll throw in a free CP/ M board. (The one that gives you
full implementation ofWordStar in one board instead of three.)
With it, you'll be able to take full advantage of the
advanced features that already made WordStar No. 1 on the IBM
PC. And you can use InfoStar data base manager to enter, sort,
and report information without programming in code.
To take us up on our offer, hurry down to your local
computer store before August 31 and pick up WordStar
or InfoStar.
Either one will make your Apple shine.
Ta:hnical Data: Board Includes 6 MHz Z-808 ~r. 64K RAM, CP/ M 2.2, 70 Column High
Resolution Capability, Shift Key Modification Device, And Expansion Interfuce Connector.

Ill
M1craPra®
Software that means business

rM

ted with The Graphics Magician.
Rhiannon
371 7 Titan Drive
Richmond, VA 23225

If you thought you'd conquered every maze
on Earth, .guess again. The Maze Craze is
the newest and greatest challenge of them
all. You can actually build your own mazes
from the ground up - and make them as
mind-boggling as you dare. That's only part
of the fun_ You can also create players and
menacing monsters from your own imagination. Can be played with two players in
the same maze. Try to beat your own game
- or indulge in a little friendly vengeance
with an adversary. $39.95
DataTrek
121 West E. Street
Encinitas, CA 92024
(619) 436-5055
North Atlantic '86 pits the Soviet forces
against NATO in a massive operationallevel game. Each player controls every ship,
airplane, and infantry company available to
his side. Ships must be organized into task
forces which perform such missions as sea
lane interdiction, land bombardment, supply/
troop transport and-evacuation. Each side
is equipped with the latest in nuclear missiles, submarines, destroyers, aircraft carriers, and aircralt Players can choose between two companion games, a shorter
scenario or a mini-game. Comes complete

with disk, rule book and a map data card for
$59.95.
Strategic Simulations Inc.
The Second Edition of Computer Ambush
is an improved version that is 40 times
faster than its predecessor. Set in a small,
half-ruined French town, this game effectively simulates the intensity of man-to-man
combat Each player commands a squad
of ten infantrymen, each one rated for such
traits as footspeed, strength, intelligence,
endurance, marksmanship, and may carry
a variety of weapons. The map displays
buildings, hedges, walls, doors, and windows and the location of each of your
soldiers. The enemy is usually hidden. In
solitaire, the computer plays the German
side. Runs on any Apple with 48K and disk
Includes a disk, rule book, two mapboard
cards, a game selection card, two squad
cards and two grease pencils for $59.95.
Strategic Simulations Inc.
Cosmic Balance II· The Strategic Game is
a sequel to the popular tactical space
game, The Cosmic Balance. This new
game traces the expansion of a culture
throughout the Galaxy. With fifteen classes
of ships, players discover and colonize
planets; organize production of supplies,
starships, and research; and send starships
out on conquest missions. There are five
scenarios along with the option to create
your own scenario. When actual starship

battles occur, players can either have the
computer resolve combat or switch to The
Cosmic Balance and play the tactical game.
When the tactical battle is finished, the
players can simply enter the results in The ·
Strategic Game. The computer is your
opponent in solitaire and can be set at any
one of four experience levels. Runs on any
Apple with 48K and disk $39.95.
Strategic Simulations Inc.
883 Stierlin Road, Bldg. A-200
Mountain View, CA 94043-1983
(415) 964-1353
Scattered about in the various buildings of
the Soviet diplomatic mission in Pyongyang are the parts to an encoded message
that could put you on Easy Street for the
rest of your days. There are only two
problems: Obtaining the entire code, and
deciphering it In Spy's Demise, the mission is patrolled by some pretty nasty
security guards riding in elevators throughout each building. You, on the other hand,
can carry no weapons if you are to sneak by
the missions' s metal detectors. This is a
dangerously addictive arcade/ action game
for Apple and Atari computers $19.95.
Penguin Software
830 Fourth Avenue
Geneva, IL 60134
(800) 323-0116 (312) 232-1984 (IL)

Oil Barons takes the player into the highstakes world of the international oil market,
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• AE-TYPESET™ makes it easy to select all of your
EPSON's print options within Applewriter II.

from e.ph&siz.cf PRINT
to condtn1ed PRllT , to it•l ics,
to DOUBLE-WI DE•
or back to nor-mal-- RHYTHIH6
YOUR
EPSON CRH D0
7

APPLEWRITER
CAN DO!

l:I

With AE-TYPESET™ you can create or edit text using all
fonts, widths, intensities, and line spacings.
• E-SETUP™ is a pre-boot diskette that allows you to select print options before running existing software.
With E-SETUP™ you can pre-select any single print combination for VisiCalc, as well as your custom programs.
AE-TYPESET™ is $89.95. This includes E-SETUP™, a
$34.95 value, at no extra charge. (Massachusetts residents
add sales tax).

Ii

I

!I
•

JJf/, AGUILA CORPORATION

(f~'J Innovators in Business Management Systems
P.O. Box330
Pepperell, Massachusetts 01463
(617) 433-9502
.
.......
(713)556-5316
_ ,
MX isa trademark of EPSON. App lewriterll is a trademark of App le Co mp ut er, In c., VisiCalc is a
trademark of VI SI CORP.

[And you are NOT restricted to a 7 day
r eturn policy or high member ship fee)

i

apple and IBM owners

•
;
I

For ONLY $4.00 per program you can ·'test
drive ' ' software in the comfort of your home from
over 200 selections from the maior manufacturers
Games. Business. Educational Utilities .

I
I

Soft\Nare for Everyone
and Still More
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I
I
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ORDER TODAY from:

Join the club where you never
have to buy software again.

=.~_-

You will receive great discounted prices on
Software Purchases. PLUS Newsletters and much
more.
And save 25% on
a charter
JOIN
NOW membership. For
futher information and catalogs send $2 .00 for
postage and handling to:

COMPUCLUB01!'!.~~~~ATIONAL
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P.a . BOX 265 • YORBA LINDA, CA 92686
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Apple Peripherals Are All We Make
That's Why We're So Good At It!
The TIMEMASTER

Finally, a clock that

doe~

it ALL!

• Designed in 1 983 using l. C. technologies that simpl y did not ex ist
when most other Apple clocks we re designed.
• Just plug it in and your programs can read the year, month, date, day,
and time - down to 1 millisecond!
• Powerful 2K ROM driver - No c lock cou ld be eas ier to use.
• Full emulation of most o th er clocks, including Mountain Hardware's
. App leclock (but you' ll like the TIMEMASTER mode better).
• Compatib le with all of Apple's languages, CPIM and PASCAL software
on disk.
• Eight software contro ll ed interrupts so you ca n execute two programs
at th e same t im e. (Many examples are in clud ed)
• On board timer lets you time any interva l up to 48 days long down to
the nearest milliseco nd.
The TIMEMASTER includ es a disk w ith some reall y fantastic time
orie.nted programs (over 25) plus a DOS dater so it w ill automatically add
th e date when disk fil es are created or modified. This disk is ove r a
$200.00 valu e alone - we give the software others se ll. A ll software
packages for business, data base management and communications are
made to read the TIMEMASTER.
If you want the most powerfu l and the eas iest to use clock for your Apple,
you want a TIMEMASTER.

PRICE $129.00

• Comp lete 1 6 voice music synth esize r on one card . just plug it into your
App le, connect the audio cab le (supplied) to your stereo, boot the
disk supplied and you are ready to input and play songs.
• It's easy to program music with our compose software. You will sta rt
ri ght away at inputtin g your favorite songs. The Hi-R es s.creen shows
what you have entered in standard sheet music format.
• Now with new improved softwa re for the easiest and fastest music
input system avai lable anywhere.
• We give you lots of software. In addition to Compose and Play
programs, the disk is filled with over 30 songs ready to play.
• Easy to program in Basic to gene rate complex sound effects. Now your
games can have explosions, phaser zaps, train whistles, death cries.
You name it, this card can do it.
• Four white noise generators which are great for sound effects.
• Plays mu_sic in true stereo as well as true discrete quadraphonic.
• Full control of attack, volume, decay, sustain and release.
• Will play songs written for ALF synth es ize r (ALF software will not take
advantage o f all the features of this board. Their software sounds the
same in o ur synthesizer.)
• Automatic shutoff on power-up or if reset is pushed.
• Many many more features.

PRICE $159.00

Z-80 PLUS!
• An on-card PROM elimin ates many l. C.'s for a coo ler, less power
consum in g board. (We use the Z-80A at a fast 3.58 MHZ)
• Does EVERYTHING the oth e r Z-80 boards do, plus Z-80 interrupts.
• All new 1983 design in corpo rates the latest in l. C. technologies.
• Comp lete documentation included.

•TOTALLY compatib le with M.b_ CPIM softwa re.
• Executes the full Z-80 and 8080 in struction set.
• Fully compatib le with microsoft disks (no pre-boot requ ired) .

The Z-80 PLUS turn s yo ur Apple into a CPIM based computer. Thi s
means you can access the largest bod y of softwa re in ~x i s te n ce. Two
co mputers in one and th e advantages of both , al l at an unb eli evab ly low
price.
COMING SOON: Th e Z-80 Plus for the Apple Ill

PRICE $139.00

Analog to Digital Converter
•
•
•
•

8 C hann els
8 Bit Reso lution
On Board M em ory
Fast Co nvers ion (.0 7 8 ms p er
channel)

• Eliminates the Need to Wait for
AID Co nversion (just PEEK at data)
• AID Process Totall y Tran spa rent
to App le (looks like memory)

The ana log t o di gital conversion takes place on a continuous, chann el
se quen cin g bas is. Data is automatically transferred to on board mem o ry
at th e end of each co nve rsion. No AID converter could b e eas ie r to u se.
Our AID board comes standard with 0, 1 OV full sca le in puts. Th ese in puts
ca n b e chan ge d by th e use r to 0, -10V, or-5V, +5V o r other ranges as
needed.

e

In formation on t emperature se nso rs is given in manual.
The use r connecto r has + 12 and -1 2 volts on it so you can power your
se nsors.
Accuracy
0.3 %
Input Resistance
20K Ohms Typ
A few appli cations may includ e monitoring and co ntrol of • flow
• temperature• humidity• wind speed• wind direction • light
intensity • pressure• RPM • storage oscilloscope• soi l moisture
and many more.
We also manufacture a 16 channel digital input/output board fo;
control applications.

PRICE $129.00

lie Only: 80 Column, 64K RAM Card

• Expand your App le lie to 128K memory.
• Provides an 80 co lumn text display.
• TOTALLY compatibl e with .6.ll..Apple softwa re and
languages, th ere are b1.Q. except io n s.
•Automatical ly expands VisiCalc to 95K sto rage. In 80 columns!
• COMPLETE documentation included. (We don't make you refe r to the
Apple manual as others do.)

•
•
•
•

Uses the same commands as the Apple 80 column board.
Incorporates the latest high speed, low power l.C. technologies.
Plugs into the Apple li e expansion slot.
Simply the best expansion card for yo ur Appl e I l e at any price, offering
you phenomenal performance at a very nominal price.

PRICE $149.00

Our board s are far supe rior to most of the consumer electroni cs made tod ay. A ll 1. C.'s are in high quality sockets with mil-spec. co mponents use d throughout. P.C.
boards are glass-e poxy w ith gold contacts. Made in America to be th e bes t in th e world. All products work in APPLE li e, II and II +. (Except 80 column card}.
App lied En gin eering's products are f~ll y tested with comp lete documentation and available fo( immediate delive ry. All products are guaranteed w ith a no hassl e two
year wa rranty.

All Orders Shiµµed Same Day
Texas Residents Add 5% Sales Tax
Add $10.00 If Outside U.S.A.
Dealer Inquiries Welcome

Send Check or Money Order to:

APPLIED ENGINEERING

Call (214) 492-2027

P.O. Box 470301
Dallas, TX 75247

7am to 11 pm 7 days a week
MasterCard, Visa & C.O.D. Welcome

where wheeling and dealing are the name
of the game. Players compete to become
the kingpin of the world energy market: an
Oil Baron. The game can be played by from
one to as many as eight players. Each
player begins with four parcels of land and
over 1 million dollars. After that, the race is
on as players strive to develop the most oilrich land. Government regulations, windfall
taxes, well fires and even hurricanes are
among the obstacles the players must face.
Comes with a colorful, detailed game board
that maps out the many types of terrains to
be explored, complete with realistic game
pieces to stake out and keep track of
territory. $100.00
EPYX/ Automated Simulations
1043 Kiel Court
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 745-0700
Knights of the Desert recreates the North
African campaign of WWII in which the
British troops held off the sweep of Rommel's
Panzer divisions as they moved toward
Alexandria. Each Player's objective is to
push the opponent as far back along the
coast as possible while capturing towns
along the way. In solitaire mode, the computer ably directs the British forces. The
terrain includes rough areas, mountains,
impassable sand, and fortresses. Forces for
each side are division/ regiment-sized units
of infantry, motorized infantry and tanks.
Knights of the Desert runs on any Apple II
with 48K $39.95.
Strategic Simulations Inc.
883 Stierlin Road, Bldg. A-200
Mountain View, CA 94043-1983
(415) 964-1353
Suspended is a science fiction nightmare
that challenges players to save the entire
population of a planet in deep space.
Players will find a true communication link
with the computer. It is also the first game in
which you, the player, control multiple
characters. In this case, the six characters
are robots that are helping you save the
entire surface-side population of the planet
These robots truly become manifestations
of the player; instead of moving around in a
specific environment as in previous games,
the six characters can act for you independent of one another. No other game gives
you the ability to send characters to different locations and simultaneously make
subsequent moves. In your local computer
store.
lnfocom, Inc.
55 Wheeler Street
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 492-1031

Graphics
Cadfram is for the structural analysis of
plane frame works. It has been specifically
designed for ease of data input and clarity
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of output, to give the structural engineer
total flexibility and control in performing
structural calculations and checks as an
integral part of the design process. Performs the analysis of any plane framework
of arbitrary geometry on a structure consisting of up to 100 members with each
member either rigidly fixed or pinned to the
rest of the structure. Input data is divided
into three main areas, geometrical, loading
and support data each with its own sub-sets
which are all entered independently so that
they can be stored, recovered and edited
independently as well. Types include single
or multi-bay portals, multi-bay and multistory rigid frames, braced frames, continuous beams, sub-frames, lattice girders
and trusses. Its powerful post processor will
atomatically extract, for up to 20 load
combinations at a time, the bending moment and shear force envelopes for any, or
all, of the members and print out these
worst case values in both tabular and
graphic form.
PM International
P.O. Box 87
Buckfield, ME 04220
(207) 336-2500

Languages (Programming)
Structured BASIC for the Apple II and / / e
is a true interpreter which has all the
benefits of Pascal plus many other features.
It runs all existing Applesoft programs and
uses DOS 3.3 as its operating system.
Subroutines are called by name as with
Pascal - no line references needed. Structured commands are supported: Repeat . .
Until, While .. Endwhile, For . . Next, If ..
Then .. Else . . Endif and many, many more
features such as procedure overlaying and
local variables. $135.00.
U-Microcomputers Inc.
300 Broad Street
Stamford, CT 06091
(203) 359-4236 (CT) (800) 243·2475
MacroSoft lets the programmer write .
Applesoft-like programs which are converted directly into machine language. The
resulting programs are up to 50X faster
than Applesoft, 25X faster than Integer
BASIC and up to 1OX faster than compiled
Applesoft It gives the advanced programmer the convenience of mixing assembly
language and MicroSoft in the same program. Adds new commands: IF·THENELSE, REPEAT-UNTIL, HSCRN, BUTTON,
SOUND, WHILE-WHILEN and more. Re·
quires an Apple II or // e, 48K and one disk
drive and The Assembler. Both MacroSoft
and The Assembler are heavily documented with an 80 page and 130 page user
manual respectively. Package price is $99.95.
MicroSPARC, Inc.
P.O. Box 639
Ten Lewis Street
Lincoln, MA 01773
(617) 259·9710

The ST-MB Smalltalk dialect, similar to
Smalltalk-80, is offered as entry point to the
world of object-oriented programming on
popular low-cost systems (Apple, Basis
108, etc.). It incorporates the window/ mouse
user interface and the general features of
Smalltalk, including its extensibility. The
basic Smalltalk classes (on the system
level) are largely machine·coded for efficiency and thus not modifiable. The processscheduling (multi-tasking) and block-based
control structures are implemented. ST-M8
is functionally similar to the Xerox Smalltalk
System and useful for applications as well
as learning and systems modelling. Uses
an 80 x 24 display. Cursor control is
switchable between designated keyboard
keys, game controls and graphics tablets.
Built·in extensions support generalized ap·
plication areas such as word-processing,
relational data bases and electronic spreadsheet presentation forms. Minimum system requires 256Kb RAM via pseudo-floppy
cards) and one or more floppy drives.
Optionally, popular hard disc models, mouse
devices, printers with standard interfaces as
well as network interfaces will be supported.
ST-M8 is priced as $580, with assemblycoding interface at $780. Sale is on a
licensing basis, including warranty and
support in the USA and Europe.
C.J. Macie - Software Systems
1255 Post Street
Suite 625, Box 138
San Francisco, CA 94109

Personal
Golf League Statistics is a fully automated
system to manage analyze and print records for an Industrial or School Golf
League up to 20 teams and 50 players, with
minimal effort Automatic team scheduling,
tee-off order, player standings, handicap
system, course records by player and course,
equitable stroke adjustment and computed
match play points in addition to over 100
individual team/ player characteristics
maintained - most recent and average
points, putts, scores, net, average opponent,
player record and much more $139.95.
Requires a 48K Apple with DOS 3.3 and
Epson or equivalent printer.
Disk Depot
731 W. Colorado Avenue
Colorado Springs, CO 80905
(303) 473-7777
The Family Connection provides high·
quality genealogical softwarae primarily directed at both the novice and veteran family
historian who needs help in organizing and
maintaining their family trees. The program
boasts ease of use, as well as a large record
capacity. The user may generate a number
of reports, including pedigree charts, family
group sheets, record indices, and numerous
user-c;lefined reports $99.50. Requires any
Apple II, 48K of memory and two disk

PROTECT YOUR EXPENSIVE INVESTMENT
OFFERED FOR THE FIRST TIME PLEXA-LOK COMES WITH A
30-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE IF NOT SATISFIED!
PLEXA-LOK slips up and over the keyboard then gently snaps into position.
• Your valuable computer is protected from objects and spills directly on top of keyboard
which could cost hundreds of dollars to repair!
• PLEXA-LOK allows your secretary to go on break without having to worry about visitors
accidentally destroying their hours (and your $) of work.

• ENHANCES looks of
your system

• PROTECTS keyboard

• ALLOWS computer to

from dust

remain on while unattended

• TM APPLE COMPUTER Inc.

MasterCard and Visa Accepted

LAST ELECTRON ICS

~

INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL
$19.95
APPLE II
$24.95
APPLE Ill
FROSTY
1.Soextra
APPLE

Allow 4·6 Weeks
Delivery

P.O. BOX 1300 S
SAN ANDREAS, CA 95249
(209) 754· 1800

CA Residents Add 6% Tax

MON.- FAI. 9:00-5:00

Ill

~

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

Prepaid UPS
Continental USA

Call or write for additional information:

m DOSS INDUSTRIES

1224 Mariposa, San Francisco, CA 94107 (415) 861-2223
Apple is a registered trade mark of Apple Compute( Inc.

ZAP!
INTRODUCING A NEW KIND
OF SOUND EFFECTS SYSTEM .
INTRODUCING DX-1 .
A DIGITAL SOUND EFFECTS SYSTEM
FOR THE APPLE II
Now you can playback digitally recorded sounds and
modify them under computer control! DX-1 is capable of
producing percussion sounds (drums-cymbals), · music
sounds, electronic sounds and many other miscellaneous
sounds. Complete software is included in an easy
"MENU" driven format.

DX-1 comes with two P.C. boards, software on diskette
and complete documentation. You can also enter your
own sounds and save them on diskette. Enter your voice
and play it back faster, slower, in reverse, or even in
random ways!

• •

The
DX-1
Package

DX-1 requires an Apple II+, Apple lie or Apple ///.

PRICE: $239.95 + 3.00 Shipping & Handling
(CA residents add 6.5% sales tax)
Call for a demo or write for more information:

DECI LLION IX
CALL FOR DEMO: (408) 735-0410
Apple II/lie and Apple /// are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

P.O. Box 70985
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

drives. A printer is recommended, but not
necessary.
Discovery Software
P.O. Box 68821
Indianapolis, IN 46268
(317) 291-1433

c~re
IN-DEPTH COVERAGE
of
Special Interest Subjects
• GRAPHICS
• UTILITIES

• DATA BASES
• GAMES

For Hobbyists and Advanced
Computists
Published Quarterly

hardcare
HARD FACTS

on

APPLE SOFTWARE
An Unprecedented and Controversial disclosure of closely-held

COMPUTER SECRETS
How to: Back-Up Disks
customize
commercial Programs
Undo copy-Protection & More!

The Reminder Calendar is an electronic
date book and monthly, yearly planner for
your Apple. It's quick and easy to use and
will appeal to everyone from businessmen
to housewives. Plan your days in j ust sec·
onds, plan a whole year in just minutes. The
monthly . reminders show up a few days
before they' re due (perfect for payments)
and the yearly reminders come up a week
ahead of time. All holidays are already in
and it will tell you the week day for any future
date in less than a second. Run it once a day
and it will automatically give the correct
date and day of the year number for all
days. $24.95.
Soft-Byte Computer Programs
P.O. Box 5701 Forest Park
Dayton, OH 45405
Diet! will make your computer more popu·
Jar than your refrigerator. Selected features
include: your ideal weight and calories
needed to maintain your ideal weight; effect
of exercise on weight loss; weight charts
kept for twelve weeks for everyone in the
family; insults or compliments (your choice)
about your weight change. Visual prompts,
anytime review of directories, and ' no calo·
rie' menus make this program especially
easy to use. $15.95.
Hallie Software
Box 4383
Auburn Heights, Ml 48057
The Home Controller is a new software
package that allows you to control your
BSR system via your Apple II, clock card,
and BSR interface. Features automatic
calculation of sunset and sunrise, a recovery
mode in case of power failures, supports all
BSR commands, daylight savings parame·
ter, a special " test time" so you can test
your schedule in a fraction of norm al tim e.
T akes full advantage of Upper/ Lower case
chip or 80 column card, status screen, help
screens, and much more. With the standard
version you can have up to 50 events in
your schedule and with the advanced version
you can have up to 100 events with your
own log ic. Requires a Thunderclock, Ver·
sacard, Mountain Computer Clock, or a
Mountain Computer CPS · $69.95 for the
advanced version and $49.95 for the stan·
dard version.
Simple Software Systems
P.O. Box 41069
San J ose, CA 95160

Utilities
Sphinx is the new encryption software
that's designed to keep snoo pers out of
your data. Encrypting power up to 10 to the
25th power is available in hardware costing
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close to $1000. However, Sphinx generates
an encrypting power enormously above 10
to the 400th power in less than a minute at
the keyboard, at a fraction of the cost Your
data becomes impenetrable and uncrack·
able, even in theory. Requires 48K with
Applesoft in ROM, single disk drive. Com·
plete with backup disk for $37.50 plus
$2.50 for shipping and handling.
Crane Hill-ST
P.O. Box 273
Gonzalez, FL 32560
Printer Control Program (PCP) allows
microcomputer users to set up their dot
matrix printer to print in bold faced type,
compressed characters, variable line spac·
ing, slashed zeros, elongated characters
and other modes. The program eliminates
the need to enter long strings of printer
control codes in order to change printing
modes. Completely menu driven, the pro·
gram will send printer control codes at the
to uch of a key. Included with t he program is
a fully typeset Operating Manual explaining
in detail how to use the program. It also
includes instructions on programming the
printer in BASIC, and other programs such
as Apple Writer and VisiCalc. Available for
Apple, Epson-80/ 100, and IBM printers on
any Apple computer $24.95 plus $2.00 for
shipping and handling.
Pro/ Pac
14925 Memorial Drive, Suite 105
Houston, TX 77079
(71 3) 496-1179

A new file transfer program allows the
tran sfer of files from Apple II computers to
the IBM PC and XT com puters. Included in
the new product is a comm unications
program for the IBM PC and Apple as well
as an adapter that allows the two systems to
connect The program contains several
useful utilities that assist in program con·
version and can aid in the preparation of
files for editing. The program supports the

ANNOUNCING . ..

snapshot//
The Ultimate Unlock System - Apple· disk copy card - Only 129.95

"Picture this: another last-minute rush, another
presentation to our Big Client. The company Apple
goes weird. I called in the in -house Apple 'expert'
who promptly bombed my
program disk. IF THAT
DISK HADN'T BEEN A
''Thank you,
BACKUP, I would be
Snapshot.''
rewriting my resume.
Thank you, Snapshot."
SNAPSHOT II makes unprotected backup copies of most memory-resident programs
that run on the 48K Apple II, II+ or Franklin in just 30 seconds. Easy 1-2-3 copy
procedure: Peelings //said "easiest and clearest of the three cards." Copies programs
no nibble copier can touch. SNAPSHOT II has more features and capabilities than any
copy system on the market. NO "UTILITY" DISK NEEDED. You get it all for one low
price ... $129.95.
• Expert technical consulting

•NEW built in remote switch and
extension cable

• Full, normal use of other
hardware and software

•FAST! Faster than any other
system available

•MORE! Write for our information
packet or leave your address
with our answering service
(413) 584- 7600. TO ORDER: .
Mail check payable to Dark Star
Systems. Add $3 shipping in the
U.S. ($7.50 to Canada, $15
elsewhere). Mass. residents add
$5.50 tax.
BE SURE TO SPECIFY YOUR 16K
CARD WHEN ORDERING.

• COMPRESSED BRUN files
(automatically, instantly)
• LIST and SA VE protected
Basic programs automatically
•Copy, interrupt & restart, list,
analyze, debug, trace,
disassemble, modify ... move
protected programs to hard or
8-inch disk

NEW DEALER PRICING AND RETAIL PACKAGE. Dealer inquiries invited.

darlfStar
P.O. Box 140, Dept. A, Amherst, MA 01004

SYSTEMS

One drive and 16K card required . Works with most popular cards (Apple, Microsoft,
MPC, Ramex, RH Electronics, Orange, Digitek, U-Micros, Ace, Computer Stop). Other
brands, specify when ordering. *Apple is a TM of Apple Computer.

transfer of random files, text files, data files,
binary files, high level language programs
(BASIC, Pascal, FORTRAN, etc.), VisiCalc
electronic spread-sheet data, word processor files, CP/ M, etc. File concatenation is
provided as well as the ability to send files of
any length. Supports baud rates from 110
to 9600 in standard steps $94.95.
Personal Computer Products
1400 Coleman Avenue Suite C-18
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 988-0164

Word Processing
Gutenberg is a user-friendly word processor particularly suited to creation of text but
also useful for secretarial work Permits use
of 125 user-definable special characterstechnical symbols; non-English characters;
ornaments, etc. You may also incorporate
graphics pictures in the text including
mathematical equations, logs, or even por·
traits. Formats permit multiple columns,
shaped paragraphs, complex tabulations,
and multiple levels of indentation. Includes
standard word processing commands such
as global search and replace with 8 different masks and counter, programmable
keyboard for mass data capturing and high
or low resolution editing modes. Propor·

APPLE CPM
UTILITY PAK #1
$45
Nine terrific CP/MUG utilities adapted specifically
for Apple ][ CP/M! Includes:
-BATCH multiple CP/M commands on one line
-Conditional SUBMIT file processing
-COUNT number of lines in a text file
-Extended OIRectory sorted with file sizes
-LISTFILE (line numbers & page breaks)
-LISTPART (selected) of a text file
-Multi-Diskette Volume CATaloging system
-Sort And Pack diskette directory
-Single Drive File COPY

Pascal I CPM I DOS
FILE TRANSFER UTILITIES

$45
Six programs to transfer and reformat any file
among the Apple DOS, CP/M, and Pascal operating
system environments . Conveniently allows use of
a single disc to contain files for all three systems.

CLOCKWARE
$25
Pascal support for Prometheus VERSACARD and
other Thunder-type clock/calendars. Easy access
from APPLE Pascal programs to all time/date
functions in any slot. Includes informative 20
page user manual.
SEE YOUR DEALER OR ORDER DIRECTLY FROM:

RCM SOFTWARF.
R. D. 2 Morgan Manor
New Concord, Ohio 43762
VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
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tional print is also available. Does not
requires an 80-column board or lower-case
adapter. Supports the following printers:
Apple, Centronics 737 f, 739, Epson,MX80 or MX-100 with Graftrax·Plus, NEC
8023AC, C. ltoh Prowriter, C.ltoh 8510 f, F·
10, Qume Sprint 5/ 45 f, 9 / 45 and others
are being added continuously. $325.00
suggested retail. Requires a 48K Apple with
shift-key modification, DOS 3.3 with one
drive and a monitor.
Micromation Limited
1 Yorkdale Road, Suite 406
Toronto, Ontario
Canada M6A 3A 1
(416) 781-6675

~uttnberu 0

The new Sensible Speller IV corrects spel·
ling mistakes immediately and has the
Random House Dictionary of over 80,000
words. Immediately correct misspelled words
by replacing them with the proper spelling.
It even suggests the correct spelling for
your mistakes. Options for searching the
dictionary, including multiple-character
and singie-character substitutions. The of·
ficial Black' s Legal Dictionary is now avail·
able for $99.95 ; others will be available
soon. Contains multiple versions for compatibility with almost all Apple word processors including DOS 3.2, 3.3 (AppleWriter,
Magic Window, ScreenWriter, etc.), CP/ M
(Wordstar, etc.) and Pascal word proces·
sors. Works on all Apple II series and Apple·
compatible computers with one or two disk
drives. Includes a backup disk, a main
dictionary disk, a supplementary dictionary
disk, and a free Concise Edition hard cover
Random House Dictionary. $125.
Sensible Software, Inc.
6619 Perham Drive
West Bloomfield, Ml 48033
(313) 399·8877

Ink Well Version 2.2 has big advantages for
word processing on the Apple ///. Ink Well
displays your document on the screen just
as it will be printed. You can format your
documents on the screen, and know exact·
ly how they will look on paper. Ink Well even
shows you where the page breaks will fall. It
also features a Typewriter Mode, Merge

Print, underlining, double strike, over print,
headers, footers, page numbering, imbed·
ded control characters, word wrap, right
justification, centering, adjustable margins
and tabs, find and replace, block move·
ment, and more. $185.
Foxware Products
165 West Mead Avenue
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
(801) 364-0394

Format II Enhanced Version word proces·
sing software now includes a built-in "form
letter"' data base manager for Apple II Plus,
Apple // e, Franklin and workalike compu·
ters. The result is a powerful word proces·
sing system that permits extremely flexible
form letter preparation, label printing and
more. The data base manager in Format II
Enhanced Version uses the familiar labelfor·variable swapping technique. Whenever
a particular word or set of characters (for
example, $NAME or ##UNITS) is encoun·
tered in the text file that serves as a base
document the program checks its data
base for information corres ponding to that
same label. This informatio n is substituted
for the label in the base document(the label
is not itself printed) as the document is
printed. Hard disk compatible, it also sup·
ports advanced printer functions and creates standard DOS 3.3 TEXT files. $150.
Kensington Microware Ltd.
919 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022
(212) 486-7707

TED is a new text editor and file clerk for the
Apple II Plus. 15 menus make it user·
friendly and easy to use. Full screen editing
creates and modifies text files. Allows 80
column editing without additional hard·
ware. 22 pushbutton commands provide
editing in a keystroke. A stick-on strip
makes remembering commands easy.
Merge and transfers files between disks.
Transforms DOS commands into one key·
stroke and allows 8,000 more characters
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on disks it creates. Makes reliable copies of
your data disks in 1.3 minutes. A tutorial
help file provides hands·on instruction.
Prints files on any standard configured
printer $49.95.
HUMANS, Inc.
P.O. Box 644
Falls Church, VA 22046

BOOKS/ CATALOGS
Moore 1983 Summer/Fall Computer
Forms and Supplies Catalog carries the
most complete line of computer forms and
supplies with more than 350 new products.
They carry such necessities as continuous
labels, ribbons and printwheels, computer
forms,magnetic media,cables and switches, programmer's aids, furniture and storage items and word processing supplies.
Moore Business Centers
Catalog Sales
P.O. Box 20
Wheeling, IL 60090
(800) 323-6230

change and edit and advanced uses and
special tricks that extend the capabilities of
the programs. This book has been carefully
organized so that users can quickly cite a
specific command or function for immediate reference. 200 pages, $12.95.
Osborne/ McGraw-Hill
2600 Tenth Street
Berkeley, Ca 94710
(415) 548-2805

Doing Business with SuperCalc is a
guide to using the popular and powerful
electronic spreadsheet for common business calculations. It includes over forty
applications for accounting and management planning - from financial statements
to master budgets; from pricing models to
investment strategies. Each application is
thoroughly described and a complete program for setting up the applications in
SuperCalc is presented. All of the programs
can be easily modified to fit each user' s

Advanced Computer Products catalog for
1983 will fulfill your every need. A partial
index features Apple II and // e software and
hardware, resistor networks, logic probes,
handheld computers, disks, fans, diskettes,
software, supplies, switches, heatsinks, EZ
circuits, crystals, cables, S-100 equipment,
transformers, wirewrap wire, etc.
Advanced Computer Products Inc.
1310 East Edinger
Santa Ana, CA 92705
(714) 558-8813 (CA) (800) 854-8230

Doing Business with Pascal is written for
anyone interested in a modular, integrated
programming approach to business sys·
terns. The first of its kind, this book clearly
explains the necessary Pascal language
extensions, program development and sys·
tern integration for special applications
previously only possible with larger computers. This well-written and easy to use guide
to business programming with Pascal is
complete with extensive examples of each
application, including listings and sample
runs. $15.95 plus $1.50 for postage.
Sybex
2344 Sixth Street
Berkeley, CA 94710
(415) 848-8233

HELLO CENTRAL!
The single most important telecqmmunications program
available today . ..

Music Programs for the Apple Computer
is a comprehensive directory of computerassisted instructional materials for music
education. It provides 26 pages of information about software and hardware currently
available for use today with Apple II computers. Currently includes 123 software programs with titles, descriptions, additional
hardware needed (if any), list prices, suppliers and sources; 13 hardware systems; 46
suppliers and 18 other sources of information. Copies of this directory are available
for $5.00 each, including first-class shipping. Quantity discounts available.
Denis C. Moreen
College of Notre Dame
Belmont, CA 94002
(415) 861-2871
VisiCalc: Home and Office Companion
presents a series of easy, "hands-on" lessons that introduce users to the VisiCalc
program's format and many versatile commands. By following the numerous exercises and examples in the book, even firsttime users ofVisiCalc programs will be able
to achieve professional results. Sections
include basic skills needed to build a work
sheet, the commands that are used to

specific needs. This is an important book
for business professionals who want to use
SuperCalc for planning, forecasting, and
control. $12.95 plus $1.50 for postage.
Sybex

" The most satisfying feature of HELLO CENTRAL! is its userfriendliness
offers some features that have been longed for in a terminal program ..
HELLO CENTRAL' is a great terminal program ... consider this one."
-SOFTALK (December, 1982)

"The manual is relatively easy to read ... Most directions, choices, and
commands are either easy to remember or are displayed on the screen
In my opinion , the best feature ... is the text editor. It allows you to write,
insert, delete, and copy blocks of text in a very efficient manner . . . can
receive and store text files written in Integer . . Applesoft® BASIC and in
Binary Code . "
-DESKTOP COMPUTING (December, 1982)
18,000 character buffer to store an unlimited number of lines, regardless of length
• No need for 80-column hardware, because internal wordwrap eliminates split words
• Auto dial/answer and take-a-message • Accepts any ASCII file • Upper and lower
case input and output • Multiple user-defined directories • Powerful text editor lets
you modify incoming and outgoing information • Not copy-protected , allowing for easy
back-up • Completely menu-driven • Program updates (when available) via modem

Ask for No. 26081 . . ...............

ODIJ

$99.00

Only HELLO CENTRAL! has all of these features for $99.00! Call 800-428-3696
or 317-298-5566 and ask for Operator 316.
Available for Apple II"' series computers, including the new lie"'.
Apple 11, II-PLUS, lie, and Applesoft are reg istered trademarks, of Apple Computer, Inc.

SAMS BOOK S & SOFT WARE
HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
4300 West 62nd Street P.O. Box 7092
Indianapolis, IN 46206
TM
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The Vocational Studies Center, University
of Wisconsin-Madison has published two
handbooks on microcomputers. The first is
Microcomputers: Applications in Vocational EducatioTL The second is titled
Microcomputers: Applications in Career
Counseling and Career EducatioTL Both
books contain papers written by experts
specifically for the handbooks. Each book
sells for $30.00
Publications Office
Wisconsin Vocational Studies Center
964 Educational Science Building
1025 W. Johnson Street
Madison, WI 53706

Family Computing, a monthly magazine,
is the first major consumer magazine to be
published by Scholastic, a company that
for over six decades has published highquality, timely educational materials for all
areas of learning for both schools and the
home. People urgently need practical, easily understandable information on how to
use computers for learning and fun on a
day-to-day basis. It will form a link with their
children's in-school computer-related instruction as well. Annual subscription rate
is $17 .95 or $27.97 for two years.
Scholastic, Inc.
730 Broadway
New York, NY 10003
(212) 505-3000
Computer Comparisons contains more
than 100 pages of valuable information
about how to compare, evaluate and purchase a computer system for business
applications. It includes concise, easy-touse summary charts which show the important features and operating specifications of over 300 models of minicomputers
and microcomputers. Each description includes the type of standard operating software that the system will support A complete new book, with updated information,

is sent to subscribers each quarter. Compares single-user systems up to 10-user, 3printer systems. Annual subscription is
$120.00, semi-annual is $80.00 and a single issue is $50.00.
Easy Data Corporation
1600 Dove St, Suite 338
Newport Beach, CA 92660
(714) 851-8148

A new, free catalog of micro-computer
resources for the classroom is now available. The catalog contains 304 computerrelated products for education, including
115 software programs, 189 books, diskettes, and supplies.
Computer Skill Builders
PO Box42050
Tucson, AZ 85733
(602) 323-7500

LIST is a new 404 page software resource
book, divided into two sections: a "how-to"
section comprised of over thirty articles and
the Software Locator complete with over
3,000 personal computer software applications indexed by industry, application, hardware, and operating system environment
(over 700 for the Apple and almost 800 for
CP/ M compatible systems) - $12.50.
Redgate Publishing Company
3407 Ocean Drive
.
Vero Beach, FL 32960
(305) 231-6904

The International Software Directory is
published in two volumes: Microcomputers
and Minicomputers. Ifs a comprehensive
database of computer software. Contains
extensive details of over 10,000 programs
covering every conceivable application from
the most highly sophisticated industrial
systems to the simplest domestic package.
Fully indexed by Computer Model, Application, Operating System, Language, Program Name, and Software House. Includes
guides to buying hardware and software,
tables show related families of hardware
architecture, microprocessors, computer
models, operating systems, and high-level
languages. Vol. 1 (Microcomputers) $62.90,
Vol. 2 (Minicomputers) $72.90.
Imprint Software
1520 South College Avenue
Ft Collins, CO 80524

Everyone who uses Apple Writer II can use
the book Minute Manual For Apple Writer
II. It contains step-by-step instructions for
the six basic operating procedures: initializing disks, typing text, saving text, loading
text, editing text, and printing text The 100
page manual also includes instructions for
print formatting, mailing lists and form
letters, tabs, glossary files and even procedures not described in the Apple Writer II
manual like Print Preview. Includes chapters on Epson printing c6mmands, word
processing on a microcomputer, and enhancing your Apple II plus to provide 80column display, upper and lower case,
extra memory, shift key modification, spelling checker program, etc. $5.95 plus $1.00
shipping.
Minute Ware
P. 0 . Box 2392
Columbia, MD 21045
(301) 995-1166

1he SECUA~T't'

The Soft.ware Catalog incorporates unique
features into a comprehensive source of
reference on software. Includes software/
system compatibility information, including available software packages for the
upgraded or modified system, microprocessor, language compiler, or other system
component Continuous updating via two
editions annually (the first describing more
than 20,000 software products) and two
intermediate updates will keep you current
Complete cross-referencing makes lookup
a snap. Referenced by computer, application, operating system, keywords, vendor,
microprocessor, programming language,

ECJUAT~on

+
Do you stack your expensive disc
drives or monitor precariously on top of
each other? APPLE STACKER'", the rack
designed to stack and securely hold
your Apple II computer system compactly
and neatly, makes any surface a work
station.
Heavy gauge steel with chip resistant

finish compliments your Apple II computer. No need for cooling fans as the
large open grid of the rack allows air to
flow freely. Has space to store diskette
boxes when not in use. Designed to
showcase and not detract from your
system's appearance. Almost invisible.

B. R. Green
3631 West Third Street, Suite 262, Los Angeles, CA 90020
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$30.00
Mail check, M. 0 ., or Visa! Mastercard number
and expiration date. Calif. residents add
6.5% tax.
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TIIEOPERATORhas
these added features:
·110/300 baud • full & half
rotary, touch- tone TM , key s
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ers only!
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·andlfng included for dmtinental U.S.
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Apple is' a registered.trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
Franklin Ace is a trademark of the Franklin Cori:tputer.Corp.
Touch· Tone is a trademark o f American Telephone & Telegraph.

'f·I·1v1:E>C:·()·ll
REACHING PEOPLE TH ROUGH TECHNOLOGY
The International Modem bchange Corporation
P.O.

Bo~

8928. Boston, MA 02114

T· I·M· E·C·O· R
REACHING PEOPLE THROUGH TECHNOLOGY
The International Modem Exchange Corporation
Four Longfellow Place, P.O: Box 8928, Boston, MA 02114 Voice: (617) 720-4090 MODEM : (617) 720-3600
For MasterCard & Visa orders only! Call now! Toll free 1-800-824-7888, ask for Operator 52 !

'

name of software pakcage, and general
subject classification.
Elsevier Science Publishing Co., Inc.
52 V.inderbilt Avenue
New York, NY 10017
(212) 867-9040

MISCELLANEOUS
The new catalog from Bretford Manufacturing contains, among standard office
items, video cabinets and stands. One item,
their Slant Bar, can be attached to the front
of a video table shelf allowing a video
cassette recorder to sit at an angle, provid·
ing easier access to the controls on front·
loading VCRs. The Slant Bar was originally
designed to reduce video equipment glare.
Bretford Manufacturing, Inc.
9715 Soreng Avenue
Schiller Park, IL 60176
(312) 678·2545
You'll get the picture with Plot-A-Lot Now
High·Res, Lo·Res and text screen layouts
can be generated easily, quickly and accur·
ately. No more elliptical circles, no more
rectangular squares, no more text overflow.
Plot-A-Lot is a laminated sketch board that
is aspect ratio corrected to precisely match
the apple-produced picture. Use the pens
supplied to draw your picture on it and
you' ll quickly determine X·Y values for
PLOT, HPLOT, HUN, and VLIN commands.
Wipe the board clean with just a damp cloth
and start again $19.95.
CompAid Products
P.O. Box 143
Trafford, PA 15085
StorWare with hinged lids are easy to open
are anti·magnetic. They are quite durable
and stack easily. In walnut or black pebble
finish with optional index/ dividers $2.95
per set Storage for 75·plus diskettes, $9.95
plus $1.25 shipping. Storage for 150·plus
diskettes, $14.95 plus $1.50 shipping.
StorWares, Inc.
1849 East 65th Street
Cleveland, OH 44103
(216) 881·2424
Compu·Table is an affordable, home·use
computer table. Made of high quality tubu. Jar steel frame that insures superior strength
and stability. Contains a built-in printer
paper slot and a built·in cord and ribbon
slot for flush-to-wall fit and tangle·free wires.
Correct 27·inch height for fatigue free
keyboarding. Tops are interchangeable and
may be purchased separately for system
expansion. Optional, adjustable "datatop'"
shelf, provides easy access to programs,
m~muals, printouts, disks and other computer aids. Additional options include disk
drive bay and movable work light Models
from $53.95.
Compco Industries, Inc.
159 W. Walnut Street
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Painesville, OH 44077
(216) 354·4186
Modular Desktop Furniture in solid oak
features contemporary design with unique
disk storage capabilities allowing random
selection of any disk by label. Provisions are
made for housing disk drives, manuals,
monitor and accessories as well. With
available add·on modules, the system can
expand as required in user·customized
configurations, enabling the user to create
a custom workcenter on any desk or table.
Shown are Floppy Drawer $189.95, The
Bridge $79.95, bulk storage Floppy Drawer
$279.95, Floppy Fingers $31.95.
Venice Woodworking Company
12810 Venice Boulevard, Suite 304
Los Angeles, CA 90066
(213) 390-4885

A new color brochure of contemporary
computer furniture is availble from Royal
Seating. This brochure presents contemporary Danish items which glow with the
rich deep texture of fine furniture. Each
piece is hand finished, pre·assembled, and
ships knocked·down. Pieces include solid
oak desks, printer stands, monitor shelves,
and coordinating chairs.
Royal Seating Corporation
P.O. Box 753
Cameron, TX 76520
(817) 697-6421
Caster Paks are available from Bretford
Manufacturing, Inc. to fit its work stations.
Each conversion kit includes four two-inch
ball casters and caster inserts. The casters
can be installed on 26 1/ 2 inch high work
stations for computers, data processing
systems, and microfilm centers. They also
fit their Universal Printer Stand. For additional information or a copy of their office
furniture catalog write:
Bretford Manufacturing, Inc.
9715 Soreng Avenue
Schiller Park, IL 6011 7
(312) 678-2545
Continuous fan·fold checks and accessories designed especially for use in the
home or small cottage business are folded
three to a page and 9 %·inch width. They
can be used on any tractor, pin or friction
feed printing device capable of printing 10
characters per inch (80 columns per line).
Designed with end stub. The maker also
offers a complete line of accessories includ·
ing a data ring checkbook for storage and

dual windowed envelopes which eliminate
addressing chores. Program included allows
the system to be put into use within minutes
of purchase. Prints a single check or batch
prints monthly or even erratically scheduled checks with only a few keystrokes.
Also prints the check stub for a permanent
record as well as creating data files for user
manipulation. The 200 check package is
$59.95 and the 500 check package is
$79.95.
Synergetic Solutions
4 715 Shepherd Road
Mulberry, FL 33860
(813) 646-6557
Casters and a compact size make Howe
Furniture Corporation's new adjustable
terminal stand a versatile addition to the
contemporary office. Pictured is the smallest
of the three tables in Howe's fine line of
adjustable terminal tables, the front keyboard surface measures 11 x24 inches and
pulls out horizontally 41/4·inches. Both the
front and the rear terminal surfaces have a
height adjustment of 27.5 to 36.5 inches.
The base is 21 x 28 inches. A black metal
column tucks all the cables out of the way
and out of sight Top surfaces are available
in Almond Formica, as shown, or in Natural
Oak Formica. All tables have a black vinyl
edge.
Howe Furniture Corporation
155 East 56th Street
New York, NY 10022

CompuCable Corporation has expanded
its product line to include specialized cables
for microcomputer applications, such as
parallel and modem cables for Apple, IBM,
Tl, Atari, etc., RS422 cables, DEC equivalent
cables and components. They also include
many accessories such as interface and
memory boards and uninterruptable power
sources, friction feed kits for MX 70 and
MX-80 printers, and data transfer switches.
They will also custom build EIA RS·232C
cables to your specifications.
CompuCable Corporation
1440 S. State College Blvd. Suite 3·E
Anaheim, CA 92806
(714) 635·7330

applcz tczch notczs

NOW Available direct from International Apple Core
or from.your local Apple computer dealer

PRICE $64.95

Dealer's inquiries: Phone (408) 727-7652

Postage and handling included.
Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery.

D

Check/
Money Order

California
Res idents add

6-1/2% Tax
($4.22)

D Master
D VISA
Card

Make Check/Money Order payable to INTER·
NATIONAL APPLE CORE. Payment must
accompany order and must be in U.S. funds
and drawn on U.S. bank.

MAIL TO:
International Apple Core
908 George Street
Santa Clara, CA 95050

NAME~~------------------~
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
CITY_ _ _ _ _ _ _~ STATE._ _ _ ZIP_ _ _ __
Interbank No.

Credit Card Signature

Card Expires
INTERNATIONAL
APPLE CORE
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Aguila Corp.
Apple Computer
Applied Engineering
B.R. Green
Beagle Brothers
Cases Inc.
Compuclub International
Corona Data Systems
Dark Star Systems
David Data
Decillionix
Doss Industries
East Side Software
Enter Computer
Exec Systems
Executive Peripherals
Fiberbilt
IAC
Independence Software
Innovative Data Technology
Interactive Microware
Kensington Microware
Last Electronics
Leading Edge
Lewis Video Productions
L.JK
Mannesmann Tally
Micro Data Collection
Micro Dimensions
Micro Pro International
Micro Ware
Microsoft
Microtek Inc.
Mijo
Nibble
Orange Micro
Peelings
RCM Software
RH Electronics
Sams Books & Software

sos

Sierra On· Line
Softkey Publishing
SSM
Star Micronics
Tempkin & Co.
Time Corp.
United Computer Corporation
Videx
Vista
Wall Street Micro
Wholesale Suppliers

MORE MICR01EK
COMPU1ER
PROOUC1S 1HAN
EVER BEFORE.
IOR APl'U/FllAlllCJ.111 & oflter
"fook-a-llltN" (APPU lie CompalfWe)
DUMPLING-GX
Hi-Resolution Graphics Parallel

Printer Interlace Card with
Graphics Features for all major
printers
DUMPLING-64
64K Spooler Buffer for Text, Block
and Dot Addressable Graphics.
Works with all major printers
BAM-128
64K/12BK Memory Card
Q-DISC
12BK Disc Emulation System
MAGNUM-80
BO Column Video Card
VI SI-PAC
A BAM-12B, a MAGNUM-BO, and
Software for maximum use of
your VISICALC Spreadsheet
RV-611(
7 or 8 BIT Parallel Printer Interlace Card
RAINBOW-256
RGB Board wi_th 256 Output Colors to monitor
BAM-16MM
16K Card with Memory Management System (MOVE-DOS)
VIZ-E-EXPAND
Visicolc Expansion Soltw~!~
VIZ-E-EXPAND 80 Adds BO Column Features,'to
VIZ+EXPAND
IOR fHI IBM PC

The HAL Series of IBM compatible memory boards:
HAL-64, 128, 192, 256 Memory Expansion
without Parity
HAL-64P, 128P, 192P, 256P Memory Expansion
with Parity
The HAL Parallel Printer Cables
The HAL Utility Software Package
1HI vrc-20 - - COMMOOORI 64
VIM-8/16
BK or 16K Memory Expansion

VIM-0
CC-2064

Module
EPROM/RAM User Definable
Module
Parallel Printer Cable &Software
for the VIC-20/64

IOR A1Alll 400 and 800 COMl'VrEH

AMB-16
AMB-32A
ATC-P
ATC-S

16K Memory Card for Atari
32K Slot Independent Memory
Card
Atari Parallel Printer Coble .
Atari Serial or Modem Co~le...... ...
-

AiSO

SCAMP SERIES

RS-232C Serial Interface; Cables
6', 10', 25'

lllWI '

• Stand-alone Printer Buffers with Auto
Serial/Parallel Conversion up to 256K!
• Serial Dumplings-with and without Buffer.
MICROTEK products carry a 2 Year Warranty and ore available
from your local Dealer. For your Dealer's name or for further
details call MICROTEK.

MICROTE~nc.
4750 Viewridge Avenue
San Diego, California 92123-1690

(619) 569-0900
Toll Free Outside CA (800) 854-1081
TWX 910-335-1269
BAM-16, DUMPLING-GX, DUMPLING-64, HAL,
MAGNUM-BO, Q-DISC, RV-611C, and SCAMP a re
trademarks of Microtek, Inc. APPLE and APPLE II
are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
ATARI 400 & 800 are trademarks of Atari, Inc.
CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital
Research, Inc. IBM P.C. is a trademark of IBM.
VIC-20 is a trademark of Commodore Business
Machines. VISICALC is a trademard of VisiCorp.
Z-80 is a trademark of Zilog, Inc. © Microtek, 1983

Apple Orchard

IF YOU HAVE A GRAPHICS
PRINTER YOU MUST HAVE A
GRAPHICS INTERFACE.
Dl!!JfliJPlllliJfi=OJX Dl!!JfliJPlllliJfi=MJ

GRAPHICS PRINTER INTERFACE

GRAPHICS PRINTER SPOOLER

The Dumpling-GX is a DIP Switch Selectable
Dual Hi -Resolution Graphics Screen Dump
parallel interface card for Apple computers
and most popular printers.
At the flick of the DIP switch, The Dumpling
will interface w ith : APPLE • EPSON • NEC

The Dumpling-64 is the next logical extension
to the industry standard Dumpling-G X parallel interface card, a llowing the computer to
DUMP vast qua ntities of data into the Dumpling-64 for later ~r.int i n g, thus freeing up the
computer fo r additional tasks.
·

IDS* • ANADEX • C-ITOH • PMC • CENTRONICS • OKIDATA • MANNESMANN
TALLEY
Selectable Strobe and Acknowledge polarities allow use with any 8-bit parallel printer in
text and block gra phics mode.
Microtek's proprietary on-board firm ware enables the Dumpling-GX to establish intelligent
communication between your Apple computer
and your printer. Simple commands allow:
• Selection of your printer by DIP sw itch.
• Selective Dump Page 1, Page 2, or both in
either text or graphics mode.
• Chart Recorder Simulation.
• Left & Right Margin Control.
• Line Length/Page Length Selection .
• Block graphics via 8th bit Control.
• Printer bell Control.
• Skip over Perf.
• 90 degree Rotation .
• Double Si ze Graphics.
• Emphasized Graphics Print .

The Dumpling-64 allows full use of all Dumpling-GX features . In addition to the standard
graphics features, the Dumpling-64 offers:
• Buffer sizes fro m 0 K to 64K. User upg radable.
• Graphics Dumps to Buffer. Page 1 and / or 2.
• Mult i ple Consecuti ve Screen Dumps to
Buffer.
• Software reset to clea r Buffer.
• "Space Compression" saves valuable memory taken up by 'spaces' in text or spread
sheets.
• Automati c Buffer Size Recognition .
• Pause while printing-immediate.
• Pause while printing-delayed .
• Resume printing .
• REMOTE pause-im mediate: hooks up to
telephone, switches-etc.
• Buffer ON / OFF control.
• INSERT text editing capability w ith Pause
and Buffer ON / OFF control.

DDLL

